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ABSTRACT
BUILDING A FIRM FOUNDATION:
COLLABORATIVE VISIONING WITH
A CHURCH PLANT CORE GROUP

by
Bruce Lee Emmert
The purpose of this ethnographic study was to assess the effectiveness of using a
collaborative shared-vision process in leading a core group of dedicated Christians
recruited from several diverse United Methodist congregations in south Johnson county,
Kansas in planting a new local church.
A collaborative shared-vision process is a strategy described by Peter Senge
whereby participants and leaders in an organization co-create shared-vision for that
. organization. The distfnguishing characteristic of this process is that the members and the
leader of an organization co-create a shared-vision (mission, core values, vision, and
goals for the organization rather than the members simply accepting the leader's
proffered shared-vision.
This study found that a collaborative shared-vision process was effective in
preparing the core group to start a new congregation. Members of the core group did
experience many of the benefits suggested by the theory such as an intense sense of
ownership in the local church, a long-term orientation, a feeling of community, synergy,
and a sense of accomplishment. They also experience something unanticipated: the glory
and burden of ministry. The organization benefited due to the participants' willingness to
give their loyalty and energy to the group as well as by the high creativity released by the
process. The leader benefited as well by being seen as competent.
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CHAPTER 1
Overview of the Study
Called to Plant a United Methodist Congregation
God called me, and the denomination of which I am an ordained elder confirmed
that call, to plant a new congregation in south Johnson County, Kansas.
I had prayed for over a year that my home conference would appoint me to plant a
church in south Johnson County, and God answered that prayer. The Annual Conference
referred to this new church plant as SoJoCo (south Johnson County) until the core group
chose the name "United Methodist Church of the Servant" (hereafter referred to
UMCOTS) for itself.
A year and a half ago I had no doubt that, with God's help, I would succeed at my
task of planting a new United Methodist congregation. I felt this way, not out of
arrogance, but out of the firm conviction that God had appointed me to this task and that
God would make clear to me the direction I was to take (2 Corinthians 3: 1-6). This
dissertation was not merely an academic exercise I was required to complete, but it was
one of the tools God gave me to help me chart my course. The reading and research I did
for this dissertation became part of the foundation on which the core group and I are
building a new congregation.
Background to the Study
An organization will flounder unless the people have a common understanding of

the mission, vision, values, and goals of the organization. Congregations are no different.
To fulfill the calling of planting a new church, the core group needed to deveJ.op "sharedvision." Shared-vision is a comprehensive term used by Peter Senge in his book, The
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Fifth Discipline that takes into account the mission statement, core values, vision
statement, and goals of an organization. Shared-visioning is a comprehensive, long-term
process. Some writers, such as John Bryson, refer to the shared-vision process as strategic
planning or strategic decision making. One author has compared shared-vision to the
genetic code of an organism. Shared-vision determines the future life and development of
a church. The founding pastor's role is to lead the core group in shared-vision
development.
My primary responsibility as a leader has to do with shared-visioning. The nature
of that responsibility is what is debated. Some Christian and secular leadership literature
of the past stressed that it is the leader's prerogative to create the mission, values, vision,
and goals of an organization. Other members of the organization are simply to accept that
shared-vision or leave. This process may give a unified direction to the organization and
result in member compliance. One might even be correct in saying that the organization
has a shared, albeit leader-imposed, vision. A leader-imposed shared-vision, however,
addresses neither the human need to have a sense of shared purpose and community nor
takes into account the diversity represented in the American populace.
Quite candidly, the thought of imposing a shared-vision on the core group of
UMCOTS was tempting. Doing so would certainly have'been faster than working
through the collaborative shared-vision process. But my feeling at the time (informed by
reading a good deal of leadership literature) was that the imposition of a shared-vision
would not produce the commitment, enthusiasm, and drive in the core group that our new
church would need to succeed. Neither did it seem to me that a leader-imposed shared-
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vision would yield the benefits to those involved that a collaborative shared-vision
process had the potential of producing.
Moreover, I entered the church-planting process with the goal of recruiting active
members of United Methodist congregations to make up the core group of the new
congregation. One goal in recruiting active members was to find people who had been
leaders in their congregations and had a history of living out their membership vows. (I
detail the type of person I was looking for in Chapter 3.) Part of my basic assumption
was that active United Methodists who have a history of living out their membership
vows have an understanding of what church should be. I believed it was important to
honor the wisdom, insight, and maturity of those people by carefully listening to them
and involving them in the shared-vision process of planting the church. I realized that the
assumption I was workin.g under actually was the result of reading Management of
Organizational Behavior by Paul Hersey, Kenneth H. Blanchard and Dewey E. Johnson.
In that book, the authors layout situational leadership theory. Part of that theory states
that leaders need to work with their people according to where the people are. I realized
that I was looking for highly motivated, highly able people-and, in fact, that is who I
recruited. It seemed to make sense to include these highly motivated, highly able people
in every aspect of the church planting process. It also seemed to make sense to me that
God would speak through these folks. For many years, I have been impressed with the
importance of seeking the wise council of a wide variety of people whom I believe to be
capable and mature Christians. I simply could not escape these basic assumptions about
working with highly motivated, able people. These assumptions inspired me to test a
collaborative shared-vision process.
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The writings of secular theorists suggest that when persons collaborate in the
development of shared-vision for their organization, their quality of life-well being-is
enhanced (e.g., Bryson). According to those authors, a leader-imposed shared-vision
yields neither the long-term productivity that an organization needs nor enhances a
person's well-being as does a collaborative shared-vision process. But there is a deeper
reason for using a collaborative process for strategic decision making: It mirrors the
narrative accounts of strategic decision making in the New Testament.
Biblical and Theological Foundation
A large body of Christian leadership literature, such as that written by C. Peter
Wagner, asserts that it is the unmistakable role of the pastor to articulate the sharedvision of the church. Wagner discusses the need for a pastor to be an equipping leader.
An equipping leader "actively sets goals for a congregation according to the will of God,

obtains goal ownership from the people, and sees that each church member is properly
motivated and equipped to do his or her part in accomplishing the goals" (Leading 79).
Notice that for Wagner it is the pastor/leader who sets goals for the church.
Wagner supports his view by referring to the image of the pastor as a shepherd in 1 Peter
5:2, where Peter exhorts the elders to ''tend the flock of God that is in your charge."
Elders are to lead their flocks by example, but they are still shepherds who lead and the
members are the sheep who follow (Leading 110). George Barna writes that "God has
gifted certain individuals to serve as leaders. It is to those people that He can trust one of
His most precious and treasured gifts: vision. Only a leader knows what to do with
vision" (30). Barna goes on to say that God works through a variety of people in the
development of vision and that some godly individuals ought to act as a sounding board
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for a leader seeking to discern God's will for the people. But it is to the leader and leader
alone understands "grasping God's vision for the church's ministry is not a committee
process" (45). Although capturing God's vision is not a solitary process, Barna makes it
clear that "the pastor is the point person and central figure in the process" (58). In this
view, the leader's role is to receive God's plan and then "tell ap.d sell" the plan to the
congregation (Senge et al. 315-318).
The implication of the tell and sell process was driven home to me by a friend (a
colleague in the Beeson Pastor Program at Asbury Theological Seminary) who attended a
United Methodist church planting school in the fall of 1998. He reported to me that one
presenter during the conference repeatedly emphasized the importance of the church
plant pastor being the one to capture the vision for the church. Part and parcel of this
vision-casting role, he was told, was the naming of the new church. Under no
circumstances, he was told, should the pastor allow the core group to name the new
congregation. The reason was simply that naming a congregation was one of the most
divisive exercises in church planting. A pastor should come to the planting process with
the vision and name of the church already decided.
There is another point of view concerning the role of the leader in seeking God's
vision for a congregation. The pastor's key role still has to do with setting the future
course of the church. The difference between these points of view is whether the pastor is
solely responsible for setting that course or if the pastor and the key people in the church
together develop the shared-vision of the church. Lovett Weems, president of a United
Methodist seminary, describes the most significant aspect of leadership as being the
collaborative development and articulation of a vision for the church. Similarly, William
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E. Easum suggests that the pastor and a task force "take the church through a process of
formulating mission, vision, and values statements to guide the decision making process
of the church .... In a new church plant, the planting team develops the mission, vision,
and value statements before planting the church" (15). Similarly, Shawchuck and Rueser
state that the leader plays a central part in casting of corporate vision. "The leader is not
the only one in the congregation who may discern God's plan for the congregation, but
the leader's participation in the discerning process is essential" (140).
Contemporary secular leadership literature affIrms the viewpoint that sharedvision needs to be a collaborative effort. Senge writes that the fIrst step in building
shared-vision is to give up the traditional approach that sees vision as something that
comes from the top and must be accepted by the underlings (213). In The Leadership
Challenge, James M. Kouzes and Barry Z. Posner cogently articulate this position.
Leadership isn't about imposing the leader's solo dream; it's about
developing a shared sense of destiny. It's about enrolling others so that
they can see how their own interests and aspirations are aligned with the
vision and can thereby become mobilized to commit their individual
energies to its realization. A vision is inclusive of the constituent's
aspirations; it's an ideal and unique image of the future for the common
good. (124)

Roy M. Oswald and Robert E. Friedrich, Jr., in Discerning Your Congregation's
Future, state that the "best plan for an individual congregation is one developed by the
congregation's own members. When members and leaders are involved from start to
fmish, both members and leaders will be able to embrace the result and put it to work"
(2). Not only will members and leaders be more able to embrace the resulting vision, but
according to Oswald and Friedrich, a corporate discernment process is almost alwa:'s
"more reliable than individual discernment" (xi).
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The viewpoint of those like Shawchuck and Hueser, Oswald and Friedrich,
Easum, Weems, Kouzes and Posner, and Senge fmds significant theological and biblical
support. The most significant New Testament source of narratives concerning the
strategic decision making process in the early church is the Book of Acts. Luke Timothy
Johnson states that it is only in Acts that "we find a sustained treatment of the process by
which the church did or should have decided its future as God's people" ffiecision 56).
The narratives in the Acts of the Apostles do not paint a picture of the church as being an
organization run from the top down with the apostles dictating policies and making
unilateral decisions. Instead, Acts tells the story of a community of faith that together
comes to understand the will of God and makes decisions as a community. Johnson
writes that the story about the Jerusalem Council in Acts 15 is particularly important
because it paints the "fullest picture in the New Testrunent of the process by which the
church reaches decisions" (Decision 56). The story of the Jerusalem Council "witnesses
to the church concerning the way it reaches decisions, not by way of prescription, but by
way of paradigmatic story" (Decision 56).
In Acts 15, Luke relates the story of the process whereby the early church reached
a decision on an earthshaking issue that came before it. The issue had to do with the
extent to which Gentile converts had to obey the Jewish ceremonial law of circumcision,
a partiCUlarly onerous custom as far as Gentile converts to Christian faith were
concerned. Paul taught that Gentile converts do not need to be circumcised. Yet, "certain
individuals came down from Judea and were teaching the brothers [in Antioch], 'Unless
you are circumcised according to the custom of Moses, you cannot be saved'" (Acts
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15:1). A great and fierce debate ("no small dissension") erupted in Antioch among those
who insisted upon Gentile circumcision and Paul and Barnabas who opposed it.
The church at Antioch appointed Paul, Barnabas, and some others to go to
Jerusalem to "discuss this question with the apostles and the elders" (Acts 15:2). Almost
immediately, debate erupted. Paul and Barnabas told the story of all that God had done
with the Gentile believers, but some of the Jewish believers insisted that Gentiles be
circumcised and follow the law of Moses.
Then the apostles and elders met to debate the issue. Apparently, the debate was
lengthy, for Luke tells us that "after there had been much debate," Peter addressed the
apostles and elders in defense of the Gentile converts. Interestingly, Peter did not argue
against circumcision of Gentiles based on his authority as an apostle. He reminded them
of the story of how the gospel came to be preached to the Gentiles in the first place. Peter
simply reminded them that God had chosen him to be the "one through whom the
Gentiles would hear the message of the good news and become believers" (Acts 15:7). In
doing so, Peter recalled for them how God had taught him that "God shows no partiality,
but in every nation anyone who fears him and does what is right is acceptable to him"
(Acts 10:34). Peter brought to their minds how the Holy Spirit cleansed the Gentiles'
hearts by faith. Finally, Peter gave voice to their corporate profession that "we believe
that we will be saved through the grace of the Lord Jesus, just as they will" (Acts 15:11).
Peter did not use his influence as an apostle to bully the other apostles and elders into
agreeing with him. He reminded them of the story of what God has done and how they
"praised God, saying, 'Then God has given even to the Gentiles the repentance that leads
to life'" (Acts 11: 18).
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Then the "whole assembly" listened to Paul and Barnabas as they told the story of
"all the signs and wonders that God had done through them among the Gentiles" (Acts
15:12). After much debate in the total assembly, James, the apparent leader of the church,
decided the issue. "Therefore I have reached the decision that we should not trouble those
Gentiles who are turning to God" (Acts 15: 19).
A dynamic group process led up to James' pronouncement. James made his
judgment after the apostles and elders considered and debated the matter. James did not
speak his mind before hearing both sides of the case. His resolution was not authoritarian.
James based his conclusion on listening to the stories Peter, Paul, and Barnabas told as
well as to the points of view of those who disagreed. James, as the leader, made a strong
and decisive decision, but he did so by seeking the wise council of the entire group.
Johnson writes that James made a "solemn judgment (15:19), though one which required
the approval of the assembly (15:22, 25)" (Decision 83). He made a ruling based on the
shared-vision already agreed upon by the community: that the Christian Gentiles were no
less heirs of God's salvation than the Jewish Christians. In so doing, the church in
essence established a new core value-that the Gentiles were not to be burdened by
Jewish ritual requirements (Acts 15: 28).
In Acts 15, we see that it was not the role or responsibility of one person to
develop shared-vision in the early church. Instead, the leader helped to clarify the group's
mind by carefully listening to the stories of the apostles, elders, and believers. In truth,
when James made his decision, he was really articulating the community's corporate
decision arrived at through a collaborative process. Through this collaborative process,
the community of disciples created shared-vision for the early church.
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Johnson writes that decision making "is a fundamental articulation of a group's
life. The process by which decision is reached tells of the nature of the group in a way
other forms of ritual sometime miss" (Decision 17). The church is a community of faith.
Therefore, the way it reaches decisions ought to be "an articulation of faith" (Decision
25). Clearly in Acts 15, the process of decision making is itself an articulation of faith.
The church told the stories of what God was doing in their lives. The church listened to
the words of the prophets as told in the Scripture. The church interpreted their experience
in light of the Scripture. The church trusted that God would lead them to do his will in the
matter concerning Gentile circumcision; and indeed God did lead them in the decision
making through their own collaborative process.
I need to ground the process of developing shared-vision theologically, just as I
would need to theologically ground any decision making process in the life of the church.
A collaboratively developed shared-vision strikes me as a theologically sound and
biblically based alternative to leader-imposed shared-vision. But how are a congregation
and pastor to collaboratively develop or capture a shared-vision for their congregation?
Both Barna and Shawchuck and Hueser used the same word to describe the activity that
leads up to capturing a shared-vision for a congregation: discernment.
Oswald and Friedrich, in Discerning Your Congre'gation's Future, claim that
"God is willing to offer us direction and perspective if and when we are willing to
surrender our willfulness and be open to receiving such direction" (ix). Receiving
direction from God is a way of talking about discernment. Seeking to capture God's
mission, core values, vision, and goals for the church is about seeking to do God's will
and is, therefore~ a spiritual discernment issue (2).
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All persons are sinful; therefore, no one person is able to know God's will
adequately. But because we have been reconciled to God in Christ and are now led by the
Holy Spirit, we are given the grace of participating in the ministry of Jesus Christ. In fact,
the church is to continue the very ministry of Jesus in the world. Our faith is that God
will disclose his will to us so that we may continue the ministry of Jesus Christ when, in
humility and trust, we turn to him for guidance. "Through prayerful reflection and
empathetic sharing, we can let the Spirit move within us and among us to build a
consensus about what is the will of God" (Oswald and Friedrich xi). This seems to be
what happened during the Jerusalem Council. It is true that there is no explicit reference
to the church praying for discernment at the Jerusalem Council, as recorded in Acts 15.
The church did, however, pray for discernment when it came time to choose a successor
to Judas (Acts 1:24-25), so hence my assumption that the church prayed in this instance,
also.
Although there is no way to prove that the believers lifted up prayer during the
Jerusalem Council, it seems likely and quite plausible that they did so as they sought
God's will. Certainly, they understood the Holy Spirit to be involved in their discernment
process. This is evidenced in their letter to the believers in Antioch in that they claimed
their discernment and decision to be "good to the Holy Spirit and to us" (Acts 15:28).
Shawchuck and Hueser believe that corporate visioning (a process that is part of a
collaborative shared-vision process) is a discernment process that
(1) begins in the spirituality of the leader and congregation through an
encounter with God; (2) develops in and through Church leaders who
communicate vision to the congregation; and (3) involves the church
leaders who empower the congregation in such a way that they, togetrer,
enact the vision. (143)
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Oswald says that the key to spiritual discernment is prayer. Through prayer, we
become open to God. "The etymological basis of the term discernment comes from the
Greek word that means 'to sift through'" (Oswald and Friedrich xii). Thus, we are
enabled by God to sift through the various experiences, ideas, thoughts, feelings, and
stories which come to us through the circumstances of our life individually and
corporately.
Johnson defmes discernment "as that habit of faith by which we are properly
disposed to hear God's Word, and properly disposed to respond to that Word in the
practical circumstances of life" (Scripture 112). Johnson understands discernment to be
the gift of the Spirit that the Apostle Paul refers to sometimes using "cognates of krino,
which have the connotation of 'judging.' Other times he uses cognates of dokimazo,
which has the connotation of 'testing'" (Scripture 109).
Of particular significance to Johnson is that Paul seems to see discernment as a
corporate affair.
In 1 Corinthians 12:10, Paul calls discernment of the spirits ... a specific
spiritual gift, and when he speaks of the speech of prophets in the
community, he says, "Let two or three prophets speak, and let the others
weigh what is said (diakrintosan)" (1 Cor. 14:29). By "the others," Paul
clearly means all the others in the assembly. Discernment is a gift
exercised by all believers. Likewise in 1 Thessalonians 5:19-20, Paul tells
the entire community, "Do not quench the Spirit, do not despise prophecy,
but test everything (dokimazete)." (Scripture 109)
Discernment is a sifting through of the competing voices, calls, information,
desires, dreams, and visions to determine what God is calling His people to do in a givc:n
circumstance. Discernment is a spiritual process of listening to the stories of the faith, the
stories and experiences of the faithful, and then praying and waiting patiently on the T-Ioly
Spirit to make clear God's plans for the Church. Discerning a shared-vision for the
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church is a collaborative process involving the leader, congregation, and, most
importantly, God through the Holy Spirit.
Specifically, what is it that a church is to sift through when it comes time to
discern the will of God concerning a shared-vision? In much of the literature I reviewed
concerning shared-vision, strategic planning, and leadership much attention was given to
the importance of carefully considering the context in which a ministry or organization is
found. For example, strategic planning consultant John Bryson counsels planning teams
to conduct a stakeholder analysis because the "success of an organization is dependent on
the satisfaction of key stakeholders" (70). Stakeholders are those impacted by an
organization-from the leader of that organization to the members of it, to those the
organization seeks to reach. Other aspects of context are, for example, the history of an
organization, the demographic realities facing the organization (for example, the age,
race, and income level of a congregation), the demographics of the area in which the
organization is located (for example, urban, rural, or suburban setting), the other -rypes of
churches in the area, and so on. Add to these the Church's unique history and tradition of
the denomination (if any). And of course, one's understanding of the call of Jesus Christ
as recorded in the Scripture has a major impact as well. All of these factors must be taken
into consideration when a church seeks to understand God's will in a collaborative
shared-vision process. Discernment-prayerful, faithful, patient discernment by the
church is required in a shared-visiorJ. process.
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The Problem Broadly Stated
In March 1998, The Kansas City District of the Kansas East Annual Conference
United Methodist Church appointed me to plant a congregation in south Johnson County,
Kansas. My appointment began 15 June 1998. The conference understood this local
church plant to be a Kansas City District project. The district expected me to recruit a
core group of people from four local, yet diverse, United Methodist congregations. My
assignment was to lead the core group in the development of a mission statement, core
values, vision statement, and strategic plan that would guide the launch and start-up of
this new congregation.
Three situations made the development of a shared-vision potentially difficult for
UMCOTS. First and most generally, American society is facing a crisis of community.
As detailed in Chapter 2, expressions of the American individualist ideal have become so
extreme that people in the United States no longer share a set of practices that defme us
as Americans and nurture us as citizens. The same is true of the local church in the
United States. Again, because of radical individualism, a congregation finds it difficult on
agree to a common ground in our practices and even in our foundational beliefs. Because
of an extreme individualism in our culture, pluralism as an ideology has replaced the
importance of having a shared sense of purpose and COmnlunity. The culture of
individualism and pluralism prominent in America could have made the development of
shared-vision difficult for the core group ofUMCOTS.
Secondly, there are several competing models of what an individual "church"
ought to be. This relates to UMCOTS in that the Kansas City District of the United
Methodist Church, Kansas East Conference, sees UMCOTS as a district mission
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undertaking. Under my guidance, four United Methodist congregations were to help me
recruit people to join the core group of this new local church. In fact, I was only able to
recruit core group members from three of the four congregations. (The pastor of the nonparticipating congregation did not encourage involvement of that congregation in this
church plant.) Although these congregations are all United Methodist, they are diverse
and my working assumption was that the people recruited for the core group from those
congregations would likely bring diverse assumptions of what church ought to be.
Using the categories Avery Dulles outlines in his revised classic Models of the
Church, I developed a framework for characterizing the diverse assumptions that core
group participants may hold about Church. Dulles describes six models of the Church
that have found strong representation in this century. These models describe how
ecclesiastics and lay persons identify the nature of the Church. The various models
describe diverse understandings of such things as the role of clergy and laity, membership
in the Church, who benefits from the ministrations of the Church, and the goal or purpose
of the Church. Persons today assume one of these models over the others, whether or not
they are able to articulate which model they prefer. My supposition was that the persons
recruited from the three congregations would presuppose diverse models of the Church.
As I detail in Chapter 4, four of Dulles' models were represented in the assumptions
about Church held by the core group members. Thus, I assumed that they would have
different visions, values, purposes! and goals to which they would like the new
congregation to aspire. Development of a shared-vision requires the core group to
articulate a common understanding of a local church model. My assumption was that
given the likely diversity of the group and the culture of individualism and pluralism in
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our society, the development of shared-vision for UMCOTS would be a difficult task.
This turned out to be partly true: the group was diverse, but the shared-vision process was
not particularly difficult, even though it was and is incredibly time consuming.
The third situation that I anticipated could make the development of a sharedvision for UMCOTS difficult was the lack of precedents in Church growth/planting
literature on planting a new church with core group members recruited from several
diverse congregations. Church growth/planting literature assumes that congregations are
planted in one of two ways. A founding pastor will commonly develop a core group of
persons unrelated to any other congregation. In such a case, the pastor usually develops
the mission statement, core values, vision statement, and goals or strategic plan and then
gathers a core group who agrees with him or her. The second common way for local
churches to be planted is for a mother church to give birth to a new congregation. In that
case, the mother church or a denominational agency recruits a leader to develop a core
group from within one existing congregation. Vlith the support and blessing of the mother
church, the core group separates from the mother church and establishes itself as a
freestanding congregation. Church growth/planting literature is replete with strategies and
methods for planting churches in both of those ways, but I did not find guidance on
developing a core group recruited from several congregat{ons, as was the case with
UMCOTS.
The Problem
I had the daunting task of shaping persons from several disparate congregations
into a core group that would develop a shared-vision, launch a new congregation, and
provide leadership for at least the first year of i.he life ofUMCOTS. As noted, Church
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growth literature provides many models for both mothering a new congregation and for
starting a new congregation without the benefit of a preexisting core group. No model
exists, that I am aware of however, in the church growth/planting literature to guide a
core group recruited from several diverse congregations through this development and
planning process. Further, the resources of my annual conference are limited. UMCOTS
had to become self-sufficient injust a few years. This meant that the growth ofUMCOTS
must be relatively fast and strong. The shared-vision the core group discerned will be a
major factor in the potential strength and growth ofUMCOTS.
Given the parameters of my assignment as set out by my district superintendent, I
needed to find a different model for leading UMCOTS than church planting literature
advocated. The use of a collaborative shared-vision process seemed to be a way
forward-a way well grounded both theologically and theoretically. The shared-vision
process produced the benefits I had hoped for, and more.
Purpose Statement
The purpose of this study was to assess a collaborative shared-vision process for
leading a core group recruited from three diverse congregations in the development of a
shared-vision that would guide the start-up of a United Methodist congregation in south
Johnson County, Kansas.
Research Questions
Research Question 1: What assumptions about Church do participants bring to the
core group?
Research Question 2: How effective will a collaborative shared-vision process be
in helping the core group prepare for Launch Sunday!
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Research Question 3: What effect will the collaborative shared-vision strategy
have on the core group as a group and on the individual participants?
Defined Terms
1. Collaborative shared-vision process (sometimes referred to as strategic planning or as
strategic decision making) is a name given by Peter Senge to the method and process
of developing the mission statement, core values, vision statement, and goals of an
organization. This concept is given extensive treatment in Chapter 2.
2. Shared-vision is an umbrella term used in the writings of Senge to describe an
organization's purpose or mission, core values, vision, and goals. Shared-vision is
distinct from vision. While shared-vision is an umbrella term taking into account
those items listed above, vision is a statement describing a person's or organization's
preferred picture of the future.
3. Mission statement (sometimes referred to as a purpose statement) describes an
organization's fundamental reason for existence. Mission is rarely fully realized but
offers an ongoing reason for existence and forms that to which an organization
aspIres.
4. Core values are the principles that guide an individual's or organization's life. Values
most often have to do with behavior, what one will or will not do in pursuit of living
out one's mission, vision, and goals.
5. Vision statement is a picture of the future a person or organization wants to create or
bring into being based on its core values and mission. Whereas goals are short term,
realizable, and measurable, vision is a picture of where you want to be at a particular
point in time. That is, one will know when une has accomplished one's vision.
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6. Goals include attainable outcomes with objectives that outline the short-tenn,
realizable steps and strategies that an organization uses to move toward the realization
of its mission and vision.
7. "Model of the Church" is a tenn Avery Dulles uses to describe an image of the
Church so deeply rooted in the corporate experience of believers that it becomes for
the Church a guide for what the Church should be. A model both describes the nature
of the Church and at the same time is the benchmark to which the Church aspires.
Dulles describes six models of the Church and differentiates them by addressing four
basic questions. I describe those categories in Chapter 2.
8. Core group in this study refers specifically to that group of sixteen persons I recruited
from United Methodist congregations in south Johnson County, Kansas to develop
the shared-vision for a new United Methodist church plant in that area. That core
group was also responsible for giving leadership to this new church in tenns of both
the Launch Sunday (palm Sunday, 28 March 1999) up through the day the church
was duly constituted as a United Methodist congregation at its Constituting
Conference held on 26 September 1999.
Description of Project Phases
This project is an ethnographic case study assessing the effectiveness of a
collaborative shared-vision process in the planting of a new United Methodist
congregation. This project began in mid-June 1998, and concluded in June 1999. During
that time, I led the core group in a collaborative shared-vision process. The core group
developed a mission statement, a set of core values, a vision statement although not until
after Launch Sunday (I address this in Chapter 4), anci goals that guided it in launching a
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United Methodist congregation. The collaborative shared-vision process moved through
five phases of discussion, study, and discernment. The first phase was the sharing of
personal vision statements by both the participants and leader. During the second phase,
the core group participants shared their dreams for the new church. The third phase
focused on a theological and biblical study of the nature and mission of the church.
During the fourth phase, the core group developed a mission statement and a set of core
values for UMCOTS. During the fifth phase, the core group developed the goals that
guided the group in its preparations for Launch Sunday. The collaborative shared-vision
process concluded with phase six, the execution of the strategic plan. When I write that
the collaborative process concluded with the execution of the strategic plan, I mean that
the process as far as this study is concerned reached its conclusion on Launch Sunday.
The study itself concluded when the core group met to evaluate the process.
Methodology
This study employed ethnographic and case study research and data analysis
methodologies (Wiersma 249). The evaluation of a leadership process is a typical subject
for case study research (Yin 1). Yin states that the type of research question being asked
determines the type of methodology to be used (5). My essential questions took the form
of "how." How effective will the process be? How (even though I phrased the question in
terms of "what effect") will the process affect the subjects of the study? There was an
element of discovering who these people were-and that took the form of two pretest
surveys. I sought to evaluate the effectiveness of a particular type of leadership with a
very specific set of people at a specific, unrepeatable time in their history-inception of
the core group through Launch Sunday. This n:.eans I was not an outside observer
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studying a group of people with whom I had had no prior contact or with whom I would
have no contact after the study. In fact, I was a participant-observer doing field research.
Angrosino and Crane describe those who conduct field research as researchers who "are
not merely detached observers of the lives and activities of the people under study, but
are also participants in that round of activities" (64). I must stress that I did not merely
participate in the shared-vision process that I evaluated, I actually developed and led each
core group meeting in accordance with collaborative shared-vision theory. Additionally,
the core group work meetings were usually held in our home, as was Sunday worship. I
was not an outsider who had to be allowed into an already established community, but I
was in fact the architect of the community itself. Thus, this study is a case study, but it
was also an exercise in participant observation.
Data Collection
The data for this study consists of information drawn from several sources. First, I
obtained general biographical and prior congregational involvement data from each
participant by using an author-developed introductory questionnaire (Appendix A). This
questionnaire was developed and refined using general categories of the ways United
Methodists are expected to uphold their local church: through their prayers, their
presence, their gifts, and their service. These categories or'support are articulated in
United Methodist Membership vows. The questionnaire was refined through several steps
of both meeting with my dissertation mentor and committee as well as through verbal
input given to me from a member of a United Methodist Church in the Kansas City area.
Additional demographic information requested on the form was added simply to give me
a better understanding of the people whom I would be leading as the pastor of this core
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group. The questionnaire was given to all the subjects at our first core group meeting on
14 October 1998. I asked the members to fill out the questionnaire and return it to me at
the time of the pretest interview.
Perhaps as important as anything else I did, I made clear in many ways and at
numerous opportunities that I was doing important research on local church planting
leadership. The subjects were well aware that the process we were using would be
evaluated.
The pretest interview (Appendix B), using the work of Avery Dulles on models of
the Church, was designed to yield an understanding of the model of Church that the core
group members held. I interviewed each of the subjects individually beginning in midOctober 1998. The interviews were conducted at my home at a date and time convenient
for the subject. I saw these interviews as an opportunity not only to gain insight into my
research question but also as an opportunity to enter into the world of the subject and to
build a relationship with the subject. Before beginning the interview, I showed the
questionnaire to the subject and informed each subject that I would be taking notes during
the interview. I later typed up my hand-written notes.
The posttest interview (Appendix D) was conducted following a fellowship meal
at my home on 16 June 1999. On 1 June 1999 I sent a letter of invitation to each core
group member to participate in a group posttest interview. In the week prior to that, I
asked the core group members verbally if they would be able to attend a meeting for the
purpose of conducting the posttest interview. In the letter, I reminded them that I had said
during the pretest interview that this group interview was essential to the research I was
conducting. Of the original sixteen subjects, only eleven participated in the interview. (I
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did not make arrangements to interview the subjects who did not participate in the
posttest interview.) I tape recorded the entire interview and later transcribed it. The
interview lasted about 2 1/2 hours. At the beginning of the interview, I reiterated the
importance of this interview in evaluating the collaborative process we had used to plant
UMCOTS.
I also made use of four other sources of data: demographic data supplied by the
United Methodist General Board of Global Ministries; my church planting journal
entries; notes written in my day planner; and articles I had written to keep my prayer
partners informed of our needs, of answered prayers, and of our progress. The journal
entries and day planner notes cover nearly every core group meeting and worship service
as well as day-to-day thoughts on the church planting process. Those entries have proven
to be both a source of important information as well as a continuing source of inspiration
tome.
Subjects
The subjects of this study consisted of the sixteen core group members of
UMCOTS. My original intent (and assignment) was to recruit these persons from four
United Methodist congregations in south Johnson County, Kansas. In fact, core group
members were recruited from only three of those four churches.
Delimitations and Generalizability
A collaborative shared-vis~on process in planting a church is not the only way to
plant a local church, nor is it always the most effective or most faithful way to plant a
church. It is one way to start a new congregation. Obviously, hundreds of congregations
have been started using any combination of methods and processes. Some have been
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successful; some have not. Many have been faithful, and no doubt, some have not. Had
my assignment been to start a church without benefit of highly committed and able
Christians, I would most likely use some fmID of "telling and selling." It does not seem
rational to allow a group of non-Christians to decide the process of discerning God's will
and vision. In that regard, a collaborative shared-vision process is probably not
appropriate in all circumstances, but it does seem appropriate in circumstances where the
church planter is recruiting committed Christians who are members of an existing
congregation or congregations. Thus, this study is applicable to church plant pastors
assigned to work with one or more existing congregations. The collaborative sharedvision process is a leadership process and, as such, is applicable to a variety of settings.
Given that this project assumed a diverse group of highly dedicated and highly able
disciples of Jesus Christ, this study is also useful in the broader field of local church
leadership.
Overview of Dissertation
Chapter 2 grounds the study in secular and Christian literature. Chapter 3 details
the design of the study. Chapter 4 reports the findings of the study. Chapter 5 completes
the dissertation by summarizing the study and interpreting the [mdings.
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CHAPTER 2
Review of Literature
The literature review begins with a description of a fundamental problem in
American culture-the yearning for community. The focus then shifts to ecclesiology,
divided into subsections that lead progressively to an understanding of the Church as a
community of disciples. The review then narrows in on the importance of a community
embracing a shared-vision. The chapter concludes with an examination of the
collaborative, shared-vision process.
The Yearning for Community
Robert Bellah et aI., in their landmark book, Habits of the Heart, examine "the
ways in which Americans use private and public life to make sense of their lives" (20).
The authors center the locus of their discussion on the American bedrock value Alex de
Tocqueville described as individualism. The American individualist ideal, wrote the
authors, "values independence and self-reliance above all else" (viii).
Our understanding of individualism has changed during the course of American
history. Bellah et aI. trace the individualist ideal, beginning with the Puritan desire to
develop a community where an ethical and spiritual life could be lived (29). Benjamin
Franklin modified the individualist ideal by describing it as "the chance for the individual
to get ahead on his own initiative" (33). The concept underwent further transformation at
the hands of those like Walt Whitman who understood our deepest value as being able 10
give full voice of oneself free of societal repression (34). Now, individualism in its most
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extreme is conceived of as "autonomy of the self' wherein we think we "exist
independently, entirely outside any tradition and community" (65).
The Crisis of Civic Membership
This radical, alienating individualism has led to a crisis of civic membership.
"Civic membership" points to that critical intersection of personal identity
with social identity .... What we mean by the crisis of civic membership is
that there are, at every level of Americanlife and in every significant
group, temptations and pressures to disengage from the larger society.
(Bellah et al. xi)

This crisis has led to callousness to human need and social injustice on the one
hand, and personal poverty of soul and spirit on the other. In essence, we have forgotten
who we are at our best. We have forgotten, Bellah et al. write, our biblical and republican
language that could articulate a desire to create community. Instead, Bellah et al.
maintain, we have assumed a therapeutic language that communicates personal identity
as a matter of arbitrary personal preference. The problem is that "each self constitutes its
own moral universe, and there is finally no way to reconcile conflicting claims about
what is good in itself' (Bellah et al. 76). In so doing, many Americans have forgotten the
language that makes seeking the common good possible. A result of this amnesia is that
what we name as community is often nothing more than what Bellah et al. refer to as a
life-style enclave. A life-style enclave is a grouping of people who have similar tastes,
desires , and resources but no commitment to one another, other than that of convenience.
Senge et al. express similar concern over this development.
When we forget the community nature of self, we identify our self with
our ego. We then assign primordial value to the ego (part) and see the
community (whole) as secondary. We see the community as nothing bllt a
network of contractual commitments to symbolic and economic
exchanges. EncOlmters with others become transactions that add or
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subtract to the possessions of the ego. The resulting loss is incalculable-isolation, loneliness, and loss of "our sense of place." (23)

The Need for Communities of Memory
As an alternative to these life-style enclaves, Bellah et aI. call for the creation of
what he terms "communities of memory" that are "constituted by their past" (153). These
communities retell their foundational and character-building stories and, thus, give
examples to each succeeding generation of the shared-vision that made the community
viable in the fIrst place. These communities do not live in the past, but through their
living memory they "tum us toward the future as communities of hope" (Bellah et al.
153). An example of a community of memory, say Bellah et aI., is the church when at its
best. Bellah et al. describe the church as a community of memory as being concerned
with giving meaning to

li~e.

Religious communities ... do not experience time in the way the mass
media present it-as a continuous flow of qualitatively meaningless
sensations .... Prayer breaks into our daily life at the beginning of a meal,
at the end of the day, at common worship, reminding us that our utilitarian
pursuits are not the whole of life, that the fulfIlled life is one in which God
and neighbor are remembered fIrst. (282)

In The Search for Meaning, Magdalena Naylor, William H. Willimon, and
Thomas H. Naylor relate a rather gloomy picture of contemporary life.
We are living in the midst of a spiritual crisis of unprecedented
proportions .... We suffer from meaninglessness, which in turn leads to
separation, alienation, and ultimately to despair .... We have no sense of
community. The specter of nihilism looms over us. (9)
The loneliness and hopelessness that many Americans experience due to their
isolation may fInd a remedy in the local church constituted something like Bellah's et al.
community of memory. Such a congregation could present an alternative to secular
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society. The members of these communities have formed a puritan-like understanding of
commitment to one another through their common bond in Jesus Christ. The Church has
Scripture and the stories of faith that tell us how we are to live together. Communities of
memory would know, as our early church forebears knew and taught, that our life and
death is in our neighbor.
Unfortunately, many of our congregations mirror society instead of presenting an
authentic alternative to it. David Burnett, writing in Clash of Worlds, suggests that
mainline denominations are declining in part because they fail to generate a new lifestyle
that provides for the needs of the people. Burnett poses a heart-wrenching rhetorical
question: "Has the church become so entrenched in secularism and its ideological and
behavioral problems that it has come to lack the spiritual vitality that many westerners are
looking for today?" (237) .. Burnett attributes the waning health of Christianity in the
Western world to this very problem.
For example, Bellah et al. suggest that many congregations in North America
mirror the low level of commitment endemic in our culture as a whole. A local churc.h in
which I served as associate pastor in the recent past was a very low-level commitment
church. What I mean is that we did not require new member classes either for new
Christians or for folks transferring into our congregation. There was little expectation that
members would become involved in the ministries of our congregation, attend worship
regularly, or give substantial monetary support-and the members lived up to our
expectations. I once thought that this sort of thing ultimately hurt only our congregation.
However, I have come to realize that not only does such commitment hurt the
congregation, but it also denies the member the sense of community for which he or she
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is looking. Such a local church becomes little more than an association of uncommitted
and non-committing individualists-a life-style enclave. Bellah et al. describe the
community-of-memory-type-church's contribution to society as being made through its
formation of "the character and conduct of citizens" (225). If that be true, then not only
does the low-commitment local church that both Bellah et al. and Burnett describe
shortchange itself and the member, but society as well.
A high commitment community of memory-type local church carries the potential
of making a great contribution to our culture because of its "emphasis on the fact that
individuality and society are not opposites, but require each other" (Bellah et al. 246).
George Hunter has written that growing churches (churches he and others refer to as
apostolic congregations) demand a high level of commitment of their members.
Commitment is understood in such terms as worship attendance, financial giving,
membership in small groups, and involvement in a particular ministry of the
congregation. Churches effective in reaching unchurched, pre-Christians know that "high
expectations for people are important because they know that nominal Christianity does
not work" (Secular People 146). In even more striking language, Hunter states that most
persons seeking a meaningful life "tend to believe the movement whose people are
giving, even sacrificing, the most for the movement. Seriousness suggests credibility and
believability" (Secular People 146). Seriousness suggests community. People join
churches because they want to join; that is, people want to commit to something of value
and to be committed to in return.
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Summary
There is a crisis of community in Western culture that is mirrored in all too many
churches. People in Western society are longing and searching for a life that will satisfy
the deep yearning for meaning and commitment. Our contemporary life-style enclave
communities and congregations will not meet our needs. What we need are communities
of people who commit themselves to one another and give themselves to a common
purpose.
Ecclesiology: The Church as God's Called Community
Dietrich Bonhoeffer asserted that true community is possible only when we
belong to one another through and in Jesus Christ. "Christianity," wrote Bonhoeffer,
"means community through Jesus Christ and in Jesus Christ" (21). William R. Cannon
voiced this understanding

~fthe

Church when he stated that, "the Church of Jesus Christ

is after all the one real community .... It has its seat in heaven, and its truth is as
everlasting and valid as the eternal hills" (16). T. W. Manson suggests that to have a
satisfactory understanding of the Church one "must go to the Old Testament '" as it is
summed up and fulfilled in the mind and work of the Son of Man" (14). Therefore, before
describing a local church as in some way being a community, it is helpful to ground an
understanding of the church-as-community as being a manifestation of a particuiar aspect
of God's purpose. God has chosen to manifest himself most fully in and to bless the
world through a particular people:

R

community constituted by God's call.

Blessing the Nations through a Chosen Community
Scripture reveals God as the God, not of a place or ideology, but of a community
of chosen people. When God revealed himself LO Mos~s for the first time, God declared,
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"I am the God of your father, the God of Abraham, the God of Isaac, and the God of
Jacob" (Exodus 3:6). The Lord God was the champion of a particular people. God
referred to Israel as "my people" when warning Pharaoh to free Israel (Exodus 7: 14);
when reminding the Israelites about the just treatment of those at risk (Exodus 22:25);
when confronting Eli about the corruption of his sons displayed in the misuse of sacrifice
(1 Samuel 2:29); when encouraging Solomon with the assurance that he would continue
to dwell among Israel (1 Kings 6:13), and so on.
Even more significantly, God made covenant with Israel and claimed them.
During the exodus, Moses convened Israel and reminded them that God made a covenant
with them at Sinai.
For you are a people holy to the LORD your God; the LORD your God has
chosen you out of all the peoples on earth to be his people, his treasured
possession. It was not because you were more numerous than any other
people that the LORD set hi~ heart upon you and chose you--for you were
the fewest of all peoples. It was because the LORD loved you and kept oath
that he swore to your ancestors .... Know therefore that the LORD your
God is God, the faithful God who maintains covenant loyalty with those
who love him and keep his commandments. (Deuteronomy 7:6-9)
God's covenant loyalty to his people Israel was not merely a choice on God's part
to bless one nation to the exclusion of all other peoples. God chose Israel to be the
channel through which God would bless all the peoples of the world. God's promise was
contingent on Israel's covenant loyalty, beginning with Abraham. When God called
Abraham, God declared that he would make Abraham a great nation so that Abraham
would be a blessing. "I will make of you a great nation, and I will bless those who bless
you, and the one who curses you I will curse; and in you all the families of the earth shall
be blessed" (Genesis 12:2-3).
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But Israel broke the Sinai covenant leading God to speak a new word through the
prophet Jeremiah. Speaking through Jeremiah, God declared:
Proclaim all these words in the cities of Judah, and in the streets of
Jerusalem: Hear the words of this covenant and do them. For I solemnly
warned your ancestors when I brought them up out of the land of Egypt,
warning them persistently, even to this day, saying, Obey my voice. Yet
they did not obey or incline their ear, but everyone walked in the
stubbornness of an evil will. So, I brought upon them all the words of this
covenant, which I commanded them to do, but they did not. (Jeremiah
11 :6-8)

In place of the Sinai covenant of law, God would make a new covenant:
The days are surely coming, says the LORD, when I shall make a new
covenant with the house of Israel and with the house Judah. It will not be
like the covenant I made with their ancestors when I took them by the
hand to bring them out of the land ofEgypt--a covenant they broke,
though I was their husband, says the Lord. But this is the covenant that I
will make with the house of Israel after those days, says the Lord: I will
put my law.within them, and I will write it on their hearts; and I will be
their God, and they shall b~ my people. (Jeremiah 31:31-33)

This new covenant, Manson says, is "brought into being by Jesus at the Last
Supper. The thought of it plays its part in the theology of the New Testament .... The
Church is the new Israel, the people of God's new covenant" (15). More fully, however,
Christian theology understands the new covenant in terms of the righteous remnant ideal
of the Old Testament and the suffering servant motif expressed in Isaiah. Thankfully,
God did not cancel his purpose in calling a people with Israel's breaking of the covenant.
The promise that God's people are to be a blessing to the nations-the promise first made
to Abraham-was not lost, but was continued by God through the suffering servant:
It is too light a thing that you should be my servant to raise up the tribes of
Jacob and to restore the survivors of Israel; I will give you as a light to the
nations, that my salvation may rc:ach to the end of the earth. (Isaiah 49: 6)
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The suffering servant of Isaiah, understood both as a particular person, Jesus Christ, and
as the personification of Israel's righteous remnant, under girds and informs a Christian
understanding of the church and therefore of Christian community.

In continuity with God's nature to bless the nations through a set-apart people,
God intends to bless the world through the Church as God intended to bless the nations
through Abraham and his descendants. An essential feature of "this continuity is the
corporate nature of God's people. God chose, and made covenant with, not individual
Israelites, but a people who would bear God's name and be for God's purposes" (Fee 65).
According to Gordon Fee, the Apostle Paul refers to the Church-the newly
formed people of God-with language derived from the Old Testament. Christians are
"God's people," says Fee, "because they are God's 'elect''' (65). Paul most commonly
refers to the Church with the Greek word ekklesia that, Fee says, Paul borrowed from the
Septuagint, "which regularly uses ekklesia to translate the Hebrew qahal referring most
often to the 'congregation of Israel'" (65). Fee maintains that Paul's usage of the term
"saints is an intentional reference to 'God's holy people'--chosen, redeemed, and now
gathered before God at Sinai to fulfill his own purposes in the world (Exod 19:5-6)" (65).
Further, Fee asserts that Paul's abundant use of Old Testament "people" language makes
it clear that "Paul saw the church not only as in continuity with the old covenant people
of God, but as in the true succession of that people" (65). The Church is God's chosen
community of the new covenant in Christ Jesus.
Committing Christ's Work of Salvation to the Disciples
The Gospel of Mark tells us that soon after John the Baptist was arrested, Jesus
inaugurated his public ministry by proclaiming (he good news of God. His message was
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simple: "The time is fulfilled, and the kingdom of God has come near; repent, and believe
the good news" (Mark 1: 14-15). Lesslie Newbigin points out that "what our Lord left
behind Him was not a book, nor a creed, nor a system of thought, nor a rule of life, but a
visible community" (Household 21). Somehow that visible community, made up initially
of the twelve as well as other disciples, was intimately connected to Jesus' purpose and
understanding of the kingdom of God that he proclaimed as good news.
I do not intend to offer a comprehensive theology of the kingdom of God.
However, a brief synopsis of the concept will aid understanding. \Vhen Jesus proclaimed
that the kingdom of God (or heaven) is near, he meant that God's kingly rule had broken
- into history through his mission and ministry, thus bringing a new situation of blessing
and hope (Ladd 27). Newbigin stated that in Christ, God gave the world something new
and different. Christ is "a real presence of God in human history, not a new idea about
God, but God made man, and calling man into fellowship with Himself' (Household 56).
Both in who he was and in what he d~d and taught, Jesus manifested the kingdom
of God. When Jesus began his ministry in Galilee, he went about "proclaiming the good
news of the kingdom and curing every disease and every sickness among the people"
(Matthew 4:23). That Jesus' actions manifested the kingdom of God is evident through
Jesus' claim, for example, that when he cast out a demon it was a sign that the kingdom
of God had come near (Matthew 12:28). Jesus connected both word and deed as
constitutive of the manifestation of the kingdom of God. The kingdom of God is a
meaningless concept if separated from the ministry of Jesus. Manson writes that the
kingdom is manifested supremely and perfectly "in the Person and Life of Jesus,
insomuch that we can say, as Origen did, that He is the kingdom" (17).
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In Jesus' ministry, we see God's life and character incarnate in a person. In fact,
says Manson, the word "ministry" itself is instructive for one's understanding of the way
in which the kingdom of God is manifest in Jesus. According to Manson, the word
ministry has threefold fitness.
(1) It reflects the fact that in Jesus we have the actualization of the purest
and most perfect formulation of the Remnant ideal in the Old Testament,
the picture of the Servant of the Lord in Deutero-Isaiah; (2) it accurately
describes the kind of activities which make up the Gospel record; and (3)
it provides the standard and pattern for the life of the followers of Jesus.
(17)

Manson understands ministry to be a living out of Jesus' self-declared messianic
agenda. When Jesus came to Nazareth, following his temptation in the wilderness, he
.went to synagogue, as was his custom.
He stood up to read, and the scroll of the prophet Isaiah was given to him.
He unrolled the scroll and found the place where it was written: The Spirit
of the Lord is upon me, because he has anointed me to bring good news to
the poor. He has sent me to proclaim release to the captives and recovery
of sight to the blind, to let t}-le oppressed go free, to proclaim the year of
the Lord's favor. (Luke 4:16-19)
"From first to last," said Manson, "this is what the miriistry recorded in the Gospels is. It
is the constant unwearied giving of divine service to men in body, mind, and spirit" (18).
Jesus' ministry found its consummation and most perfectly manifested the kingdom of
God when Jesus gave his life for the redemption of the world.
The Gospel according to Matthew says that Jesus had been travelling thrOugh all
the towns and villages proclaiming the good news and curing diseases. When Jesus
looked at the crowds who would gather for healing, he felt compassion for them. He
enjoined the disciples to pray that God would send more laborers into the great harvest of
human need and hurt. After Jesus asked the disciples to pray for more workers, he called
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the twelve together and gave them authority to cast out demons and to heal the sick. Then
he sent the twelve out among the people to do exactly what he had been doing. Go to the
lost sheep of Israel, Jesus instructed the disciples. "As you go, proclaim the good news,
'the kingdom of heaven has come near.' Cure the sick, raise the dead, cleanse the lepers,
cast out demons" (Matthew 10: 7-8). Jesus sent the disciples out to do what he was doing.
After Jesus was crucified, buried, and resurrected, he appeared to the disciples on
the mountain to which he had directed them. There he declared that God had given him
all the authority of heaven and earth. In the name of that authorit'j, he sent the disciples
out of his presence to continue his messianic agenda or mission. He instructed them to
:make disciples of all nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and
of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey everything that he had commanded them
(Matthew 28:16-20).
When they went out, they were to go as Jesus' witnesses in Jerusalem, in all Judea
and Samaria, and to the ends of the world (Luke 24:45-48; Acts 1:8). Jesus commanded
and commissioned the disciples to witness to what he ~ad done and taught and to
continue doing what he did and teaching what he taught. Jesus was the perfect
manifestation of the kingdom of God, and this became the standard by which the
followers of Christ continue his ministry (Manson 18).
Newbigin maintains that Jesus called a visible community around him to be his
representatives and to carry on the kingdom ministry of salvation. Christ committed his
"entire work of salvation to that community," wrote Newbigin (Household 57). The first
disciples were the "beginnings of a real continuation of His redeeming work, and
extension of the divine humanity-though in a different mode-through history, until its
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consummation at His coming again" (Household 57). Jesus called the disciples to form a
community through which his ministry of proclaiming the kingdom of God would
continue until all of history is consummated in God's will. In other words, Jesus intended
that through the disciples' words and deeds the kingdom of God would be manifest as it
is manifest in him. David W. Shenk and Ervin R. Stutzman communicate this intention in
a delightful way:
God's intention is that every congregation of believers in Jesus be a
surprising revelation of the presence of the -kingdom of God on earth.
These surprising colonies of heaven are audiovisual expressions of the
continuing life and ministry of Jesus in his fullness in an evil world
(Ephesians 1 :22-23). (23)

Although these audiovisual expressions of the continuing life and ministry of Jesus may
be "derivative and less than perfect," as Manson admits, they are nonetheless "real and
true" (17).
Jesus did not merely intend his disciples to imitate his actions and parrot his
words. Jesus does not intend that the Church carry out a representative ministry for him,
as if the Church were merely acting on his behalf in the wayan employee might work on
behalf of an absentee landlord. Jesus meant the disciples to continue his messianic
ministry. To continue Jesus' messianic agenda or ministry means that the disciples
continue the one and same ministry of Jesus.
Jesus was engaged in only one ministry, and he called and commissioned th~
disciples to only one ministry: the ministry of proclaiming the good news of God's
kingdom. The Church has maintained since the Apostle Paul that it is the body of
Christ-not representative of Christ-but Christ's very body. Paul claims that the Church
is a body and that Christ Jesus is its head (Ephesians 4: 15). The Church is the organism
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through which Christ accomplishes his messianic agenda in the world. Greg Ogden states
that "the Church in its essence is nothing less than a life-pulsating people who are
animated by the indwelling presence of Jesus Christ" (29; see also Manson 20).
The Church is no humanly construed organization made up of people who have
agreed to honor Jesus and live by some of his teachings. Ogden asks, "What is the
relationship between Jesus and his followers? Jesus dwells in them; the Church is the
aggregate body to whom Jesus has given life. If you touch Christians, you have touched
Christ" (31). Christ intends the Church to be more than a "society of free men and
women who choose to keep company with God and to remain always in His presence"
(Cannon 16). Christ intends his followers to be more than citizens of God's kingdom,
although, one might understand that citizenship in God's kingdom, in some mystical way,
to extend throughout the ages (Cannon 16).
Gordon Fee has written that God not only saves individuals and prepares them for
heaven, but God is also creating a people an:,ong whom he can live-a people "who in
their life together will reproduce God's life and charact~r" (66). God accomplishes this
reproduction of his life through the Holy Spirit who makes possible the living, mystical
body life of the Church whose living head is Christ. Thomas C. Oden says the ministry of
the Church is a participation in the ministry of Christ instigated by the Father through
Jesus Christ by the Holy Spirit (26). "The essence of this way of thinking is that it most
firmly believes and asserts the Real Presence of Christ in the Christian community"
(Manson 21). Because Christ is present in the Church as its living head, the ministry that
the Church continues is the same ministry Jesus himself initiated.
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The Church as Community of Disciple-Making Disciples
The Church growth movement understands the mission of the Church to be that of
making new disciples. But not everyone agrees with the church growth movement in that
regard. In fact, the purpose of the Church is described in several ways. Avery Dulles
suggests that there are six basic understandings of the purpose of the Church. Each
understanding is represented in what he refers to as a model of the Church.
Dulles, in his revised classic, Models of the Church, observes that when the Bible
explains the nature and purpose of the Church, it does so by using images. Some of those
images have been so compelling and so often revisited that they have become "deeply
. rooted in the corporate experience of the faithful" (Dulles 22). When that happens and
when the Church uses an image to reflect theologically on its nature and purpose, that
image becomes for the Church a model of what the Church should be (Dulles 24).
A model helps the Church answer some essential questions about its nature and
function at the same time acting "as an app:'opriate tool for unraveling anomalies as yet
unresolved" (24). Dulles originally described five mod~ls of the Church: the Church as
Institution, the Church as Mystical Body, the Church as Sacrament, the Church as Herald,
and the Church as Servant. In the revision of Models of the Church, Dulles added a sixth
model, the Church as Community of Disciples.
Dulles summarizes each model by suggesting answers to four essential questions
concerning the nature of the Church.
1. What are the bonds that unify the Church?
2. Who are the beneficiaries of the mission of the Church?
3. What is the goal or purpose of the Church?
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4. What is the role of the clergy in the Church?
In Table 1, I have summarized the answers given to those questions and
categorized them for comparison. Dulles does not explicitly answer these questions for
the model of Church as Community of Disciples, so I have suggested answers to those
four questions based on Dulles' descriptions.
Table 1
Models of the Church
Avery Dulles'
Models of the
Church

What are the
bonds of union
in the Church?

Church as
Institution

The adoption
of sanctioned
doctrines,
participation in
the sacraments,
and subj ection
to the authority
of the clergy.
The social,
visible signs of
the grace of
Christ given
expreSSlOn
through the
fruits and gifts
of the Holy
Spirit.
Membership is
contingent
upon active
participation in
the life of the
church.
The response
of faith to the
proclamation
of the gospel.

Church as
Sacrament

Church as
Herald

Who are the
beneficiaries
of the
Church?
Its own
members.

What is the goal
of purpose of the
Church?
To save
members' souls
by bringing them
into the
institution.

All those who
benefi ~ from
contact with
the church.

To purify and
intensify persons'
responses to the
grace of Christ.

Those who
hear the
gospel and
put their faith
in Jesus
Christ.

To proclaim the
gospel of Christ
with the intention
that those who
hear will respond
in faith.

What is the
role of the
clergy in the
Church?
Clergy are the
ruling elite
and given
authority to
act as a public
officer in
service to the
institution.
Clergy are
mediators of
God's grace
to the
congregation.
The clergy are
primarily
ritual leaders.

Clergy are the
pnmary
communicator
s of the
gospel.
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Table 1, continued
Models
Church as
Mystical Body

Church as
Servant

Church as
Community of
Disciples

Bonds of
Union
The acceptance
of Christ's
reconciling
grace
manifested
primarily
through the
gifts of the
Holy Spirit.
Neither
mystically nor
institutionally
understood;
membership is
a sense of
fellowship that
occurs among
those who join
in Christian
servIce.
All followers
of Jesus,
understood as
disciples,
trained in and
entrusted with
the
continuation of
the ministry of
Jesus Christ.

Beneficiaries

Goal/Purpose

Role of Clergy

Its own
members.
However,
membership is
understood in a
more spiritual
than civic way.

To lead
persons into
communion
with the divine.

Clergy perform
the priestly
function of
building and
giving life to
the Christian
community.

Neither
primarily nor
exclusively the
members of the
church, but all
those who are
touched by the
beneficence of
the church.

To keep alive
the hope and
aspirations for
the kingdom of
God and its
values through
words and.
deeds that
communicate
peace and
justice.
To forman
Those who
alternate
choose to be a
society that
part of that
would
instruct
community and
the world of
thus choose to
the
experience a
transcendent
full Christian
value of God's
environment.
kingdom to
which it bears
witness by
carrymg on
Jesus' ministry.

The ordained
leader is to be
an agent of
peace and
justice in the
world and to
rally church
members to
work for the
same.
Clergy are to
equip and work
closely with
lay persons
who will then
take on various
responsibilities
within the life
of the Church
as well as
imitate Jesus in
their personal
lives.
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Church growth/planting literature asserts that the primary task of the Church is to
make disciples of Jesus Christ. So, according to Dulles' models of the Church, the
Church growth movement's model of the Church would be that of the Church as Herald.
I personally agree, and the United Methodist tradition of which I am a part states
that the primary mission of the Church is to make disciples. But the task of disciplemaking is difficult because, as Newbigin points out, the faith claims of Christianity often
seem unintelligible to post-modem people. Additionally, Dulles explains that the popular
press and media portray the culture as based on the pursuit of pleasure, wealth, and
power. "Raised in such an atmosphere, young people [and I would add 'all people'] do
not easily respond to the biblical and liturgical symbols" (219). Many representatives of
Church growth/planting literature have noted that in post-modem society people are not
as much concerned with whether the gospel is true, but if the gospel "works." Secular
people want to know if the gospel the church proclaims will make a positive difference in
their lives. They want to know if the gospel

~ddresses

meaningfully the loneliness,

estrangement, confusion, and hurt they experience. Soc.ietal structures that at one time
provided meaning have broken down. To use the terminology that Newbigin borrowed
from Peter Berger, the enlightenment "plausibility structures" that at one time helped
people make sense of their lives no longer works (Pluralistic Society 53ff). Post-modem
people need an alternative plausibility structure.
In order to make disciples, the church needs to help persons make sense of life as
they experience it at the beginning of the twenty-first century. Unfortunately, the gospel
seems implausible to many post-modem people. So the task of the Church is doubly
difficult. The church needs to carry out its task in such a way that the Church itself
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becomes the plausibility structure that people need to ~ake sense of the world.
Additionally, the Church needs to communicate the gospel in such a way that the gospel
itself is plausible.
Christians of the first century confronted the same difficulty and opportunity.
According to Newbigin, early Christians accomplished this task, not simply through
proclaiming the gospel and moving on: They fulfilled their task of making new disciples
by incorporating those who responded in faith into a new community of faith. This is
certainly what took place following Peter's Pentecost sermon. "So those who welcomed
his message were baptized, and that day three thousand persons were added. They
devoted themselves to the apostle's teaching and fellowship, to the breaking of bread and
the prayers" (Acts 2:41-42).
The Apostle Paul, for example, did not convert every Galatian to Christ, but he
did plant mUltiple examples of an alternative worldview (Christian faith and community)
in a dangerous and depressed world. Samue: D. Faircloth observes that it was the normal
expectation in 1:'lew Testament days that a person shoulc.i be converted and then associate
with other believers in "a new and unique kind of fellowship" (19). In fact, Faircloth sees
this as evidence that the "express purpose of the evangelists and apostles during the
apostolic age was to see local churches planted in ever increasing numbers all over the
known world" (19).
Newbigin states the case clearly:
How is it possible that the gospel should be credible, that people should
come to believe that the power which has the last word in human affairs is
represented by a man hanging on a cross? I ~ suggesting. that the only
answer, the only hermeneutic ofth~ gospel, IS a congregatIOn ~fmen and.
women who believe it and live by It. I am, of course, not denymg the
importance of the many activities by which we seek to challenge public
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life with the gospel-evangelistic campaigns distribution of Bibles and
Christian literature, conferences, and even b;oks such as this one. But I
am saying that these are all secondary, and that they have power to
accomplish their purpose only as they are rooted in and lead back to a
believing community. (£luralist Society 227)

Dulles describes this understanding of the Church in his sixth model-the Church
as Community of Disciples. The early Church both proclaimed and became the
authentication for the gospel entrusted to it by Jesus. Again, this is evident through the
testimony in the Book of Acts of the way in which people responded to the first believers
and converts.
Day by day, as they spent much time in the temple, they broke bread at
home and ate their food with glad and generous hearts, praising God and
having the goodwill of all the people. And day by day the Lord added to
their number those who were being saved. (Acts 2:46-47)
Church growth/planting literature is sometimes criticized, for example by
Newbigin, because it seems to use "modem techniques of promotion to attract members"
(Pluralist Society 226). However, it is the plisition of many in the field of Church
growtb/plantin& that it is in planting congregations that."the Body of Christ is brought to
its fullness" (Chaney 22). Those techniques do not substitute for community, but create
an avenue through which the local church makes itself known to the people around it.
Perhaps Hunter, in light of Acts 2:46-47, overstates his case when he claims that "the
local church's main business is not maintenance but mission; not nurturing Christians but
discipling nonchristians" (Secular People 146). Yet Hunter does go on to say that because
the Church is apostolic in nature, its main business is to join God in fmding and loving
lost people. The apostolic mission is to bring nonchristians into experiences, insights,
faith, mission, and community that "can set them free to become the people they were
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born to be and deeply yearn to be" (Secular People 146). This has much in common with
Dulles' Church as Community of Disciples model.
But Church growth/planting literature emphasizes a dimension underplayed in
Dulles' Church as Community of Disciples model. Dulles emphasizes the community
nature of the Church. Dulles claims that the community nature of the early Church
appealed most to pagans.
In the early centuries, the Church expanded not so much because of
concerted missionary efforts as through its power of attraction as a
contrast society. Seeing the mutual love and support of Christians, and the
high moral standards they observed, the pagans sought entrance into the
Church. (Dulles 222)
Dulles does say that the Church needs to reach out in mission and evangelism.
But his emphasis is not so much on a concern for the lost as it is the creation of an
alternate society. The mission of the Church requires far more than creating an alternative
society. It would be far too easy for such a community of disciples, once established with
a sufficient core of believers, to cut itself of: from the culture with an attitude akin to that
which James warns against in James 2:14-17. Such a congregation could easily see itself
as a city set on a hill giving hope to ailing passers-by, while at the same not allowing nor
particularly caring if others come into that city. (In some ways, we see this in the
American attitude toward immigrants.) The Church growth/planting literature emphasis
of church-as-seeker-of-the-Iost and maker-of-disciples enhances Dulles' model of Church
as Community of Disciples. To paraphrase that passage from James, a community of
disciples, if it has not the work of seeking the lost, is dead. A seventh model is
needed-one that combines both the insights of Dulles' understanding of the Church as
community of disciples and the insights of the Church growth movement's understanding
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of the Church as herald. I suggest that this new model b~ described as a Community of
Disciples Making Disciples.
Church Planting as a Continuation of the Ministry of Christ
The United Methodist Church, of which I have been a minister for eighteen years,
has declared that the people of God bear the unequivocal responsibility of convincing the
world of the reality of the gospel. If the Church does not continue 'Christ's earthly
ministry, then the Church leaves the world bereft of the good news of God's kingdom.
The Book of Discipline of the United Methodist Church states that "the mission of the
Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ by proclaiming the good news of God's grace
and thus seeking the fulfillment of God's reign and realm in the world" (paragraph 114).
The Church is to convince the world of the reality of the gospel through its
mission of making disciples. Lyle Schaller comments that across the ages the most
common way the Church has sought to live out Christ's commission and command to
continue his ministry of making disciples h&3 been through planting new churches (44
Questions 27). The reason for this, say authors in the Church growth/planting movement,
is quite simple: local congregation planting is the most effective way for the Church to
make new disciples of Jesus Christ (Schaller 23; Wagner, Church Planting 21). Schaller
theorizes that the best explanation for this may simply be that new congregations are
organized around evangelism and reaching new people; whereas, long-:established
congregations tend to allot their resources to ministries that care for their existing
members (23).
Most contemporary theological reflection on church planting originates in the
Church growth movement. The local church planting literature frequently refers to
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Church growth experts such as George G. Hunter III, D~nald McGavran, and C. Peter
Wagner. As noted earlier, according to Church growth/planting literature, the primary
mission of the Church is to make disciples of Jesus Christ. Proclamation is essential, but
is not an end in itself. The purpose of the proclamation is to aid those who hear the gospel
to become faithful disciples of Jesus Christ, who in turn proclaim the gospel while
desiring the same results (Hesselgrave 20; Hunter, Secular People'109; Faircloth 19;
McGavran, Understanding 32; Shenk 20; Wagner, Church Planting 21; Your Church
162). "With an apostolic identity, the whole People of God know ihat the main business
of the Church is to serve and disciple people who do not yet believe and follow Christ"
(Hunter, Secular People 117).
Wagner says, "Church planting is the New Testament way of extending the
gospel. Trace the expansion of the Church through Jerusalem, Judea, and Samaria, and
the uttermost part of the earth and you will see that church planters led the way" (Church
Planting 19). Wagner goes on to say that plE.J.ting congregations is an essential aspect of
the kingdom of God that Jesus initiated through his ministry. Wagner rather boldly states
that "we can scarcely feel that we are obeying God if we fail to plant churches and plant
them intentionally and aggressively" (19).
Church planting is the most urgent business of humankind. It is through
the creation (or planting) of churches that God's kingdom is extended into
communities which have not yet been touched by the precious surprise of
the kingdom of God in their midst. (Shenk and Stutzman 23)
David Hesselgrave goes so far as to say that the relationship between local church
planting and the continuation of Christ's ministry is so intimate that the two cannot be
separated "without doing violence to the mission of the Church" (33).
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Donald McGavran pointed out that an abundance of New Testament passages
indicate the connection between God's purpose of both making the gospel known and the
"mighty multiplication of Christian congregations" (Effective Evangelism 14).
The theological conviction found in Church growth literature that fuels church
planting is the simple belief that Christ intends his disciples to go into the world to make
disciples of all nations. Many authors have reasoned that since lost people matter to God,
they ought to matter also to the Church. The motif of lost people mattering to God is
frequently seen in the literature. Nearly thirty years ago, McGavran described the
importance of fmding lost people in this way:
Among other desires of God-in-Christ, He beyond question wills that
persons be found--that is, be reconciled to himself. Most cordially
admitting that God has other purposes, we should remember that we serve
a God Who Finds Persons. He has an overriding concern that men should
be redeemed. However we understand the word, the biblical witness is
clear that men are "lost." (1lnderstanding 32)

Church growth literature is homogen~ous in its understanding of the primary goal
of the church. 1)1at goal is to make disciples of all natiops. David Hesselgrave expresses
that goal by stating that the
primary mission of the Church and, therefore, of the churches is to
proclaim the gospel of Christ and [to] gather believers into local churches
where they can be built up in the faith and made effective in service,
thereby planting new congregations throughout the world. (20)
Church growth literature seems to imply that the local church is a means to an
end, describing the local church as the mechanism through which the lost are found.
Since planting new congregations is the most effective means of fmding the lost, Church
growth literature asserts that planting needs to be the top priority (Hesselgrave 20).
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This is not saying that other aspects of the life of the Church are not important.
But, the Church growth literature is quite clear that although service, for example, is
important, the church must never substitute service for seeking the lost. The Church must
not so emphasize service in distinction to evangelism that those whom the Church might
have found are instead lost (Hunter, Secular People 32). "In proportioning of service and
church planting, the degree of growth being achieved must always be taken into account"
(32). Hunter even says that because the Church's business is apostolic-concerned with
finding and discipling the lost-the "local church's main business is not maintenance but
mission; not nurturing Christians but discipling nonchristians" (Secular People 146).
In a lecture at Asbury Seminary, Church growth and planting expert Doug Murren
suggested that any particular congregation need be in existence for no more than twentyfive to thirty years. After that, he said, the maintenance issues of a local church become
so demanding that it is next to impossible to carry out the apostolic ministry of the .
Church. Although Murren's viewpoint is ex.reme, it is still indicative of the Church
growth school's main tenet that the purpose of the Church is to make disciples.
Traditional Church growth literature asserts that the main business of Church is neither
the service of compassion nor the nurturing of those who have been found and converted.
Instead, the main business of the Church is to find the lost, and the Church most
effectively accomplishes this through a continuous planting of new congregations.
Classic Church growth/planting literature insists that finding the lost or discipling the
non-Christian is the reason for existence of the Church, and the most effective way to do
that is by planting new congregations.
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God has chosen to bless the world through a ch~sen community. Through Jesus
Christ, God has called the Church universal as well as the local congregation to bless the
world by continuing the saving ministry of Jesus Christ, which manifests the kingdom of
God. The Church is to carry out this mission through making disciples, and the most
effective way the Church has found to make new disciples is by the continuous
multiplication of new communities of disciple-making disciples through planting new
churches.
The Importance of Shared-Vision
A characteristic of God's people as community has always been the desire for
unity. The psalmist rejoices in the goodness and pleasantness of kindred dwelling
together in unity, for "there the LORD ordained his blessing, life forever" (Psalm 133:3).
Both secular and Christian leadership and organizational literature stress the importance
of unity of shared-vision for the health and success of any organization.
The Importance of Unity in the Church
The Apostle Paul was especially concerned tha~ the Church exhibit unity.

If there is any encouragement in Christ, any consolation from love, any
sharing in the Spirit, any compassion and sympathy, make my joy
complete: be of the same mind, having the same love, being in full accord
and of one mind. (Philippians 2:1-3)
Paul made a similar appeal in his letter to the Ephesians. He begged them to lead
a life worthy of the calling to which Christ Jesus called them. Since there is one body,
one Holy Spirit, one hope, one LORD, one faith, and one baptism, one God and Father of
all (Philippians 4: 4-6), there ought 8.1so be in the church the "unity of the Spirit in the
bond of peace" (Philippians 4:3). The Apostle Peter also called for unity among the
disciples (1 Peter 3:8). This umty was so complete in the infancy of the Church that it is
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recorded that "the whole group of those who believed ~ere of one heart and soul" (Acts
4:32).
At times, the unity of the early church was threatened. Early in the life of the
Church, Peter received God's vision that the gospel was for Gentiles as well as Jews.
Paul communicated to the Jerusalem Council the cultural necessity of exempting Gentile
converts from certain Jewish rites. But the "circumcision faction" 'insisted that Gentile
converts must follow the rites of Judaism, particularly circumcision. That faction
continuously hounded Paul and nearly resulted in division in the Church. At one point,
Peter even succumbed to the circumcision party's pressure and refused to eat with
Gentile converts. Paul, however, "opposed him to his face, because he stood self
condemned ... " (Galatians 2:11). In a compelling scene, Paul confronted Peter over this
volatile issue that threatened to split the Church.
When I saw that they were not acting consistently with the truth of the
gospel, I said to Cephas before them all, "If you, though a Jew, live like a
Gentile and not like a Jew, hlJW can you compel the Gentiles to live like
Jews?" (Galatians 2: 14)
Unity is' central to community, and unity begins when a people share a basic
understanding of purpose, values, vision, and goals-what Senge refers to as sharedvision. Shared-vision is the term that Senge uses to describe in a collective wayan
organization's mission or purpose, core values, vision, and goals. In other words, sharedvision is a term used to denote an organization's collective understanding of why il
exists, how it will conduct its corporate life, the specific aims to which it is working
given its cultural context, and how it will go about achieving those aims. Shared-vision
begins when an organization comes to an understanding of its purpose, moves on to a
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defInition of core values, develops and articulates a vision, and then establishes goals and
strategies that help bring about the vision.
Rick Warren states that "n'othing precedes purpose. The starting point for every
church should be the question, 'Why do we exist?' Until you know what your church
exists for, you have no foundation, no motivation, and no direction for ministry. If you
are helping a church get started, your first task is to defIne your purpose" (The Purpose
Driven Church 81). Schaller describes the same idea when he says that the most
important element of a local church culture is its value system. The role of shared-vision
in a congregation is to "control priorities, provide the foundation for formulating goals,
and set the tone and direction" (Getting Things Done 153).
The Importance of Unity in All Organizations
Secular management and leadership literature reflects this basic tenet of Christian
community. Alan Loy McGinnis contends that groups with high esprit de corps are
valuable commodities because they attract rl~W people and are more effective and
efficient (136). McGinnis' belief is that high esprit de corps is the result of a group of
people being drawn to "a group feeling-the high-energy atmosphere" (137). This highenergy atmosphere is the result of the leader being able to both build allegiance among
the people and between the people and him or herself.
Kouzes and Posner encourage leaders to think in terms of community when
picturing the possibilities of how organizations might operate.
Community is the new metaphor for organizations .... Creating a
community requires promoting shar~d values [th~ s~me concept as
Senge's shared-vision] and developmg an appreCIatIOn for the v~lue of
working cooperatively and caring ab?ut one another. A co~pellmg
purpose that justifies people's conllmtment to the COmmu.rllty of the .
organization is possible only when the people know what they have In
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co~on .. Indeed, for a strong community and for strong and vibrant

organIzatIOns, we must be willing to make other people's problems our
own and .to solve them together. Leaders recognize that the metaphor of
communIty goes a lot further in unifying people than does the standard
hierarchy. (Credibility 129)

When people understand that they hold shared values, they realize that they can
speak to common purposes with common language. Individuals and organizations benefit
from shared-vision or values.
When individual, group, and organizational values are in synch,
tremendous energy is generated. Commitment, enthusiasm, and drive are
intensified: people have a reason for caring about their work. Individuals
are more effective (and satisfied) because they are able to care about what
they are doing. They experience less stress and tension. Shared values are
the internal compasses that enable people to act independently and
interdependently. (Credibility 121-122)

Negatively stated, Hersey, Blanchard, and Johnson say that one reason many
organizations have difficulty forming effective work groups is that management and
labor do not have a set of shared values. COliVersely, when groups are successful it is
because the me!llbers of those groups have a shared-vision. "Only then can groups reach
their full potential payoff both in terms of goal achievement and quality of life-the true
components of productivity" (Management 360). Daniel Goleman addresses this issue
from a slightly different angle. He says that the ability to find harmony determines the
effectiveness of the group. Harmony allows a group to make the highest use of the
creativity and talent of each participant (161).
As important as shared-vision is, room remains for diversity. There does not have
to be a lock-step conformist mentality for an organization to thrive. Indeed, a diverse
group adds richness of insight and experience. Diversity is not an enemy, but creates the·
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potential for more creativity. According to Kouzes and Posner, diversity, although
making a leader's role more difficult, is an asset because it forces a group to explore
possibilities they may not have explored otherwise (Credibility 96). Shared-vision is
possible and even more likely to occur if developed in the right way, in the midst of a
diverse group of people.
Summary
Unity is essential to the well-being of all organizations and communities, whether
in business or the local church. Unity is central to community and unity is not possible
with out a commonly-held sense of mission or purpose. Every organization needs sharedvision. Shared-vision, the elements of which are a commonly accepted and supported
understanding of the mission, values, vision, and goals of a community, is essential to
that community's viability and success. The next section explores the elements of sharedVISIOn.

The Elements (;f Shared-Vision
Shared-vision is a term used by Senge et al. to d~note an organization's purpose
or mission, core values, vision, and goals (302). These four elements are integral parts of
shared-vision.
Mission: An Organization's Fundamental Reason for Existence
A worthy mission will never be fully achieved, but it is that to which an
organization aspires. George Barna describes mission as a "broad-based definition of the
reason for existence that under girds everything the church does and stands for" (46; see
also Senge et al. 302). Mission, says Barna, reflects a heart turned obediently to God,
ready for service (38). Bryson, in Strategic Planning for Public and Nonprofit
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Organizations, says that a clear statement of mission pr~vides an organization with a
sense of purpose without which "we are lost" (67). Mission provides that sense of
purpose. Mission, in other words, clarifies an organization's purpose, or why it should be
doing what it does" (67). Bryson says that an organization's mission provides the social
justification for its existence (27). Barna suggests that a church draft a mission statement
(38). The mission statement itself can be very brief since it is simply a broad, general
statement about whom the organization or congregation wishes to reach and what it
hopes to accomplish (Barna 38; Bryson 75). In a sense, a mission statement provides a
push from behind toward the future for an organization by clarifying the reason for the
organization's existence. Bryson's guidance is that an organization's mission statement
should grow out of lengthy discussions within the organization based on the mandates
given to it by its founder or creator and its response to those who have, for whatever
reason, a vested interest in it (28). Bryson claims that there are several benefits to .
clarifying an organization's mission. First, :t cultivates the practice of focusing on what is
truly important (68). A second benefit is that a clear sep.se of mission or purpose suggests
which problems an organization ought to address. "Once an organization understands it
purpose, it can define the problems it is meant to solve and can better understand how to
choose among competing solutions" (69). Agreement on purpose will also invest an
organization's "discussions and actions with moral quality than can constrain self-serving
and organizationally destructive behavior on the part of organizational members" (70).
Bryson adds, "Said differently, agreement on purpose can lead to mobilization of
organizational energies based on pursuit of a morally justifiable mission that lies beyond
self-interest" (70).
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Core Values: The Beliefs that Drive an Organization's Behavior
Core values are the "guiding principles in our lives with respect to the personal
and social ends we desire-such as salvation or peace-and with respect to moral
conduct and personal competence-such as honesty and imagination" (Kouzes and
Posner, Credibilitv 60; see also Nanus 35, 51, 52; Senge et al. 302). Aubrey Malphurs
gives extensive treatment to the subject in Values Driven Leadership: Discovering and
Developing Your Core Values. He defines core values as the "constant, passionate,
biblical core beliefs that drive its [a congregation's] ministry" (34). Malphurs
distinguishes between values and principles. Values are core biblical beliefs while
- principles are "deep, enduring, fundamental truths that serve as general guidelines for
human conduct in a wide variety oflife's areas" (33). Bryson does not distinguish
between values and principles, saying simply that values and a values statement "set out a
desirable code of conduct to which the organization adheres or aspires" (77). Values have
to do with behavior-what we will and will 110t do in pursuit of our purpose. The topic of
values is often missing in discussions of vision, but Malphurs indicates that any
organization that neglects to clearly define its values does so at its own peril (13). A
ministry, says Malphurs, may be vision-focused, but it is values-driven. Malphurs
describes values as the constant, passionate, biblical core beliefs that shape a
congregation's ministry and guides and defines all that it seeks to accomplish (42). In
vivid language Malphurs proclaims that a "ministry based on clearly articulated core
values drives a fixed stake in the ground that says to all, 'This is what we stand for; this is
what we are all about; this is who we are; this is what we can do for you'" (14). Thus,
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Malphurs says that "values are defining. They give each organization its unique identity
in the world" (14).
There are several benefits to clearly delineating one's core values. Malphurs
believes that shared values and beliefs tend to "knit individual and organizational
purposes together" (18). Therefore, Malphurs believes that core values shared by a
community of faith "are an answer to Paul's prayer in Romans 15:5 for vital unity in the
body of Christ" (18). Common core values, he says, help people find common cause with
an organization "which leads to authentic biblical community" (23). Loren Mead, in The
Once and Future Church, makes even more of the importance of shared values.
The central reality of this church was a local community, a congregation
"called out" (ekklesia) of the world. It was a community that lived by the
power and values of Jesus. That power and those values were preserved
and shared within the intimate community through apostolic teaching and
preaching, through fellowship itself, and through ritual acts, preeminently
the sharing of the bread and wine of the Eucharist. You gained entry into
this community only when the community was convinced that you also
held those values and had been born into that power. The community was
intense and personal. Belonglng to it was an experience of being in
immediate touch with God's Spirit. (Mead 10)
Secular 'organizational management and leadership research indicates something
very similar. Kouzes and Posner state that leaders "build community through shared
values" (Credibility 121). Creating consensus around shared values and relying on shared
values in conflict resolution helps members of an organization see themselves as part of
the larger whole (121). Shared values also give members of an organization a sense of
meaning in their service and work. Shared values are "invisible motivators" that are able
to energize people and help people find "common cause with an organization" (23).
Organizations that share a set of values have a clear sense of why they do what they do
and therefore make better decisions than organizations that lack shared values (43).
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Malphurs says that leaders who hold their beliefs "at a conscious level tend to be
proactive. They are initiators who have thought through what they believe and why they
believe it, and those values drive them" (48).
Vision Statement: A Picture of the Future
A vision statement describes where one wants to go and what it will look like
when he or she arrives. Barna defines vision as "a picture held in your mind's eye of the
way things could or should be in the days ahead" (29; see also Senge et al. 302; Malphurs
44; Bryson 155; Nanus 8; Hersey 92). A vision for ministry, Barna says, is "a reflection
of what God wants to accomplish through you to build his kingdom" (30; see also
Shawchuck and Hueser 139-40). Whereas mission is overarching purpose, vision is
specific and concrete. If mission is what pushes an organization from behind, then vision
is what pulls an organization into the future. Whereas an organization's mission never
changes, its vision changes to meet the changing needs of a changing world. A mission
statement defmes key ministry objectives for the church in a general way, while a vision
statement '.'is a ~larification of the specific direction and activities the church will pursue
toward making a true ministry impact" (Barna 38).
Vision is related to core values and to purpose or mission. Shawchuck and Heuser
warn that vision must "clearly connect the values and actions of the corporate body and
its individual members" (140). One's basic core beliefs or values, says Burt Nanus,
provides the context within which issues are identified, shape assumptions about the
future, and determine the scope of the vision (35, 51).
Vision provides a basic service in an organization-it paints a picture of a
preferred future. But, the right vision and a well-crafted vision statement do much more'
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than that. First, vision inspires an organization. "It is hard to imagine," Bryson writes, "an
organization surviving in the long run without some vision to inspire it" (156). Second,
vision creates a tension between the way things are and the way we would like them to be
(Strategic Planning 158; Nanus 17). Third, an inspiring vision can supply a sense of
calling to members of an organization, which in turn has the ability to create meaning in
an individual's life and enhance the formation of community (Strategic Planning 158;
Nanus 17). A vision also gives individuals and a group an idea of what success looks like,
even if the vision as stated is never fully or completely realized (Strategic Planning 157,
Nanus 17). Nanus adds that the right vision "attracts commitment and energizes people"
and gives them something to commit to (16). Shawchuck and Rueser state that a
congregation's corporate vision "becomes a path where there is no pathway" and gives
clarity where there is confusion and doubt (140). The right vision and well-crafted vision
statement can provide all of this and more for any organization.
For the church, however, these bene1ts are not the same thing as the purpose of a
vision stateme~t. Barna speaks to the heart of the visioI).ing enterprise when he claims
that the ultimate goal of vision is to glorify God. "If the vision is truly from God, it is one
that will push the church forward towards the ends that satisfy Rim rather than meet the
standards that result in hosannas from the world" (51).
Goals: Specific, Realizable Steps and Strategies Toward Realizing Mission and Vision
The work of describing the purpose or mission of an organization, establishing a
group's core values, and capturing the right vision for the organization will be an exercise
in futility and vanity unless and until realistic goals and strategies for attaining those
goals are laid out in a systematic form. Goals are the short-term, realizable measurable
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strategies, steps, and actions that an organization uses to' move toward the realization of
its mission and vision. Goals are "milestones we expect to reach before too long ....
Goals represent what people commit themselves to do, often within a few months"
(Senge et al. 302). Leadership literature will usually speak of goals and objectives in the
same context. In some literature "goals will be broader than objectives, and sometimes
the reverse will be true" (GangeI279). Kenneth O. Gangel, who understands objectives to
be the broader concept than goals, distinguishes between goals and objectives by saying
that 0 bj ectives are what an organization is going to do, and what it is going to do is
achieved through particular goals. Goals are then implemented through concrete action
steps (280-281).
Summary
There are four elements to shared-vision: mission, core values, vision, and goals.
Mission is a broad understanding of the reason for and justification of an organization's .
existence. Core values are those deeply held guiding principles that inform how a
community will conduct itself as it seeks to live out its mission. Vision is a picture of
community's preferred future, and goals are those realizable strategies and steps that a
community will take to help make its vision become a reality.
Collaborative Shared-Vision
A shared-vision guides every organization. Again, shared-vision is an umbrella
term used to encapsulate the mission, core values, vision, and goals of an organization.
But where does that shared-vision come from? Who generates shared-vision for a
community? I now tum my attention to that question.
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Shared-Vision: The Traditional View
Traditionally, leaders (pastors) set the direction of an organization by declaring
what the shared-vision would be. This is particularly true in much of the congregational
leadership materials of the last decade. For example, R. Robert Cueni writes it is the
responsibility of the pastor to be "keeper of the vision." This includes generating the
vision, rallying support for it, making adjustments to it," and so fo·rth (42). Effective
leaders, Cueni says, take responsibility for the vision, and "while being both sensitive to
the people and responsible to the Gospel, he or she offers an image of what might be"
(42). Barna writes that although God "works through a variety of people and
- circumstances to enlarge the scope and perspective of the leader," God imparts the vision
to the leader (58). In a congregation, says Barna, "it is important that people own the
vision for ministry, not that they create it" (45).
Secular leadership authors have also stated that it is the prerogative of the leader.
to set forth a vision for an organization. Her.:iey, Blanchard, and Johnson claim that what
sets effective le.aders apart is their ability to create visio.n for an organization.
What is it that makes some managers succeed and others fail? It is a way
of looking at where they want to go and how they are going to get there. It
means having an idea, a framework, a mental plan. Managers must know
where they are going if they are to achieve their purposes. Today, just as
thousands of years ago, without a vision, persons and organizations perish.
Therefore, leaders must be vision creators. This is an immensely powerful
and far-reaching idea. Visioning defines leadership. It is the fundamental
process of leading organizations. (Hersey 92)
Shared-Vision: A New Understanding
The view that leaders, however, must impose shared-vision, writes Senge,
assumes that people are powerless and lack the personal vision and ability to master the
forces of change. Only great leaders, people assume, could deal with these deficits (340).
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Senge et al. laments that "too many people still think that 'vision' is the top leader's job"
(298). He does admit that an individual leader's vision may help an organization weather
a crisis in the short term, but there is more to effective leadership than helping
organizations through a particular crisis. Leaders must think in the long term, and a
leader-imposed vision will not provide an organization the strength it needs over time
(298).
Today, single leaders are unable to impose their vision in a top-down manner.
People will not commit themselves to a vision divorced from their own needs and goals.
Senge has written that organizations that discover how to tap into people's commitments
will thrive in the future (4), and tapping into people's commitments requires that people
in an organization participate in creating the shared-vision that will lead them into the
future.
Nanus agrees with Senge's thesis that shared-vision does not have to be leader
imposed. "There is no need," Nanus states, "-and certainly no expectation-that the
final choice of yision be your own original idea. Often .some of the best ideas float up
from the depths of the organization, but only as they are sought and welcomed when they
arrive" (38). Nanus exhorts leaders to encourage their colleagues and subordinates to
become involved in the shared-vision process. By soliciting collaboration in the sharedvision process, says Nanus, "you are preparing the organization for changes to come and
possibly disarming those who would resist change" (168).
Christian leadership resources are now beginning to reflect this attitude toward
collaborative shared-vision. Shawchuck and Hueser write that "traditionally, in most
congregations, the pastor comes up with the compelling vision that captures the
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imagination and energy of the constituency" (146). And, they hasten to add, this method
does work well in many congregations. But, they quote Richard R. Broholm as saying
that there is another type of leader who '''rather than creating a single vision and then
telling and selling it to others, has the ability to listen to others and help them articulate a
shared-vision which reflects their deeply-held values'" (qtd in Shawchuck and Hueser
146).
Shawchuck and Hueser state that while a leader must be "possessed by God's
vision for his or her ministry," shared-vision is not "the leader's private domain. In a
healthy congregation, vision will reside in the hearts of many, as the leaders set the
people free to discern God's vision for their life and ministry" (139). "A congregation is
at its best," they state, "when vision is breaking out everywhere" (139).
Oswald and Friedrich in their book, Discerning Your Congregation's Future, state
that
they are convinced that only grassroots visions have any real staying
power. Clergy who go Moses-like up the mountain and return with a
revelation can easily mistake their wishes for the Spirit and lead groups
hungry for direction down unfruitful, dangerous, paths. Just as use of the
hierarchical model is gradually diminishing in the corporate world, we in
the church need a more engaging process for our members if we hope to
help them embrace a new future together. (vii)
Attitudes Toward Shared-Vision
Without a doubt, any organization, whether a business or congregation, needs a
shared-vision if it is to be successful in our day and into the future. But people within an
organization may have any of several attitudes toward that shared-vision. Senge (219220) points out seven possible attitudes toward a shared-vision.
1. A person may b e apathetic , having neither interest nor passion for the vision ..
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2. Someone may be non-compliant with the vision, seeing no benefit in the
vision for him or herself and thus not participate in the outcomes of the vision.
3. One may grant grudging compliance to the vision, neither seeing the vision's
benefit nor wanting to lose one's job. This person gives only what is required
and complains about doing so.
4. The group member may give formal compliance to the Vision, seeing the
general benefit of the vision but doing no more to achieve the vision than is
necessary.
5. The person who is genuinely compliant with the vision sees its benefit with
clarity, but still does only what is expected.
6. Enrollment describes the person who wants the vision to come to reality and
will do whatever he or she needs to do within the spirit of the law.
7. A person may so passionately own the vision that he or she will do whatever it
takes, even creating new structur-:s, to make it happen.
Senge claims that a correlation exists between the level.of collaboration in developing the
vision and a person's attitude toward the vision. The more collaborative the process, the
more committed the person will be to the vision.
The Collaborative Shared-Vision Process
Senge et aI., writing in The Fifth Discipline Fieldbook, outlines five starting
points for developing shared-vision.
Telling: Tile "boss" knows what the vision should be, and the organization
is going to have to follow it;
Selling: The "boss" knows what the vision should be, but needs the
organization to "buy in" before proceeding;
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Testing: The "boss" has an idea about what the vision should be or
several ideas, and wants to know the organization's reactions before
proceeding;
~onsu1ting: The "boss" is putting together a vision, and wants creative
mput from the organization before proceeding;
Co-Creating: The "boss" and "members" of the organization, through a
collaborative process, build a shared-vision together. (314)
At times in the life of an organization one of those starting points is more
appropriate than another. However, the more collaborative the process, the more likely
the people in the group will be to commit to the vision. The more collaborative the
process, the more consistent a shared-vision will be with people's personal values. A
vision inconsistent with people's values will "not only fail to inspire genuine enthusiasm,
it will often foster outright cynicism" (Senge et al. 223).
"Co-creating" is the name given to the collaborative process whereby the leader
guides a group in the development of a shared-vision. Co-creating a shared-vision is a
collaborative process that involves every person in a creative endeavor. According to
Senge et al. (298-299), this process makes :everal key assumptions. Among those
assumptions are the following:
1. Every organization exists for a reason-it has a purpose or mission to fulfill.
2.

Clues to an organization's purpose are discoverable by studying its founder's
aspirations.

3. Many members of the organization, particularly those who care deeply for the
organization, already have a collective sense of its purpose.
4. A genuine shared-vision will only emerge after many people have reflected
deeply on the purpose of the organization.
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5. The essence of co-creating a shared-vision is designing a process through
which all persons in the organization are able to "speak from the heart about
what really matters to them and be heard-by senior management and each
other. The quality of the process, especially the amount of openness and
genuine caring, determines the quality and power of the results" (Senge et al.
299).
These key assumptions suggest that "shared-vision is essentially focused around
building shared meaning, potentially where none existed before. Shared meaning is a
collective sense of what is important, and why" (299). Senge's et al. notion of building
shared meaning and Bellah's et al. understanding of community are strikingly similar.
Co-creating a shared-vision is nothing more or less than the initiation of community. If
the participants do reflect on the founder's aspirations, as well as on their own
understanding of the purpose of the organization, then they might even develop what
Bellah et al. refer to as a community of men . .ory.
Co-cre8:ting a shared-vision does not begin with. an effort to discern the purpose of
a particular organization. The process does not begin with the leader "telling and selling"
his or her vision for the organization. Instead, co-creating a shared-vision begins with the
people in the group sharing their own personal vision, values, purpose in life, and goals.
Senge et al. give several tips for mastering the co-creating model. Their first tip is
to begin with the sharing of personal vision. Senge et al. write that when shared-vision
begins with personal vision, the organization becomes a tool for people's self-realization.
People begin to stop thinking of the organization as a t~n~ to ,,:hich. ~ey
are subservient. Only then can they wholeheartedly partICIpate m gUldmg
its direction .... Most members are eager to link their personal visions to
the team and enterprise, and most teams actually share a deep,
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fundamental sense of alignment-but until they can give voice to these
common aspirations, teams can't build upon them. (323)
Senge says that shared-vision grows as the by-product of the interaction of
individual visions. The leader cannot rush the group to co-create their shared-vision. The
leader must allow adequate time for each person to share his or her stories. Because
. shared-vi:;ion emerges from personal vision, shared-vision is able to acquire energy and
nurture commitment. Senge says that this "is why genuine caring about a shared-vision is
rooted in personal visions. This simple truth is lost on many leaders, who decide that their
organization must develop a vision by tomorrow!" (211). Shared-vision takes time to
emerge.
Shared-vision that has been co-created will be the result of the free-flowing
discussion where people have felt free to express their dreams with the group as well as
listen to the dreams of others in the group (Senge 218).
Kouzes and Posner state that the determination of shared-vision is not an
academic exercise. All those involved must wholeheartedly participate in the process. In
fact, they say the process itself is just as important as the resulting shared-vision.
"Participation is vital, for people's perspectives change once they are involved. Having
injected their own ideas into the final solution, they are able to make the agreement their
own. They accept ideas they might have otherwise rejected" (Credibility 125).
Senge's et al. second tip is treating everyone in the group as an equal. EvelY
person involved has a say and a vote, and no person's say or vote carries more weight
than another's vote or say.
A third tip is to seek alignment, not agreement. The urge to create a finished
product may be so great that the group glosses over important differences of opinion.
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Instead, Senge et al. suggest that the team implement discussion and dialogue (terms
referring to team learning strategies) to discover the assumptions that underlie the
differences. By discovering the underlying assumptions, it will be possible to identify and
discuss the mental models that led to the irreconcilable views (324).
A fourth tip is to allow people to speak only for themselves and to not allow
participants to talk about how others might react to the shared-vision they are creating.
A fifth tip is to expect and nurture reverence for each other. Senge et al. say that
when a "real diversity of opinions occurs in a group, a reverence for each other's vision
will often take hold" (325). Understanding and appreciating another's personal vision
makes it easier to see why that person looks at the current situation in the way he or she
does.
Once the group has shared their own personal stories and vision, it is possible to
bring the group together to co-create a shared-vision for the organization. Senge says,
"the practice of shared-vision involves the ~kills of unearthing shared pictures of the
future that fost~r genuine commitment and enrollment rather than compliance" (9).
The Role of the Leader in a Collaborative Shared-Vision Process
It may seem from the emphasis on members of the group sharing their personal

visions and stories that the group leader has no input other than that of a group facilitator
keeping the process moving forward. The leader's role is to create an atmosphere in
which that sharing can take place. Kouzes and Posner state that leaders must be
transparent in the value they place on others. "Appreciating and paying attention are
signals the leaders send about how important their constituents are to them and that
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constituents' input and ideas are important .... Constituents want to be appreciated"
(Credibility 91).
Leaders, however, must also share their personal vision and vision for the
organization. Senge encourages leaders to share their vision in such a way that it
encourages others to share as well. In fact, the leader's credibility hinges on his or her
risking vulnerability and sharing his or her motivations, dreams, values, and purpose with
the group. Constituents listen to leaders who listen to them.
Constituents value the insights of leaders who have shown that they value the
insights of their constituents. Kouzes and Posner state that studies have shown that
"leaders who establish cooperative relationships inspire commitment and are considered
. competent. Their credibility is enhanced by building community through common
purpose and by championing shared values. In contrast, competitive and independent
leaders are seen as both obstructive and ineffective" (Credibility 130). It is imperative
that leaders share their story. Leaders need ~o explain why they do what they do, what
they believe, Cl!ld what they value. Careful listening and honest sharing provide the
credibility that leaders need to be able to lead.
In a co-creating strategy, leaders are designers of a learning process, stewards of
the vision, and teachers. "They are responsible for building organizations where people
continually expand their capabilities to understand complexity, clarify vision, and
improve shared mental models-that is, they are responsible for learning" (Senge 340).
Leaders as designers have the ability to integrate the parts into the whole, to see
(in the case of a new church, for example) how the vision of the church relates to its
purpose. It is the ability to see how that vision depends on the context of such things as
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time, place, and demographics. Further, the leader/designer sees how purpose and vision
relate to the values and goals of, for example, a new church and how that affects the
techniques it will use to reach new people for Christ. The art of design is the competence
to see pieces as parts of a whole. More over, it is ability to see how those pieces fit
together and then leading the group to put them together (Senge 341-345).
In a co-creating strategy, the leader is also a steward of vision. Within the heart of
a strong leader, Senge writes, is a "deep story and sense of purpose that lay behind his
vision, what we have come to call the purpose story-a larger 'pattern of becoming'"
(345). This purpose story gives powerful meaning to the leader's aspirations and hopes
for his or her organization. This purpose story is the deep-seated reason behind what
leaders do. It suggests how a leader's organization needs to grow and how that growth
and change is part of a larger purpose (346). This story is central to the leader's ability to
lead. This story is the motivation and passion that fuels the leader's drive. Imbedded in
this story is a sense of purpose and destiny flat profoundly affects the leader's personal
vision. As the leader shares his or her vision and listens carefully to others' visions, the
leader begins to see that his or her "own vision is part of something larger. This does not
diminish any leader's sense of responsibility for the vision-if anything, it deepens it"
(Senge 352). When this happens, the leader's vision ceases to be his or her own
possession and the visions of the others are no longer their own possessions. The leader's
personal vision "ceases to be a possession, as in 'this is my vision,' and becomes a
calling. You are 'its,'" Senge says, "as much as it is yours" (352). The leader then
becomes the steward, the caretaker, and nurturer of the vision for the sake of the
organization.
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A vital responsibility of a leader is to help people have a better and more
empowering view of reality. Reality for most people equates with "pressures that must be
born, crises that must be reacted to, and limitations that must be accepted. Given such
ways of defining reality, vision is an idle dream at best and a cynical delusion at
worst-but not an achievable end" (Senge 353). The task ofleader-as-teacher is to help
people see reality, not as endless hurdles that most likely cannot he jumped, but to see the
world as a "medium for creating" a new future (Senge 353).
Senge writes that leaders can teach people to see four levels of reality:

events~

patterns of behavior, systemic structures, and their purpose story. Most people live in the
realm of events and patterns of behavior. This results, says Senge, in organizations being
reactive instead of generative. The leader-as-teacher "focuses predominately on purpose
and systemic structure. Moreover, such leaders teach people throughout the organization
to do likewise" (353). What leaders who are teachers do is help people see the big picture
of how the pieces are a part of the whole (s) stemic). But, they also help people see the
meaning behind the parts and the whole (purpose). Wh~n a leader is able to teach people
to see how the pieces come together into a meaningful whole, the people come to share in
a sense of purpose. They become "united in a common destiny. They have a sense of
continuity and identity not achievable in any other way" (Senge 354).
The Benefits of a Collaborative Shared-vision Process
The writings of Senge and Kouzes and Posner suggest that there are many
benefits of co-creating a shared-vision. Many of these have already been referred to in the
course of this chapter. Collaborative shared-vision theory suggests that co-creating a
shared-vision
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1.

provides the pull toward a goal which people truly want to achieve (Senge
209);

2.

builds trust among members of the group (Senge 208);

3.

creates energy in the persons involved that is not experienced when they
work toward narrower goals (Credibility 172);

4.

creates synergy in the team and thus less energy is wasted (Senge 235);

5.

fosters a long-term orientation and commitment, rather than shOli-term
(Senge 210);

6.

enables personal vision to become a part of the corporate vision, and thus the
organization becomes a tool for one's own self-realization (Credibility 122);

7.

benefits the leader in that leaders who foster a co-created shared-vision are
viewed as more competent by the members of the group (Credibility 130);

8.

promotes a sense of community in the organization (Credibility 131); .

9.

fosters collaboration across a b,,'oad front in the organization (Credibility
121);

10.

increases individual effectiveness and personal satisfaction as well as reduces
stress and tension because the individual cares about what he or she is doing
(Credibility 122); and,

11.

increases "employee" loyalty to the organization because they feel that their
values and the organization's values are aligned (Credibility 122).

This list is neither exhaustive nor exclusive, but merely suggestive of the type of benefits
that participants, leaders, and organizations have experienced as a result of collaborative
shared-visioning.
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Summary
Traditionally, the creation of shared-vision, both in secular organizations and the
local church, was seen as the role of the leader/pastor. But recent research is showing that
a leader-determined shared-vision which organizational participants must buy into does
not create the ownership and loyalty that a collaborative shared-vision process seems to
generate. Both in secular and church leadership literature collaborative shared-visioning
is being lifted up as a viable and faithful alternative to leader-imposed shared-vision. The
leader's input is still crucial to the process, and in fact in order for a leader to be taken
seriously, he or she must still communicate his or her shared-vision for the organization.
But, the leader must also encourage participants to make known their shared-vision .
. Together, leaders and participants create shared-vision for an organization. This is the
essence of collaborative shared-visioning.
Discernment: The Essential Factor for the Church in the Collaborative Shared-Vision
Process
Creat~g

shared-vision for a secular organization and for a congregation involves

many of the same processes and techniques and, to the casual observer may seem
identical. There is, however, one aspect of the process that sets the method a local church
may use apart from that of a secular organization. The local church ideally seeks to
understand God's will for its corporate life. The congregation as a community of faith
seeks to discern the mission, core values, vision, and goals that God wills for it. This
process is known as discernment. I have described the concept of discernm.ent in Chapter
1, and so I will not repeat it here. Suffice it to say that collaboratively discerning God's
will is even more fundamental to the process than including laity and clergy in on the
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process. Ultimately, a congregation is not seeking to create its own destiny, but to
discern God's destiny for it. After all, the local church, unlike any other organization, is a
community called into existence by God to fulfill God's purpose. It is not self-generated
but is part of the body of Christ. It is brought into being through the Holy Spirit and
exists and lives through the Holy Spirit. The local church is created by God, and we
belong to God. It is God's will in Christ Jesus for the local church that we seek to discern
through a collaborative shared-vision process.
Conclusion: Collaborative Shared-Vision in the Church
There is a yearning and need for true community in our culture. The radical
individualism of our contemporary culture has left us incapable of seeking the common
.good. What is needed are communities of memory where people are grounded in their
past and committed to one another. Even the Church has suffered from the culture's
radical individualism. Some suggest that the decline of the Church in our culture isa
result of the Church not presenting a viable .llternative to the present radical
individualism, and instead the Church simply mirrors it:
God, however, seeks to bless the world through his chosen people, which is a
community constituted by God's call. The Church is God's chosen community through
which God now chooses to bless the world. The Church is the living body of Christ and
as such continues the saving ministry of Jesus. Individual congregations are parts of that
living body of Christ entrusted to carry out Jesus' ministry.
The ultimate purpose of the Church is to carry out Christ's ministry of making
disciples. Making disciples takes place most effectively within the context of a
community which understands its mission as and is dedicated to making disciples. New
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communities of disciple-making disciples need to be e~tablished on a continuous basis so
that the Church may reach new generations in new areas.
God's people have always valued and desired unity. Unity is central to
community, and a commonly held sense of calling is central to unity. All organizations, if
they are to thrive and succeed, need a common sense of purpose and a common
understanding of how that purpose will be achieved. The local church, as all
organizations, needs a shared-vision. Shared-vision is an umbrella term used by Senge to
describe an organization's mission, core values, vision, and goals.
Traditionally, it has been assumed that the role of the leader/pastor is to create
that shared-vision for the organization/congregation and that participants were to simply
. accept it. And, this model has worked and still works in countless situations. Hundreds of
faithful communities have been planted by faithful pastors who discerned God's purpose
and then "told and sold" that purpose to laity who made it their own. New research
shows, however, that participants need to b~ included in the creation of shared-vision,
both in secular organizations and in congregations. A l~ader-imposed shared-vision does
not seem to yield the long-term benefits to the participants, leaders and organizations that
a collaborative shared-vision process yields.
Ultimately, the Church, as Christ's living body and as the community through
which God seeks to bless the world, must be open and obedient to God's will and
purpose for it. It is not enough to re~y on techniques that will yield a humanly generated
understanding of shared-vision. The Church must seek to do God's will; and to do God's
will, the Church must seek God's will through discernment. A collaborative shared-
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vision process that seeks to discern God's will is both faithful to God and effective in
result.
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CHAPTER 3
Design of the Study
Problem and Purpose
The Kansas East Annual Conference of the United Methodist Church appointed
me to start a new congregation in south Johnson County, Kansas. This local church plant
is to be a Kansas City District project. The district assigned me to start this new
congregation with a core group of people recruited from four local, yet diverse, United
Methodist congregations.
Church growth literature provides many models for both "mothering" a new
congregation and for starting a new congregation without the benefit of a preexisting core
. group. I am not aware, however, of guidance in the Church growth/planting literature in
leading a core group recruited from several diverse congregations through this
development and planning process. The use of a collaborative shared-vision process
seems to be a way forward that is well groLnded, both theologically and theoretically.
Statement of Purpose
The purpose of this study is to assess a collaborative shared-vision process for
leading a core group recruited from four diverse congregations in the development of a
shared-vision that will guide the start-up of a United Methodist congregation in south
Johnson County, Kansas.
Statement of Research Questions
The following are the research questions addressed in this study. Included with
each research question are the operational questions of the study.
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Research Question 1
What assumptions about church do participants bring to the core group?
The Kansas East Annual Conference charged the core group ofUMCOTS with
the responsibility of starting a new faith community. To do so the core group needed to
develop a shared-vision that would guide us; that is, we needed to develop a mission
statement, core values, vision statement, and goals. Members of the core group were
active members of United Methodist churches. As such, they each had assumptions about
Church that affected and influenced their participation and input in the collaborative
shared-vision process. I assumed that their assumptions about church would affect the
outcome of the process. Therefore it was important to uncover those assumptions at the
·beginning of the process. During the process itself, each participant shared his or her
dream for the new congregation. The following operational questions sought to uncover
those assumptions.

1. What do the subjects of this study value about the Church?
. Each participant is an active member of a United Methodist local church.
Each one has assumptions from lived experience in the life of faith
communities. Presumably, they are active because they derive some value
from that church activity. What a participant values about church says
something about what he or she assumes the church should be.
2. What assumptions about the nature of the Church are implicit within the
subjects' descriptions of what they value about the Church?
Dulles describes six models of the church currently finding favor among laity
and ecclesiastics. In Chapter 2 of this dissertation, I describe Dulles' schema
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whereby the answers to four basic questions about the nature of the Church
will help reveal one's model of the Church as viewed from Dulles' categories
(Chapter 2,40-42). By careful analysis of the participant's answer to the
preceding operational question, I hope to gain the information necessary to
describe the model of the Church that each participant is assuming at the
beginning of the collaborative shared-vision process.
Research Question 2
How effective was a collaborative shared-vision process be in helping the core
group adequately prepare for Launch Sunday?
A collaborative shared-vision process is purposeful. The purpose of the process is
. to guide an organization toward the realization of its goals. In this case, the purpose of the
process was to guide the core group ofUMCOTS in starting a new congregation. It was
not enough to hope that the participants would experience certain benefits as a result of
participation in the process. The process must result in a successful Launch Sunday.
Success is a ~ction of the impact of the process. The Jollowing four operational
questions are designed to assess this impact.
1. To what degree did the mission statement developed by the core group
provide the core group with a sense of purpose as it prepared for Launch
Sunday?
A mission statement describes an organization's fundamental reason for
existence. It describes that to which an organization aspires. Thi.s operational
question sought to discover the degree to which the mission statement gave
the core group members a sense of purpose.
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2. To what degree did the core values developed by the core group guide their
preparations for Launch Sunday?
Core values are the principles that guide an organization's life. This question
sought to detennine the degree to which the core values developed by the core
group guided preparations for Launch Sunday.
3. To what degree did the vision statement developed by'the core group help the
core group "see" the intended outcome of Launch Sunday?
A vision statement is a picture of the future that an organization or individual
wants to bring into being. This question sought to detennine the degree to
which the vision statement developed by the core group helped the core group
see the intended outcome of Launch Sunday.
4. How effective were the goals developed by the core group in helping them
adequately prepare for Launch Sunday?
Goals are the specific steps one Nill take to bring into being one's mission and
vision. This question sought to detennine tl~e degree to which the goals
enabled the core group to make adequate "nuts and bolts" preparations for
Launch Sunday.
Research Question 3
What effect did the collaborative shared-vision strategy have on the core group as
a group and as individual participants?
Proponents of a collaborative shared-vision process, such as Senge and Nanus,
suggest that participants as individuals and the group as a whole will experience certain
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benefits as described in Chapter 2 of this dissertation. This research question sought to
discover what if any impact the process itself would have on the participants.
Subjects
The subjects of the study live in an area regionally understood to be bounded by
the KansaslMissouri state line on the east, south Interstate 1-435 on the north, Stillwell,
th

Kansas (199 Street) on the south, and the eastern city limit of Olathe, Kansas (regionally
understood as Black Bob Road-a main north/south road) on the west. Our specific target
area has over 30,000 households and is expected to continue to grow at the rate of
approximately 600 new households per year. The center of my target zone is known as
Stanley, Kansas, United States zip code 66223. Extensive demographic research was
. done to aid our local church planting process by the General Board of Global Ministries
of the United Methodist Church. This information was provided by the Commission on
Congregational Growth and Development, the Kansas East Conference.
The following is a snapshot of soutt Johnson County demographics. South
Johnson Coun'!)' is a fast growing suburban area in the Ereater Kansas City metropolitan
area. Since 1980, the number of households has increased by 675 percent and is
anticipated to increase by about 10 percent per year for at least the next 5 years. About 80
percent of the persons now in south Johnson County have lived there 5 years or less. Of
the popUlation, 14 per cent are 50-64 years of age, 30 percent are 35-49 years old, 12
percent are 25-34 years old, and 33 percent are 17 years of age or younger. Nearly 100
percent of the adults are high school graduates, 75 percent have some college, and 52
percent are college graduates or higher. Of the labor force, 85 percent are white collar
workers. The median household income in 1998 was $86,206, and that is expected to
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climb to over $107,000 by 2003. In 1998 the median home value was $191,749. Of the
area population, 97 percent is white.
Because I was assigned to develop a core group from four existing congregations,
I felt that it would be important for those persons to meet some criteria for inclusion. I
intended the criteria for inclusion in this group to be based on the participant's previous
record of activity and commitment in his or her respective local church. I asked the
pastors of those congregations to select persons who met the following criteria.
1. They are members of the United Methodist Church that they are currently
attending. According to United Methodist polity, this entails that the subjects
are baptized, professing Christians.
2. They have been regular in worship attendance for at least one year.
3. They have faithfully supported the ministry of the local church with their
financial giving.
4. They have taken part in some so_i of discipleship program in the past year
such as Sunday school or mid-week studies .
5. They have served in the local church or through it in some capacity in the last
year.
6. They have supported their local church in prayer. These six initial criteria
restate and expand the membership vows of the United Methodist Church. It
seemed reasonable to expect persons who would be faith community planters
to be committed to their home church.
7. They must be willing to commit themselves faithfully to the collaborative
shared-vision process and to UMCOTS.
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8. If married, both husband and wife should be willing to participate in and
commit to the core group.
Church planting places great demands on core group members. It requires many
hours of study, planning, and execution. Active participation also requires a financial
commitment in that the core group is a de facto congregation. (A local church plant is not
an official United Methodist congregation until an annual conference has chartered it,
according to the polity of the United Methodist Church. Until then, members of the core
group retain their membership in their home congregation. Once an annual conference
has chartered the new congregation, the participants will become members of the new
local church by membership transfer, according to United Methodist polity.)
I sought to recruit sixteen to twenty-four persons for pragmatic reasons. Church
planting is an intensive procedure requiring a large number of people to fill all the needed
roles. People are the most important infrastructure of a local church plant. The execution
of a strategic plan requires a sufficient nunlber of people. At the same time, the sharedvision proces~ is relationship intensive, requiring ope~ sharing of all participants-group
process works best in small groups. So, there must be a balance between having enough
people to execute the strategic plan but not so many as to compromise the personal
sharing necessary to the collaborative shared-visioning process. Eight people seemed too
few to execute a strategic plan. More than twenty-four people seemed too many for
effective group interaction.
Even though I intended that the above criteria be used in choosing core group
members, that is not what happened. I did in fact communicate these criteria to the four
pastors. The pastor of Church A (in the following paragraphs I refer to the four local
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churches by "A," "B ," "C,an
" d "D") took the cntena
. .senously
.
and actually pre-screened
possible core group members. However, none of those persons actually signed on! I
discovered that although I was assigned to plant the local church in this way, the other
congregations involved were only vaguely aware of their involvement, and only two of
the four pastors were "keen" on the idea. The pastor of Church B, while being quite
friendly, did not help us at all. When I asked the pastor of Church C if he had discovered
any potential core group members gave me a curt reply: "No. None at all." He did invite
me, however, to preach in order to recruit people. The pastor at Church D was extremely
helpful in recruiting people, but only in the most general of ways. At any rate, the pastors
did not use the criteria I described in their recruitment attempts.
So, where did the subjects in fact come from and how were they recruited? By
late August of 1998, it was clear to me that what I had been assigned to do by
denominational officials was not heartily embraced by all four congregations chosen by
the denomination for involvement in this cilstrict undertaking. I was led to understand that
groundwork had been laid in those local churches. This was not the case in two of the
four. Again, the pastors of Churches A and D were supportive and helpful; the other two
were not. However, I was allowed to preach at each local church and to recruit core group
members from those who showed an interest in being in a new congregation. Hence, I did
recruit members from Churches A, C, and D. At Churches Band C I gave interested
person the opportunity to meet with me following the worship service (the only venue I
was afforded). At Church A I met with interested people during the Sunday school hour.
At Church D I conducted a special mid-week meeting which the pastor co-led. By far,
most of the core group members came from Church D. During those meetings I laid out
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the process of local church planting and described, using the above criteria, the type of
people I believed would be best suited for this ministry. I also went to great lengths to
describe the collaborative shared-visioning process I would use to lead the core group.
Data Collection
The data for this study consists of information drawn from seven sources. First,
general biographical and prior congregational involvement data Was obtained from each
participant by using an author-developed Introductory Questionnaire (Appendix A). This
questionnaire was developed and refined using general categories of the ways United
Methodists are expected to uphold their local church: through their prayers, their
presence, their gifts, and their service. These categories of support are articulated in
United Methodist membership vows. The questionnaire was refined through several steps
of both meeting with my dissertation mentor and committee as well as through verbal
input given to me from a member of a United Methodist Church in the Kansas City area.
Additional demographic information requ~sted on the form was added to provide a better
understanding of the people I would be leading as the. pastor of this core group. The
questionnaire was given to all the subjects at our first core group meeting 14 October
1998. I asked the members to fill out the questionnaire and return it to me at the time of
the pretest interview.
Perhaps as important as anything else I did, I made clear in many ways and at
numerous opportunities that I was doing important research on local church-planting
leadership. The subjects were well aware that the process we were using would be
evaluated.
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The Pretest Interview (Appendix B) was an author-designed instrument that made
use of the work of Dulles on models of the Church and was designed to yield an
understanding of the model of church that the core group members held. The instrument
was refined with the aid of my mentor and a member of a local United Methodist Church.
I interviewed each of the subjects individually, beginning in mid-October 1998. The
interviews were conducted at my home at a date and time convement for the subject. I
saw the interview process as an opportunity not only to gain insight into my research
question but also as an opportunity to enter into the world of the subject and to build a
relationship with the subject. I wrote notes of their answers on the sheet itself, typing
them up later. Before beginning the interview, I showed it to the subject and informed
each subject that I would be taking notes during the interview. I once again explained that
these interviews were being conducted for use in my dissertation and research.
The Posttest Questionnaire (Appendix D) was conducted following a fellowship
meal at my home on 16 June 1999. On 1 Lme 1999, I sent a letter (Appendix C) to the
members invi~ing them to participate in the posttest questionnaire. In the week prior to
that, I asked the core group members verbally if they would be able to attend a meeting
for the purpose of conducting the posttest questionnaire. In the letter, I reminded them of
what I said during the pretest interview-that this group questionnaire was essential to
the research I was conducting. Only eleven of the original sixteen subjects participated in
the posttest questionnaire. It lasted about 2 112 hours. At the beginning of the
questionnaire, I reiterated the importance of it in evaluating the collaborative process we
had used to plant UMCOTS. There was an air of celebration. We had participated in a
fellowship meal before the questionnaire and it was the first time the entire core group
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had met together since 1 April 1999. Various teams had been meeting, but the core group
as an entity had not met again since 1 April 1999. The questionnaire, made up of a series
of nineteen open-ended questions, were reviewed and refined after extensive
conversation with my dissertation mentor. As the interview progressed, I asked additional
questions or asked for clarification or added insights based on the answers the group was
gIvmg.
I also made use of four other sources of data: my local church planting journal

entries; notes written in my day planner; articles I had written to keep my prayer partners
informed of our needs, of answered prayers, and of our progress; and the demographic
information provided by the General Board of Global Ministries.
Data Analysis
I began the analysis of the data by typing the hand written notes I took during the

pretest interviews. I also typed up my handwritten church planting journal notes and day
planner notes. I transcribed the posttest int~rview which I had tape-recorded. I then
transferred all of the typed material to a software program called The Ethnograph v5.0,
by Scolari, a Sage Publications software. Once I had transferred the data to the program, I
began the process of analysis.
James P. Spradley's book, Participant Observation, guided my analysis of the
data. Spradley states that the subjects of an ethnographic study "have the right to know
the ethnographer's aims" (22). At every step along the way, I informed the core group
members that I was doing research on a collaborative shared-vision proce8s in planting a
new local church. Before they committed to being in the core group, the subjects
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understood that they would be interviewed and observed as subjects of a study I was
carrying out in partial fulfillment of requirements for my doctorate.
I began the analysis of the data by reading and re-reading each interview, journal
entry, and so forth. As I read and reread, I began to notice patterns. Once I began noticing
patterns in the data, I developed code words descriptive of those patterns.
John V. Seidel, author of the user's guide provided with the software, says that
The Ethnograph helps facilitate the process of noticing interesting things in the data,
marking those things with code words, and retrieving those things for further analysis (1).
Seidel says that the analysis process is not simply a linear process of noticing, collecting,
thinking, and writing. Instead, the process is a repeating cycle through which the
. researcher makes ever newer discoveries. For example, while thinking about one bit of
data, a researcher's eyes may be open to noticing something in the data he or she had not
seen before (E-2). This is what I did. For example, when I was analyzing the pretest
interviews, I was looking for answers to Dulles' four questions that categorize a model of
the Church. It ,was while thinking about those answers. that I noticed that Dulles makes
very little of the role oflaity in the church. (I discuss this issue in Chapters 4 and 5.)
After repeated readings of the data, I began to code the data for analysis. For
example through the pretest interviews, I wanted to discover the participants'
understanding of the role of clergy. I coded every reference to clergy in the interviews
with the code word "clergy." After I coded all of the interviews, I used the ethnographic
software to bring together all instances of that code word from all sixteen interviews into
one place. I then subjected that coded data to a domain analysis.
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Spradley says that a domain is a category of cultural meaning made up of three
elements: a cover term, included terms, and a semantic relationship. A cover term is the
name of a cultural domain. Included terms are the names of smaller categories inside the
domain. The third element is a semantic relationship between the cover term and an
included term (89). I developed domain analysis worksheets based on Spradley's
descriptions.
Staying with the example of the role of clergy, the cover term I used was
"clergy ," the term Dulles uses. The semantic relationship I used was function or role,
again because that is the semantic relationship suggested in Dulles' work. One of the
participants said that the role of the clergy is to "facilitate the growth of the church."
"Facilitating the growth of the church" became a cover term. I then went through each
section of data and subjected it to a domain analysis, which enabled me to discover such
things as the role of the pastor as understood by each core group member. I then·
compared the answers of each participant .md noticed that a pattern of responses was
clearly disceI'!1able. From those patterns I was able to .determine the model of Church
held by each participant.
I used this pattern of analysis for each set of data collected for each research
question. After preparing the results of my research in Chapter 4, I asked several
members of the core group to read those results to help insure that I had fairly and
accurately reported and analyzed the data.
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CHAPTER 4
Findings of the Study
This chapter will present the findings of this study beginning with a profile of the
subjects. The data found here will put flesh on the bones of the subjects of the study: the
core group of what has become United Methodist Church of the Servant. The next three
sections will address the three research questions and operational questions. When
quoting or referring to the subjects of this study I use their first and last initials.
Ethnographic studies draw from a wide variety of source materials. My research
made use of data supplied by the General Board of Global Ministries of the United
Methodist Church, an author-designed introductory questionnaire, an author-designed
pretest interview, an author-designed posttest questionnaire, personal day planner entries,
personal local church plant journal entries, and Prayer Partner Newsletter articles I wrote.
Because I used a variety of sources, I present my findings in a number of ways, includingtables, a taxonomic chart, direct quotations, and verbatim dialogues.
Profile of the Subiects
Before the presentation of infonnation for the research questions, it is well to put
flesh on the bones of the people heretofore referred to as the core group. The core group
was made up of the sixteen persons I recruited from three United Methodist
congregations in the area known as south Johnson County, Kansas. Of the group, 8 of the
participants are male, 8 female. The average age of the participants is 41, the median age
is 43. All are married. One man's spouse did not participate in the core group and one
woman's spouse did not participate in the core group. In tenns of age, the core group is
fairly representative of the south Johnson County populace (Table 2). The core group,
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however, is more highly educated than the average citizen of south Johnson County
(Table 3).

Table 2
Age of Participants Comparative to Demographic Survey of South Johnson County
Using General Board of Global Ministries (GBGM) Age Categories
GBGMAge
Categories

Actual Number of
Core Group
Members in This
Age Category

18-24
25-34
35-49
50-64
65-

2
3
8
2
1

Percentage of Group

12.50
18.75
50.00
12.50
6.25

GBGM
Demographic
Survey Results for
South Johnson
County
10.0
16.0
43.0
21.0
10.0

Table 3
Participants Highest Level of Educational Attainment
GBGM
Educational
Attainment
Categories
High School
Graduate
Some College
Hours
Associate Degree
CollegelUniversity
Graduate
Some Masters
Work
Masters level
degree
Some doctorate
level work
Doctorate level
degree

Actual Number Of
Core Group
Members in This
Category

Percent Having
Attained This Level
in Core Group

GBGM
Demographic
Survey Results for
South Johnson
CounJy
100%

2

100%

2

91%

75%

1
5

78%
72%

N/A
52%

4

39%

N/A

1

7%

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

1

7%

N/A
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I had intended to recruit members of the core group according to criteria I outline
in Chapter 3. As I state in Chapter 3, it seemed reasonable to expect persons who would
be local church planters to be committed to their home congregation. I was not able,
however, to recruit according to that criterion. The data demonstrate that the people who
became a part of the core group by and large met those criteria.
Questions 7 through 16 of the Introductory Questionnaire sketch out the level of
commitment that the participants were living out prior to joining the core group. With
those questions, I learned that the participants had been Christians an average of 28years.
Only two had been Christians less than 5 years. The other 14 had been Christians at least
15 years. The participants averaged 21 years as members of the United Methodist Church
and had been members of their then current congregation for an average of 5 years. One
woman listed herself as not currently being a member of a local congregation-although
in fact she was still a member of the local church in which she had been confIrmed. One·
man listed himself similarly because he thought that once one moved to a new city, one
was automatically removed from local church membership. He was, in fact, a member of
a congregation in another state.
The United Methodist Church asks its members to support the local church by
their prayers, their presence at worship, by their gifts, and by their service. Faithfulness to
these vows was listed in the criteria for core group membership in Chapter 3.
Additionally, ongoing participation in disciplining opportunities was listed as criteria. In
terms of giving, praying, and worship attendance, the group was quite committed (Tables
4, 5, 6). Given the high level of commitment in those areas, I was surprised to discover
that the lowest level of commitment was to frequency of reading the Bible (Table 7).
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Nearly 44 percent of the participants said that they read the Bible only once or twice a
week, 1 said she did not read it at all and 3 left the question blank. In subsequent
conversations with those persons, they intimated that in fact they were not reading the
Bible at that time. These 4 persons accounted for another 25 percent of the group. So, 69
percent of the group read the Bible twice a week or less. However, 3 of those indicated
that they prayed 5 to 6 days a week or 7 days a week. Also, 2 of them indicated that they
give at least 10 percent of their income and attend church weekly.
Table 4
Financial Support of Current Church in Terms of Percentage of Income
Percentage of Income
1-3%
4-6%
7-9%
10-10+%

Actual Number
4
4
1
7

Percentage of Group
25.00%
25.00%
6.25%
43.75%

Table 5
Frequency of Prayer
Times Per Week
1-2
3-4
5-6
6-7
More than once a day

Actual Number
2
3
3
3
5

Percentage of Group
12.5%
18.75%
18.75%
18.75%
31.25%

Table 6
Frequency of Worship Attendance
Frequency of Worship Attendance per
Month
Weekly
Twice a month
Three times a month
Monthly

Actual Number
12
1
2
1

Percentage of Group
75.00%
6.25%
12.50%
6.25%
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Table 7
Frequency of Bible Reading
Frequency of Scripture Reading per Week
1-2
3-4
5-6
Every day
oor left blank

Actual Number
7
2
1
2
4

Percentage of Group
43.75%
12.50%
6.25%
12.50%
25~00%

The introductory questionnaire also asked participants to describe their
participation in ongoing discipleship opportunities and ways in which they served in their
then-current congregation. Three of the sixteen indicated that they had not recently been
involved in on-going discipleship or spiritual growth opportunities. Only one stated that
she had not been serving in her most recent local church. For the most part, the
participants were actively engaged in their local churches in both service and spiritual
growth opportunities.
Research Question 1
What assumptions about Church do participants bring to the core group? .
I approached this question with twu operationalized questions. I sought an answer
to this questio,n through the use of an author-designed pretest interview. I wanted to
discover what the participants value about Church, and that is the subject of Operational
Question 1. In Operational Question 2, I sought to discover the participants' model of
Church using Dulles' categories or models of Church. Dulles determines a model of
Church based on answers to four basic questions.
1. What are the bonds of union in a Church?
2. What are the beneficiaries of the Church?
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3. What is the goal or purpose of the Church?
4. What is the role of the clergy?
I tried to ask these four questions in a variety of ways. One of the ways I asked the fourth
question was to ask participants about the role of laity. I was able to determine the
participants' models, but in doing so, I realized that Dulles' work does not take into
consideration the role of the laity in the Church. I had not intended to determine that
piece of information for its own sake, but what I learned from the participants about the
role of the laity is instructive. So, I will include a brief section under Operational
Question 2 that deals with this issue.
Operational Ouestion 1
My first operational question tried to get at what the subjects value about Church.
My second operational question sought to discover the model of Church, based on the
Dulles' work (which I outline in Chapter 2). I came at the first question in the pretest
interview in several similar ways. I asked the participants to describe a local church of
which they would like to be a member and to describe it in detail. Further, I asked them
to describe the type of local church to which they would be proud to invite their friends. I
asked them to describe a local church that would bring out the best in them. In order to
discover their model of Church, I also asked five other questions that were designed with
the categories developed by Dulles in mind.
I began my analysis of the pretest interviews with a domain analysis of what the
subjects value about Church. By using taxonomic analysis, I discovered that for the
participants in the core group, there are five basic attributes of a congregation of which
they would like to be a member, to which they would bring their friends, and one that
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would bring out the best in them. In other words, the participants value five basic
characteristics about Church. Participants value
1. encouraged involvement in the life of the Church,
2. fellowship,
3. the existential and religious fulfillment the Church offers
4. the experience of intimacy of local church community, and
5. being accepted and being accepting of others.
The results of this analysis are displayed on Table 8. The phrases in the third column are
direct quotations taken from the pretest interview. The core group members depicted
what they value about Church in relational language. They used language that describes
warm community feelings. They spoke more about the importance of accepting others
and being accepted than any thing else. These are people who want to be in serious
Christian relationships where they grow in their relationship with.God.
While the listing of responses given in column three is not complete, it represents
the emphases of the participants and helps to categorize them within the analysis.
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Table 8
Taxonomy of What Participants Value about Church

Encouraged
Involvement in the
Life of the church

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What
Participants
Value
About
Church

Fellowship

The Existential
and Religious
Fulfillment the
Church Offers

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
e

•
•
0

Seeking my involvement
Being open to people's gifts
Encouraging me to use my talents
Doing things on a weekly basis
Using my gifts and talents
Avenue to get involved
Lots of ways to get involved
Participating where I feel I am contributing
House groups
Bible study
Small groups
Accountability groups
Youth group
Adult programs·
Women's group
Mission work
Kid's programs
Children's programs
Sunday school
Sports programs
Women's study
Couple's club
Monthly pot-luck
Men's groups
Church socials
Closer in my relationship with God
Ser ling God through doing things
Enrich a person's life spiritually
Educational opportunities for people my age
Comfort in a chaotic world
Learning spiritually
Sensing Christian community
Positive impact on a person's life
Good educational opportunities
Sensing a degree of peace
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Table 8, continued

The Experience of
Intimacy of
Church
Community

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

What
Participants
Value
About
Church

Being Accepted
and Acceptance of
Others

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

Warm feeling
Family life feeling
Close and intimate
Small-town feeling on a large scale
Feeling welcome
Feeling of friendship
Something for everyone
Embodies Christian life
Out-going people
Loving
People greeting you
Everyone respected
Treat each other like Christ treated people
Treat other people like you want to be treated
People get along
People work well together
Friendly people
Accepting everyone as they are
People knowing me
Atmosphere where you can talk to people
Place to fit in
People readily appreciated
Open and positive
People taking time for each other
No cliques
Supportive of one another
Friendship
Working together
Very open arms
Not feel out of place
Place to fit in
Knowing the pastor
Access to the pastor
Knowing people
Pastor and people respect each other
People get along
Always caring but not nosey
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Operational Question 2
The second operational question sought to discover the model of Church that the
core group members presupposed. Questions 4 through 8 of the pretest interview were
designed to answer that question (Table 9). The core group members represented four of
Dulles' six models. Except for the Church as Servant model, which was represented in
only one of the participants, the descriptions of the models of Church held by the
participants is given as a composite of their responses. While the listing of responses
given is not complete, it represents the emphases of the participants and helps to
categorize them.
Table 9
Participants' Description of Church According to Dulles' Models
e

•
•
Church As Servant

1
participant

•
•
•
•

Dulles'
Models

0

Church As Herald

4 participants

G

0

0

doing mission work
more than just a 1 hour
commitment
whole community and wholechurch as beneficiaries of
ministry
mutually beneficial
bring more people to Christ
through mission work show people what we do and
why we do it
membership contingent on
belief in Christ or desire to be a
Christian
everything would flow from
this belief
beneficiaries are both members
and nonmembers
purpose is to bring God to the
unchurched
give everyone opportunity to
choose God
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Table 9, continued

•
•

•
Church as Community
of Disciples

5 participants

•

•
•
•

Dulles'
Models

•
•
•
Church As Sacrament

6 participants

•
•

•
•

membership means being
engaged in serious, responsible
ministry
membership is belonging to
family of Christ and Church
participating in growth;
becoming closer to God
beneficiaries would be anyone
searching especially burdened
who seek relief
draw those who need help,
those who want to help
draw those who praise the Lord
purpose is to set example of
Christ
create an opportunity for
growth as disciples
members take ownership in
church
believe in mission of the
church
regular attendance is important
genuine people that love God
and show His love to others
Everyone would benefit and
feel accepted
Purpose is to do the work of
Christ; be hands and feet

The Role of Laity in the Church
Dulles says very little about the role of laity in the church. The participants in this
study, however, had much to say about their role in the life of a congregation. Yet, there
was no clearly discernable pattern in the responses of the participants that would correlate
their understanding of the role of laity to the model of church that they hold. Those who
see the Church as community, for example, believe that laity should participate in
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worship as liturgists and said so by using that very word; however, those who see the
Church as sacrament or as herald said the same thing. Participants who understand the
Church as servant, herald and sacrament all said, for example, that laity are to help the
pastor visit the sick.
I specifically asked the participants what lay people would do in the church. Their
answers broke down into six basic categories: (1) teaching, (2) participation in the
leadership of worship, (3) administration of the temporal life of the congregation, (4)
calling on visitors, the sick, and those in nursing homes, (5) creating community by
making members and visitors feel welcomed, and (6) leading teams and committees. The
following are some typical responses from participants. GE said that the laity should
"teach Sunday school, be in small groups, take leadership in committees, and so on. They
would help the pastor go door to door to bring more people into the church through their
witness. They would visit the sick and help the pastor." CF said that after the "direction is
set, the lay people ought to take it over, selecting and leading the missions activities. You
just can't depend on the pastor to do all the work." BJ said "We need to help people feel
good coming in and going out. We need to assure that visitors are properly
acknowledged." NF said "Lay people could do hospital and nursing home visitation on
their own so the pastor could do other things."
BC suggested laity should do "everything. We need pastor-enabled, lay powered
congregations. The pastor supplies the spiritual leadership and shows the congregation
that Christianity is more than a bazillion programs." BH stated his feeling emphatically:
"Lay people need to be in charge of the operation and running of the church. It should be
lay driven but clergy supported."
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These last two responses reveal a split in feeling about the role of clergy and laity
in the church. Again, the two groups do not separate into Dulles' categories. One group
believes that the role of the pastor is to train the laity to do the work of ministry-as
shown in the above two quotes. When I asked one participant what he felt the role of the
pastor was in the church, he replied, "Stay out of my way! Give people assignments and
help remove the road blocks as they occur." He added that the pastor should be the
spiritual leader of the church and should be "in charge of weddings, funerals, intense
counseling." When asked what the laity should do, he responded, "Everything else! We
need someone-the pastor-to show up and give support. But we don't need pastors
running things."
The other group clearly feels that the role of the laity is to "help" the pastor. Laity
do what they do, as stated above by NF, so "the pastor could do other things." KJ said
church should be "a multi-person thing instead of making the preacher do everything ..
One person just gets spread too thin." Another participant said that the laity should do
their part. "They would do the Scripture reading, make sure that the church is ready for
worship on Sunday and ready for communion by providing the bread and the wine. They
would usher-all those little things."
The participants felt very strongly about their role in the life of the congregation.
They all see themselves in ministry, not as passive recipients of the clergy's ministrations
but as partners in ministry with the pastor. Some do see themselves as helping the pastor
in the performance of his or her role while others see themselves as being helped by the
pastor to do their ministry in the world.
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Research Question 2
How effective will a collaborative shared-vision process be in helping the core
group adequately prepare for Launch Sunday?
The purpose of the process was to guide the church toward the realization of its
objective of starting a new congregation, particularly with respect to Launch Sunday.
Operational Question 1
The stated mission of United Methodist Church of the Servant is to "create a
Christian community where people become friends, friends become followers of Jesus
Christ, and followers become devoted disciples who love the Lord their God with their
heart, soul, mind and strength and who love their neighbors as themselves." The literature
says that a mission statement describes an organization's fundamental reason for
existence, without which it is lost. The mission statement should describe that to which
an organization aspires and when it does so it helps the organization to focus on what is
truly important. Did this statement of mission do so? Operational Question 1 asked to
what degree the mission statement developed by the core group provided the core group
with a sense of purpose as it prepared for Launch Sunday.
From the posttest interview I learned that the mission statement itself did in fact provide
the core group with a sense of purpose as it prepared -for Launch Sunday but not to the
degree I had thought it would. During the posttest interview one of the participants, BJ,
summed up the common mind of the group with the following statement.
I think the fact that we actually gave birth to that mission statement
instead of just getting it given to us from somewhere kind of brings us all
together and helps us take pride and ownership. We really didn't know
what we were doing-at least some of us didn't know the impact this
would have. Sure, we heard the words that this will guide us and all, but
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you. ~on't understand it till you start to talk about it and try to make
decIsIOns based on what we did months and months ago.
During the posttest interview I tried to assess the importance of the mission
statement in a number of ways. When I asked what was helpful about developing the
mission statement, we responded it helped us because we had to
think about who we would reach. We had to figure out if we were wanting
to include people who were already a member of another church ... or if
you were trying to get to people who had never been to church.
BH's response was similar: "We found something we could all, if not agree on, at
least accept. We couldn't do everything. We couldn't be all things to all people at all
times to all parts of the world."
I attempted to follow up the discussion on the mission statement by asking what

fueled their motivation leading up to Launch Sunday. I had hoped to hear them say that
our group-discerned mission itself was the motivating factor-that it did provide the
"push from behind." It was not quite the push I hoped it would be. AE responded that
what kept him motivated was "the progress we made. Every once in a while we would
get someplace. We would be slogging our way through something and then an idea
would pop up and we would find we cam"! up with something." BJ said that what
motivated him was that "we always knew our bottom line was Palm Sunday. Then we set
milestones. We got the mission statement done, we got the core values done, and other
things so that each was like a mini-celebration." There were several motivating factors
for the core group as the following verbatim extracted from the posttest interview shows.
NF:

EF:

We had a good leader too who kept us on track. And he broke it
down into how many Sundays we have to do what we haci to do
and he took us step by step.
That way he didn't scare us!
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WC:

BJ:

AF:
BH:

It was frustrating at times, but once I make a commitment, I keep
it. It was just like, you've made a commitment and you have to see
it through to the end.
I think it was also interesting, the fact that we put a lot of work into
it and spent a lot of sweat and tears and frustration. But in reality,
when you look back, a lot of the major accomplislunents at the
time were miracles. Like finding a place to meet. Like all the
sudden the vision statement or our mission and our church name
all kind of coming right out the air. Just kind of materializing, if
Just think if we felt overwhelmed how Bruce must have felt
because he was leading this and had to live with it every day.
Part of the motivation was the fact that no one else was doing what
I was doing and so I had to get it done. There was a certain part
that was my responsibility and I knew if I didn't do it, it wouldn't
get done. On the other hand, now that I look back on it, there
wasn't a single thing that we've done that I can put my stamp on
and say, "that's something I did." That's a good feeling.

NF was motivated by having a leader keep the process on track. WC was motivated by
her own sense of commitment. BJ was motivated because some of the major
accomplislunents were like miracles. BH was motivated by his sense of responsibility.
The mission statement was important and did provide a sense of purpose for the group;
but it does not appear to have been the most important factor.
Operational Question 2
To what degree did the core values developed by the core group guide their
preparations for Launch Sunday? A review of the literature shows that core values are the
beliefs that drive an organization. Core values have to do ultimately with behavior, what
we will or will not do in pursuit of our mission. The core group developed a set of ten
core values. Those core values drove the decision making process during the four months
prior to Launch Sunday, as the following three examples indicate.
One of the core values is "faith sharing ... helping friends become disciples of
Jesus." One of the ways the group decided to live out that core value was by being more
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"user-friendly" in worship. This issue came up during the posttest interview in terms of
using the word "sins" instead of "trespasses" during the Lord's Prayer. The group made
that decision even though it was difficult to remember to use the new language, as the
following verbatim from the posttest interview illustrates.
NF:
BJ:

KJ:
BJ:

And I still say 'trespasses' and I even look at it in the bulletin and
read it so that I don't say ....
And that whole decision there was, to, just because the unchurched
may not understand what the word 'trespasses' means in that
context.
But when I read it, it doesn't mean a thing ....
But were not trying to do this for us ....

Another way the core group allowed its core values to guide its preparations for
Launch Sunday had to do with the allocation of monetary resources. The group made use
of the services of Portable Church Industries (PCI). PCI sells a product it calls the
portable church, which includes all the supplies and gear needed to equip a church of two
hundred average attendance. The group had to choose between spending $1,000 on
graphics that would be placed on the trailer used to store the PCI equipment, or to use
that money to purchase additional items for the Sunday school. The group was reminded
that one of its core values is nurturing children in creati ve and joyful ways. The group
opted to buy the additional Sunday school items.
The importance of the core values came into play most forcefully during the time
the group set out to name the church. One of the core values of Church of the Servant is
"discernment ... being confidently obedient to the guidance of the Holy Spirit in an ever
changing world." On 16 December 1998, I wrote in my journal that "we spent
considerable time discussing possible names. For some reason we are having
considerable difficulty thinking of good names. Why?" The answer to that question is
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that we were not attempting to discern a name, but to think of one. In fact, it was later
that same night that we added discernment to our list of core values. As a result, on 6
January 1999, the core group once again met, this time with the express purpose of
discerning a name for the church. By that time we had a list of forty-one potential church
names that we had been gathering. The following is my journal account from that
meeting.
Tonight I set discerning a name as our top priority for our meeting. For
about two weeks the name United Methodist Church of the Servant has
been weighing on my heart. The name first came to me when we went to
1
Saffordville. Then Monday or yesterday a church planter from Charlotte
said she is considering the same name. This seemed confirmation to me.

At core group I said that we would discern a name. Acts 15 was very
much on my mind tonight. I began by suggesting the name to the group
and why I felt called about it. We added my name to the growing list-42
names in all. We began to cull out the list by naming every name-if no .
one spoke to that name-raised their hand in favor of it-then the name
was eliminated. We did this several times-first .one hand, then nvo, then
three. Eventually we were down to eight names. At that point I invited
everyone to share why they liked or disliked a particular name. Eighteen
of us were there. All spoke. All listened. We culled the names again-four
were left. Then we double weighted the names? The final four names

In November of 1988, sixteen members of the core group responded to the call
of the Kansas East Conference Committee on Relief for volunteers to help in
flood-clean-up operations in south central Kansas. We were assigned to work in
Saffordville, Kansas. We mucked out four homes and a community center. This
event became very important in our history. In the posttest interview AF said that
"from my standpoint it really pulled us towards being a church of servants, and if
I was going to define a defining moment in the way we evolved, that was it,
whether or not we realized it at the time."
2 Double-weighting is a consensus building procedure where all items under
consideration are given a numeric value. Each name is paired with another name
until all possible combinations are matched up. Then, each person took the list of
paired names and for each pairing assigned a value of two to the name he or she
preferred most and a value of 1 to the lesser preferred name. Then the values for
each name were totaled and the name with the highest value was the name
selected. The point of the process is that each name was valued.
1
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were Stonegate, Lord of the Harvest, Pioneer, and Church of the Servant.
Church of the Servant was the clearly chosen name. Afterward everyone
cheered. We had discerned the name. Interestingly, we prayed both before
and during the process and at each step along the way. I prayed several
days over this name. I have to wonder how much I influenced the process.
My intention was to influence-but I allowed thorough discussion.
Finally, after the double weighting, I pronounced the decision and that it
seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to our group. That's when they
cheered.
Operational Question 3
To what degree did the vision statement help the core group "see" the intended
outcome of Launch Sunday? The vision of Church of the Servant is to "be a church that
never closes." What is meant by this statement is that the vision of Church of the Servant
is to be engaged in round-the-clock mission and ministry, twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week.
The participants do feel good about the vision statement. MH was proud of the
mission and vision statements that "we developed" even though at the time "we were

°

doing it I didn't know how it was going to fit together." Three months later, at the time
of this interview MH could finally see how the "vision really does drive everything we
do." For BJ, the vision statement helped put the mission statement into sharper focus. "I
feel even stronger about it [the mission statement] especially after doing our vision
statement. Our vision statement pretty much embodioes the mission statement. It redefmed
our original thinking in a way that was appropriate." Clearly, the core group felt good
about the vision statement.
But, one very important point must be made. This formal vision statement was not
developed until well after Launch Sunday. In fact, there was no formally developed
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vision statement before Launch Sunday. The reality is simply that we ran out of time and
energy before we were able to develop a formalized vision statement.
Looking back on that time, however, there was in fact an informal vision
statement operating and guiding the core group along. That informal vision statement
would be expressed in the following way: Our vision is to be a church that lives out
collaborative, shared-visioning.
In our January 1999 Prayer Partner Newsletter, I wrote about the how our core
group discerned the name for our church. In that article I described an important lesson I
learned about the discernment process. I related that I had been warned against allowing
the core group to determine the name of the congregation because the naming of a
congregation is often a very divisive process. I discovered, however, that our experience
was the opposite! I wrote in the newsletter that our core group cheered the decision.
From the very beginning of our core group we have been intentionally
collaborative in our discernment and decision making process. That means
we listen to each other's experiences and insights. More importantly,
though, it means that we collectively listen for God's will. So, when we
make a decision it is not about anyone person getting his or her way, but
it is about finding God's way for us as a group.
In a brochure I developed to recn,it core group members I outlined the
collaborative, shared-vision process we would use in planting the congregation. I used
this same outline when I addressed the congregations who were to partner with us and
when I spoke with individuals who were interested in being a member of the core group.
I outlined Stage Two of the process in the following way.
Stage Two: The core group moves through successive exercises and
studies in order to develop the mission statement (a declaration of the
church's overarching purpose), core values (a set of constant, passionate,
biblical core beliefs that guides and defmes all we seek to accomplish),
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and vision statement (a specific picture of the preferred future of this new
congregation) for the congregation.

During the posttest interview, I asked if there were times when the process felt
particularly collaborative. MH said that she felt that in choosing our name.
We all had our favorites. Even though we could have done it in five
minutes if we had just gone with the one you wanted. Sometimes I'm a
person who lacks patience and there were times I wished you would just
have said, "This is what we're going to do." And we would go, "Okay."
Sometimes it was hard for me because I just wanted to get on with it. But
in the end I think we all had more ownership because of the collaborative
process.
When asked during the posttest interview what people felt best about in the
church planting process, BH answered, the "fact that everybody has had an opportunity to
express themselves and say where they're coming from. And, as a group we have worked
with that and come out with something that was a group decision or group mission."
From the time I began to recruit people to be in the core.group through Launch·
Sunday till the present time, I have lifted up the importance of collaborative sharedvision. In fact, during the very first formal core group meeting held on 14 October 1998, I
led the group in a study of Acts IS-the discernment process of the Jerusalem Council. In
my journal entry for that date, I wrote that even though "James articulated the answer, it
was a community decision." Furthermore, "I lifted up that my goal is the decisions we
make be collaborative, based on Scripture, prayer, guidance of the Holy Spirit, and our
experience of God in our lives."
Even though the core group did not develop a formal vision statement before
Launch Sunday, it is clear that being collaborative in the shared-vision process was the
informal vision for the core group.
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Operational Question 4
How effective were the goals developed by the core group in helping them
adequately prepare for Launch Sunday? Goals are the specific steps one takes to bring
into being one's mission and vision. The literature describes goals as those things that
people commit themselves to do, often within a few months. Without realistic goals and
strategies for attaining those goals, the other elements of collaborative shared-vision
would be in vain. This final operational question sought to determine the degree to which
the group's goals and strategies enabled the core group to make adequate "nuts and bolts"
preparations for Launch Sunday.
There is no question in the minds of core group members that the group was
prepared for Launch Sunday. Not everything worked as well as we had hoped. For
example, our direct mail marketing effort did not produce the yield we had anticipated,
but it still brought in about one hundred first-time visitors. By and large, our plans
worked well, and we accomplished our goals.
Three elements of our goals were particularly helpful in our preparations. I would
term the use of these three elements "masterstrokes" because of their impact on our
preparations. In early January of 1999, we brought in a consultant from Portable Church
Industries (PCI). Portable Church Industries specializes in helping new churches assess
their needs regarding literally every aspect of the-set up and preparation of a worship site,
such as a school building, that will be used by the new church. The PCI consultant helped
the core group and me think through the exacting details of holding church in a
school-including such things as external and internal signage, usage and set up for the
worship center, which covered everything from seating arrangements, to sound
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equipment, to use of video. Their expertise helped us to be ready. WC said she felt one of
the most important elements in our preparation was "doing the Portable Church because
even now [three months after Launch Sunday] it impresses people with how professional
we come across."
The press of time necessitated our making significant process in our planning and
goal implementation. To accomplish our accelerated schedule, we made use of two, oneday "mini-retreats." During each of those mini-retreats, we accomplished in one day
what would have taken weeks of our regular meetings. During the posttest interview, I
asked what parts of the process had been most helpful to the core group as we built the
church from the ground up. BH said the mini-retreats were most helpful because "we
really focused in on what we were doing." KJ felt that the mini-retreat helped us to "get
in-depth and not just scratch the surface."
The third element that turned out to be so helpful was holding a preview worship
service. The Sunday before Launch Sunday, we held a preview service and invited
members of one of the churches from which we had recruited core group members. We
had been worshiping as a core group for six months at this point, first in the basement of
my home and then in a banquet room of a bowling alley-very different settings than a
school. For the first time we would also be using a full set of sound and video equipment,
as well as setting up nursery and Sunday school space. Our average attendance by late
March 1998 was thirty-three adults and children. We anticipated between two hundred
and two hundred fifty people on Launch Sunday. Launch Sunday would be a significantly
different experience than our Sundays during the previous six months. We detelmined
that we needed a dry run before Launch Sunday, and so came into being our goal of
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holding a preview service. An element of the preview service was making use of the
research skills of a member of the church who had come to worship with us. DD, a
market researcher, offered to lead a focus group of the worshipers who attended that day.
She researched the experience of the worshipers, and we used her findings to make last
minute adjustments to our worship service. We greeted eighty-seven worshipers to our
pre-view service and made use of all our equipment. BH felt the "dry run was certainly a
brilliant idea. That took a lot of the edge off the pressure [of Launch Sunday] since we
had already been through it and gotten some feed back and made some changes."
We were prepared for Launch Sunday. When members of the core group were
asked how they felt about Launch Sunday during the posttest interview, BH described it
as a miracle and said that it still excited him. GE said that "it was overwhelming to see
such a crowd there for a first Sunday." we said that it was like "planning a party and
hoping people will come. We had been planning for ever to make sure everything was·
perfect." KJ said that she "kept hearing comments like 'I've never seen a church like
this.' We will have people say, 'Look what you've got there. Look at the cribs. Look at
the toy. '" When I asked if they felt we were prepared for the day, BJ responded:
I know we were ready. I feel satisfied we did a good job. I don't think we
made mistakes. I think we were well prepared. There was a good message.
We handled the children well. I feel good about it.
That sums up the general feeling of the core group regarding the preparations for
Launch Sunday. The carefully planned goals and strategies developed by the group were
crucial to being prepared for that day.
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Research Question 3
What effect will the collaborative shared-vision strategy have on the core group as
a group and upon individual participants? Proponents of collaborative shared-visioning
suggest that participants and the organization taking part in such a process will
experience a host of benefits. Co-creating a shared-vision provides such benefits as
providing the pull toward a goal which people truly want to achieve. Participation in the
process builds trust among members of the group, creates energy in the persons involved
that is not experienced when they work toward narrower goals, and creates team synergy.
Participation in a collaborative shared-vision process fosters a long-term orientation
rather than short term. Participation in such a process-enables personal vision to become
part of corporate vision. It benefits the leader in that leaders who foster co-created,
shared-visioning are viewed as more competent. The process promotes a sense of
community, fosters collaboration across a broad front in the organization, increases
individual effectiveness and personal satisfaction, and increases "employee" loyalty. This
is not an exhaustive list, nor does the literature describe an exclusive list of effects on
participants. Instead, the above list, compiled from the literature, is suggestive of the·
benefits that persons involved in such a process might experience. This research question
sought to discover what effect a collaborative shared-vision process would have on
participants. The research shows that indeed the participants did enjoy certain effects
from participation. I divide those effects on participants into two main categories: effects
the literature led me to believe the participants and the church would experience and
effects that I did not anticipate.
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Effects Suggested by the Literature
When I asked the group what they felt best about in the process of planting
UMCOTS, from beginning to end, the clear answer was that they knew they were
involved in something that was larger than themselves and that would have a long-term
positive impact on people's lives. They experienced what Kouzes and Posner describe as
a compelling purpose that justified their commitment to the core group and the process
(Credibility 129). BJ summed up the feeling for several people when he stated that what
he felt best about was knowing that "our goal was beyond each individual. I think that
what made our team stronger was that it [the goal of starting a new church] was not for
us."
Senge suggests that participation in a collaborative effort will foster a long-term
orientation and commitment (210). WC, responding to a question about how it felt to be·
in the ministry of planting a new church, responded, "You look at it as a place where .
you're going to be for a long time, so you know having ownership in the concept makes
you feel that way-that you're going to like to be there for a long time and really feel
you're in it for a long time." AF's response to what he felt most excited about during the
planting phase is most telling: "I don't know about the last nine months. I'm excited
about the future and where we're going. The last nine months have gotten me really
excited about where we're going."
In writings by Senge et al. (301, 510), and Kouzes and Posner (Credibility 121,
131), I found frequent reference to the experience of community among those who
participate in a collaborative process. When I asked the group to think of words or
phrases that would describe our planning meetings, they responded with a litany of words
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descriptive of community: teamwork, food, frustration, patience, bonding, togetherness,
dedicated, missed, one body worshiping together. BJ, one of the core group members,
said that "having gone through as much as we have-and we've had some diversity-and
yet we're able to sit here and feel that we're a part of a family, even after all that's gone
on; and I feel good about that." KJ related that even though "we've had our differences
... we kinda meshed together to form that bond." MH she was looking for family and
found it.
I guess, because I've always been involved in churches, that I've always
kind of been there but on the outside. [I have] not really had that much
ownership of it. I guess now C and I both feel that we're looking for an
extended family and we would not have thought after our first meeting or
first few meetings that we would have· felt so close to everyone. And it's
amazing because everyone's so different. We have very different lives,
very different experiences, and now it's just that we don't see any of that.
In the core group we take people for who they are and it really is an
extended family, and we know that [if] anything that would happen, good
or bad, I feel that this group of people would really be there for us.
Senge writes that those involved in a collaborative shared-vision process should
experience synergy, that phenomenon wherein the collective efforts of a group add up to
more than the efforts of the same number of people working on their own (235). One
member in particular spoke of synergy, r~ferring to it by name. When I asked for words
that described the collaborative process, one person.responded "brainstorming." Then BH
said, "Synergy, but in the Church we call it the Holy Spirit. Things came out that no one
person had thought of and it came out of the group interaction with each other." This
same man, reflecting on what motivated him during the process, said that part of his
motivation was "the fact that no one else was doing what I was doing so I had to get it
done. On the other hand, now that I look back on it, there wasn't a single thing that we've
done that I can put my stamp on and say 'that's something I did.' That's a good feeling."
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BJ said, "You feel like you're doing something worthwhile. It gives you a sense
of accomplishment." Shared-vision theorists claim that participants should experience a
sense of satisfaction and accomplishment, and that is in fact what many of the core group
members expressed (Kouzes and Posner, Credibility 122). BH said that he had
experienced satisfaction.
I got a lot of satisfaction about being able to actually have some
responsibilities and do some things out of my own experience, my own
religious experience and years that I've spent learning and I'm finally
getting to put it to work. And, not as directed by someone else, but as the
Holy Spirit speaks to me. Sometimes I do it right, sometimes I do it
wrong, and I learn both ways."
When I asked the group to describe the outcome of the collaborative process, BJ
responded that he felt "fulfilled. Rewarded because we were so successful at bringing
people to church and to God."
Not only did participants experience a sense of accomplishment, but several also
experienced a sense of self-realization. That is, participation in the collaborative sharedvision process led to the realization of their personal visions. BJ described this in terms of
living out his call.
For many years, I am the Jon of a preacher, so you kind of wonder if ....
People always ask if you're going to follow in your dad's footsteps. It kind
of makes you wonder: what's my rol~? How do I serve God. Is going to
church and singing in the choir, is that all there is to it? I think this
opportunity has given me the sense of doing something more than the
average, I guess, call. Maybe just making a difference, so that five years
down the road we'll say "Had I not been a part of that process maybe
something would have changed.
BH was able to "put to work" his "own religious experience and years that I've spent
learning." MH's personal vision was to find an extended family. She realized her vision:
"For us it's just been what we were looking for."
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The collaborative shared-vision process also resulted in a tremendous sense of
ownership among the core group members as Kouzes and Posner suggest they would
(Credibility 160). MH said that she "felt more ownership. 1 used to go to church, and now
1 feel we are the church. It's a different feeling." When asked why she felt that way, MH
stated it was because of the "feeling that we created it." WC expressed her feeling of
ownership by relating that she "always used to feel like a church-goer and now 1 feel like
a church-doer." WC also said that "you have real buy in and have really invested in
something in the group." For BH, his sense of ownership fueled his motivation: "No one
else was doing what 1 was doing," he said, "and so 1 had to get it done."
According to Kouzes and Posner, leading a collaborative shared-vision process
also benefits the leader, in that the leader will be seen as more competent (Credibility
130). This seems to be the case. NF expressed her sense of the leader's competence by
saying that "we had a good leader who kept us on track. He broke it down [the
collaborative process] ... and he took us step by step." EF added the exclamation mark:
"That way he didn't scare us!" MH said that it took a "special person to be the leader and
to be able to step back, and 1 don't think every ministe::: is able to do that. You have to be
able to evaluate what your leader is and what qualities he [sic] has as a leader. Not all
leaders are equipped to do what Bruce does." BJ added his remark to ME's: "I agree with
that!"
Kouzes and Posner also claim that an organization itself will benefit from the
leader using a collaborative shared-vision process because the participants will give more
energy and loyalty to the organization (Credibility 172). Commenting on the strengths of
such a process, AF said, "With the group that we have, we wouldn't let this thing faiL We
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would do just about anything to make sure it [the new church] continued and succeeded."
This was a commonly voiced opinion. A collaborative shared-vision process benefits the
organization through an incredible sense of loyalty to the organization.
The church also benefited from the process because of the ownership level of the
members of the core group. Their sense of ownership gave them the energy and will to do
an incredible amount of work, even when they might otherwise have "stayed home." MH
said, "We feel like we want it to go so well because we have so much ownership for it.
You just can't walk away from it." KJ commented that ''you get in there and you're going
along and you think 'uh oh, this didn't get done. Oops, I better go in this direction just to
make sure that we've got it enticing for those people [visitors to worship]. '" That sense of
ownership further benefited the church even though there were times for the core group
members when the work load was not enjoyable. KJ continued,
You're working awful hard trying to greet them [visitors] to come in and
make them come back and trying to keep their interest and sometimes the
interest is not in what you're doing, but it should be in what we're doing.
But we're trying to keep their kids occupied so that they can enjoy it [the
worship service], but it's not always enjoyable back there [in the nursery]
for us.
The core group members also felt that the church is stronger and more diverse
because of the collaborative shared-vision process. AF said, "If you don't use this
process; it will just be the minister on his own and just the strength of the minister based
on his will as to whether or not he is able to push it through." The following exchange
illustrates this sense of strength that can come from a diversity of opinions during the
process.
EF:

It depends on the type of church you want. If you want a church in
a box then you go with the tried and true method, and you get a
church in a box. You get the same church as every other church
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BJ:
EF:

.AF:

PE:

down the street. Go with this method, and you get a church that is a
portable church!
ou get a church that the people decide they want, not just what is
dIctated to them.
Exactly. But, some people want the church in the box. They like to
know that it's going to have certain things, and with this church I
think we were able to pick and choose .
I think you face the problem that if you go with the church-in-thebox set-up you might end up with a church that isn't necessarily
Scripturally based. As a result, you end up with churches that don't
necessarily have God's vision.
Doing it this way, you have much more of a chance to help the
congregation to be what it wants to be.

y.

BJ summed up this benefit by saying, "diversity with a facilitative type of leadership,
instead of a dictatorship, creates very high creativity, and it really brings out the best
ideas of the group instead of us following one general view."
Effects I Did Not Anticipate
The core group members experienced a phenomenon that I can only characterize
as the glory and burden of ministry. This was expressed and experienced in different
ways. KJ and PE, both life-long active church members, discovered what goes on
"behind the scenes." PE said, "I think when you go to an established church there's all
this stuff that you have no idea happens in the background. But when you do it yourself
you realize that everything you do is an act of worship." When asked how they have
changed as the core group worked together to develop a new congregation, BJ said:
I've become more aware of the inner workings of the church and what it
means to be a minister, if you will, of the church. I've done a lot of stuff in
the church, being the son of a preacher. Still, this is different.
Similarly, BH described his experience as "like being a servant, being the church.
Instead of attending church, it's being the Church."
MH received a fuller understanding of Church.
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We developed our mission and our vision. Even at the time we were doing
it, I didn't know how it was going to fit together, and now I just see how
everything does. Just being a member of a church you don't always get the
full understanding of how that vision really does drive everything we do.
You hear it, but you don't really live it.
BJ also received a deeper understanding of church.
In the past I have always associated to some degree church with the
building, the location, not so much focusing on the people within it. I think
this process has helped me understand the church is the people and not the
building.
Along with the positive discovery of the nature of ministry, the participants also
discovered the burden of ministry. The word "overwhelming" 'came up time and again
during the posttest interview. MH said that she felt more ownership because of the
collaborative process, but that it was also overwhelming. KJ described the experience as
"tedious, frustrating. But in the end we got what we needed to get." WC also said that "it
was frustrating at times, but once I make a commitment I keep it."
The feeling that all of the effort and the ownership of the church also led to the
feeling of burdened responsibility was also generally expressed by the core group
members. MH said:
You just can't walk away from it. You can't separate yourself from that.
Sometimes I want to stay home and just relax because you get the feeling
that it's just, you know, work right n9w. I think we were all expecting it,
but when it's actually happened you're going, "Gosh, you know, I'm worn
out after church on Sunday, not rejuvenated like I'm used to feeling after
going to church.
Later in the interview, MH, commenting on what has changed in her thinking about
church, said, "It's a great thing and also a burden. You feellike it's up to us. We want it
to be so good because we really care about what it is and what is going on." CH summed
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up the experience of burden simply: "We're more in a giving situation than a getting
situation."
Summary of Findings
I was given the assignment of planting a new congregation with a core group
recruited from four congregations in the south Johnson County area. As I state in Chapter
1, my supposition was that the persons recruited from those congregations would
presuppose different models of Church, and that they would have different values,
visions, and goals to which they would like a new local church to aspire. Given the likely
diversity of the core group members, I state in Chapter 1 that I felt I needed a different
model of leading a local church plant core group than-those currently advocated in such
church planting literature. Research Question 1 sought to discover both what the core
group members value about Church and what their model of Church is. My assumption·
was proven correct. The sixteen persons represented four of Dulles' models of Church,
The research clearly showed that the group recruited was very diverse in their
assumptions of what Church is and ought to be.
Most of the literature on local church planting assumes that leading a core group
requires that the congregation's pastor predetermine the mission, values, vision, and goals
for it. My supposition was that because the core group was a diverse group of dedicated
Christians, I needed a new model for leading the core group than is currently advocated
in the local church planting literature. I theorized in Chapter 1 that the use of a
collaborative shared-vision leadership model seemed to be a way forward in working
with this particular type of group. Research Question 2 sought to discover the
effectiveness of that leadership process in planting a new local church. The research
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shows that a collaborative shared-vision process is effective. The four elements of
collaborative shared-visioning, developing a mission statement, core values" vision and
goals were effective in leading the core group to be adequately prepared for Launch
Sunday and beyond.
Not only was the collaborative, shared-vision process effective in successfully
launching a new local church, but the process did yield many positive effects that the
literature anticipated for both the participants and the organization. The participants did
feel that they were positively engaged in something that was larger than themselves. The
process did foster a long-term orientation in most of the participants. The participants did
experience community, a sense of accomplishment, a.sense of self-realization, and a
sense of ownership. I, as the leader, also benefited, as the literature anticipated. I was and
am seen by the core group as a gifted and competent leader. The organization itself
benefited as well. The participants were willing to give a tremendous amount of
commitment and energy to the group even when they felt too tired to do even one more
thing. The congregation also benefited from the diversity of ideas and opinions and from
the gifts of the group.
The core group also experienced something I did not anticipate: they experienced
the glory and burden of ministry. They came to understand the inner workings of a
United Methodist Church. Some received a fuller understanding of Church, but, they also
discovered the burden of ministry. The process was overwhelming at times. They
discovered what it is like to be a minister and a servant
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CHAPTER 5
Summary and Conclusions
I undertook this research as a way of finding my way forward in the planting of a
new congregation that was to be developed from a core group recruited from four diverse
congregations in the area known as south Johnson County, Kansas. The local church
planting literature I investigated assumed that a new faith community would be
developed from either a core group recruited from a single congregation or from a core
group developed from the unchurched. Church leadership and planting authors, such as
Wagner, assume the local church plant pastor would personally develop the mission,
values, vision, and goals for the new congregation. Wagner further assumes that the
pastor would then gather and "tell and sell" a core group on the mission, values, vision,
and goals that he or she had developed. Obviously, this model works well for literally
hundreds of congregations.
I believed, however, based on leadership research I had done that the "tell-andsell" method would not be as successful with a core group of highly committed and
highly experienced members of four diverse United Methodist congregations. I needed an
approach that took into account the fact that I would be working with diverse, dedicated,
and able Christians. I also wanted a method that would honor and make use of the
wisdom and insight of dedicated Christians. The collaborative shared-vision process
seemed to me a way forward that took those very concerns into account. In fact, the
collaborative shared-vision process that Senge et al. refer to as a co-creating strategy did
provide a way forward for me.
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Based on the strategies suggested by Senge et aI., Kouzes and Posner, Oswald and
Friedrich, and Bryson, I developed a detailed plan for taking the core group through the
co-creating process. For example as they suggested, I began the series of planning
meetings by having the core group members share their personal vision and values. I had
them focus on sharing their stories of faith and on their hopes, not only for their future,
but also for the future of the local church we were creating. I encouraged them to share
their dreams in terms of their past experience in congregations. I also shared. I shared my
hopes and dreams for our family, my personal life, and for the local church we were· cocreating through the guidance of the Holy Spirit. This intense sharing formed a strong
bond between us of trust and love. The collaborative shared-vision approach yielded
many of the benefits that the literature led me to believe that the participants, the
congregation as a whole, and I should experience.
Evaluation and Interpretation of Data
Ethnographic research is, by its very nature, somewhat subjective. It does not deal
in qualitative numbers that can be scrutinized in precise ways. Interpreting qualitative
data is both science and art. I would be naIve to assert that my findings are free from'
subjective bias. This is especially true since the research was done with a group of people
whom I recruited and led and am still leading as the ·pastor of their now chartered local
church. I was not a dispassionate observer. I was passionately, intimately connected and
committed to the work of planting a new congregation and to being a part of the lives of
those who comprised the core group of Church of the Servant. My first and primary
calling was to plant a new congregation on behalf of the Kansas East Conferen(;e of the
United Methodist Church. Given who I am, I would do and did everything I could to
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ensure that this local church plant would be successful. That means that my work as an
ethnographic researcher was of secondary importance to me during the past eighteen
months. Fulfilling my God-given calling as the pastor of a local church plant core group
was my first and deepest goal. Having said that, I can say that I tried my best to
objectively view and analyze the data I compiled during the study and that I employed
classic analysis techniques used and suggested by ethnographic case study researchers to
that end.
Assumptions About Church that Participants Brought to the Core Group
My first research question sought to discover the assumptions about Church that
core group members hold in reference to Dulles' models of the Church. My assumption
was that the core group members would hold diverse understandings or models of Church
and that that diversity could present a challenge to the development of shared-vision for
the core group. In fact, the core group participants did hold diverse understandings of .
Church and represented four of Dulles' six models. I was also interested to discover what
people value about Church. The answer I received from those sixteen people was
intriguing and supported what Bellah et al. said about a yearning for community in our
culture.
What the Subjects Value about Church
The data suggests that the subjects of this study have a high value of and desire
for authentic community. In Chapter 2, I explore the contemporary yearning for
community that people experience in reaction to the radical individualism that
characterizes much of our society. I quote Bellah et al. as saying that there is a crisis of
civic membership in our country, meaning that there are "temptations and pressures to
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disengage from the larger society" (xi). In Chapter 3, I give a snap shot of south Johnson
County demographics and note that the number of households in this area has increased
by 675 percent in the last 20 years and is anticipated to continue to grow at about 10
percent per year for the next 5 years. I also noted that 80 percent of residents in south
Johnson County have lived here 5 years or less. This data makes sense of the findings
that suggest participants in the core group have a high value of and desire for community,
as opposed to what Bellah et al. name as a life-style enclave. Bellah et al. suggest that
what people are yeaming for is a community of memory. Researchers such as Hunter
claim that when it comes to local churches, people are looking for congregations that take
commitment seriously. In describing a local church of which they would be proud, that
would bring out the best in them, and to which they would be proud to invite their
friends, participants in this study described a local church that would encourage their
involvement in the life of the congregation. Participants want to use their gifts and
talents. They want opportunities to serve in significant ways and they want to be
encouraged to do so. Not only do they want to be involved through the use of their gifts
and talents, they want to experience the intimacy of relationships that a local church can
offer. They want a "family life feeling." They want to feel welcomed and accepted. They
want signific"ant friendships and they are looking for" venues, such as house groups and
Bible studies, through which it can take place. But they also want more than a feeling.
They want to grow closer in their relationship with God through serving God and through
educational opportunities that enrich their spiritual life. This desire for community may
well be one of the reasons the participants gave so much energy and commitment to the
collaborative shared-vision process. Participation in the process gave them the
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opportunity to use their gifts for ministry and gave them an intimate Christian community
they desired, and they said as much (Chapter 4).
Model of Church Presupposed by Core Group Members
The core group members held diverse assumptions about the nature of Church.
Four of Dulles' six models found representation in the group. My working assumption
was that, given the likely diversity of models of Church among the participants, the
development of shared-vision for United Methodist Church of the Servant could prove
difficult. Collaborative shared-vision theory suggests that the development of sharedvision is one result of the interaction of personal visions. In Chapter 1, I said that in phase
one of the project the participants would share their own personal vision. In phase two,
the participants shared their dreams and hopes for the new local church. In phase three,
we did a biblical and theological study on the nature and mission of the congregation, and
in stage four, we developed the mission statement for the local church. Through this

.

process the participants were able to articulate their understanding of Church and have
that understanding heard at"'1d valued. They also tested their personal understanding of
Church against the witness of the Scripture and the tradition of the Church, as suggested
by the theory outlined in Chapter 2.
The mission statement developed by the core group does not correspond directly
to any of Dulles' six models of Church. Instead, the mission statement developed by the
core group creates a seventh model of Church: the Church as Community of DiscipleMaking Disciples. Again, the mission of Church of the Servant is to create a Christian
community where people become friends; friends become followers of Jesus Christ, and
followers become devoted disciples who love God with all their heart, soul, mind, and
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strength and their neighbors as themselves. I anticipated the development of a new model
in Chapter 2 when I suggested that Dulles' model of Church as Community of discipLes
does not take into adequate consideration the importance of making new disciples.
Through the use of the collaborative shared-vision process, sixteen core group members
and myself were able to develop a compelling mission statement that goes beyond
Dulles' six models and takes into consideration some of the most important insights of
the Church growth movement. The collaborative shared-vision process proved successful
in bringing a diverse group of people to a common mind on the mission of the Church.
Role of Laity
I discovered that the participants had much to say about the role of laity in the
Church; although, I had not intended to research that issue. In an attempt to gain insight
about their understanding of Church in the pretest interview, I asked what role the laity
would play in a local church that would bring out the best in them. I discovered that there
were two basic ways they looked at their role. Some of the group understood themselves
to be helpers of the pastor. They helped the pastor carry out his or her call by doing
things so the pastor would not have to do them. The other viewpoint was that the pastor
was there to help the laity fulfill their call to ministry. In both cases, the minister was to
be the spirirualleader of the congregation. In both cases, the laity do what the minister
does not do. When determining the model of Church that one assumes, Dulles considers
the purpose of the Church, the bonds of union, the beneficiaries of the Church, and the
role of the clergy. In other words, all it would take to know someone' s model of Church
is to know what that person believes the purpose of the Church to be, or to idemify who
that person sees as the beneficiaries of the Church's ministry, or for that person to
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describe the role of the clergy, or to have that person define the bonds of union in
Church. However, he does not consider the role of the laity in determining a model of
Church. Dulles says that a model of Church helps explain and answer some essential
questions about the nature and function of the Church. But, Dulles has little to say about
the role of laity in the Church. Hunter says that many laity are dissatisfied with the
Church because the Church does not expect enough of the laity. Could it be that the
Church does not expect enough of the laity because the Church has not defined clearly
enough the role of the laity in the Church or the relationship between clergy and laity
clearly enough? I am unable to answer that question, but I suggest that the question of the
role of laity needs further study. Is the role of the laity simply to do what the clergy does
not do? Is the line dividing the clergy and the laity defmed in that way? Or, is there a
clear dividing line between the roles of clergy and laity? Those who believe that only the
pastor can be the recipient of God's vision for a congregation clearly think so, but my.
experience with collaborative shared-vision suggests otherwise. The roles of clergy and
laity need to be revisited llild studied carefully.
Based on my experience in leading this core group, I believe that laity are not
called to simply be the pastor's helper. Laity are called to be full partners in the ministry
with which Christ has entrusted the Church. That is 'certainly what happened in planting
United Methodist Church of the Servant. Because of my training, I have more knowledge
than most laity about how to plant a local church, or of proven ways of reaching the
unchurched, or about the Bible and how to apply it to our lives. I believe God called me
to lead this local church plant core group because of the combination of my unique gifts,
experiences, passion, and skills. But I do not believe that leading a local church plant is
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something to which God only calls ordained clergy. In my United Methodist tradition, it
would be very unusual for a lay person to be called to lead a core group. But my
experience shows that laity can be entrusted with planting a local church given proper
training and assessment.
I also do not believe that the primary purpose of the clergy is to simply help laity
do the ministry of the Church. Clergy and laity are to be in full partnership. We are
servants together of Jesus Christ. Our role together is to fulfill the mission of the Church
through the most faithful and effective use of our gifts, skills, passion, and abilities we
can muster.
In view of my experience in leading the planting of this congregation, the proper
question Dulles should ask is not what the role of the clergy is or what the role of the
laity is but what is the role of the leaders of a congregation. That is a much more relevant
and interesting question than what the role of clergy or the role of laity is. The Jerusalem
Council in Acts 15 is a story of the role of the leaders of the early Church and how those
leaders discerned God's will. The story of our local churches should be the stories of how
the leaders of those churches work together to discern God's will.
The Effectiveness of a Collaborative Shared-Vision Process
The collaborative, shared-vision process sounds good in theory. It honors the
wisdom and insight of the participants in the process. It involves people in deep ways. It
encourages deep sharing of personal vision in the development of an organization's
mission, values, vision, and goals. It may even create a sense of community. But is it
effective? Will the process yield the result desired? This research answers that question in
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the affirmative for this particular project. The data clearly indicates that the core group
was prepared for Launch Sunday.
How the Mission Statement Provided the Core Group with a Sense of Purpose
A mission statement is a broad description of the reason for the existence of an
organization. It provides the organization with a push from behind, a push that moves the
group into the future. The collaboratively developed mission statement did provide a
sense of purpose for the core group that helped the group prepare for the first public
worship service ofUMCOTS. The fact that the group itself discerned and developed the
mission statement was a cause of pride and ownership for the group. It helped to bring
the group together. But, the group did not realize the full importance of the mission
statement until after the launch of the local church as it continued to move forward in
ministry. The mission statement did help narrow the focus of our work. The process of .
development and the statement itself did help us come to agreement. The collaborative
shared-vision did defme what we were to do. It did provide a push toward the future. But,
there were many other factors that kept the participants as individuals and as a group
moving forward and motivated such as an individual's own sense of commitment, or
responsibility, or achievement, or even the leader's organizational plan for the launch of
the congregation. In Chapter 2, I reference what Sen'ge says: that in a co-creating strategy
the leader is a learning-process designer whose responsibility is to help members see
pieces as parts of the whole and help the participants integrate the parts of a process or
movement into the whole of the process. Mission is one part of the whole. This data on
the mission statement provides ample evidence of the need for the leader to help the
participants see how the mission statement relates to the whole of the process. The data
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also shows that I could have done a more effective job of relating the parts to the whole!
The core group members were able to see some of the impact of the mission statement at
the time, but not the whole of it until a later date.
How the Core Values Guided Preparations for Launch Sunday.
The importance of the core values in giving guidance to the core group cannot be
overstated. The core group used its collaboratively developed values to determine, among
other things, how monies would be allocated, how we would lead worship, and what the
congregation would be named. One of the core values developed by the core group was
discernment, understood by the group as "being confidently obedient to the guidance of
the Holy Spirit in an ever changing world." Deciding .upon the name of our congregation
was an exercise in collaborative shared-visioning and discernment. In the back of my
mind, I was haunted by the fear that allowing the group to name the local church would'
be divisive. Naming local churches, like naming babies, is an intensely personal issue ~nd
something I was told could cause division in the congregation. I was told it was best to
name it myself and to not allow it to be named by the core group members. However, I
could not distance myself from the understanding I had gained about strategic decisionmaking in the Church from my study of Acts 15, the Jerusalem Council. The divisive
potential of naming a local church, however, in no way compares to the divisive potential
of deciding the issue of whether Greek Christians must be circumcised. If the Church can
decide an issue such as that and discern a course of action that was acceptable both to the
Holy Spirit and the body of believers, then surely a core group can discern a name that
seems good to the Holy Spirit and to the group. In fact, that is what happened at Church
of the Servant. The process of naming Church of the Servant was one of the most
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powerful spiritual experiences I have had. I can remember few decisions made at any
level of congregation life where the participants cheered the decision they had made. I am
convinced that the collaborative discernment process we used that evening (described in
Chapter 4) made that possible. Naming the local church was one of our goals. The
process we used in naming it flowed from one of our core values. The way we discerned
its name was in keeping with a collaborative shared-vision process informed by Acts 15.
Instead of being a divisive moment in our congregation's history, the naming of United
Methodist Church of the Servant stands out as one of the most spiritually enriching and
lay-empowering events I can remember in over eighteen years of ministry and is proof of
the importance of carefully developed core values.
How the Vision Statement Helped the Core Group See the Intended Outcome of Launch
Sunday.
As I said in Chapter 4, the core group did not discern a formal vision statement.
until well after Launch Sunday. However, an informal vision statement was operating
from the very first core group meeting. That informal vision statement was simply that
we as a core group would engage in a collaborative shared-vision process in the planting
of a new congregation. I was the architect of that informal vision statement. The idea of a
group of laity and a clergy leader together discerning the future of a new congregation
from the ground up energized the core group members from the very beginning. The
irony for me is that I had intended the core group to discern the vision statement for the
congregation. I myself did not realize that engaging in a collaborative, shared-vision
process was itself the vision the group was operating under until after the local t:hurch
was launched. I wanted so much for the entire shared-vision process to be collaborative,
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but I did not realize when I began that not only will a people perish without a vision, but
it is quite doubtful if a people can be born unless a vision pre-exists the people
themselves. As Senge says, and as I refer to in Chapter 3, a leader is a steward of vision.
Within the heart of a strong leader is, Senge says, "a deep story and sense of purpose
that lay behind his vision, what we have come to call the purpose story" (345). This
purpose story is the deep-seated reason that leaders do what they do and gives powerful
meaning to the leader's aspirations and hopes. I realize now more than ever how the
desire to be part of a group where collaborative shared-vision is sought is deeply
imbedded in my very soul and drives me to lead as I do. That energizing vision, however,
does not and cannot lead the congregation forever. The very nature of vision is that it is
relatively short-lived. The core group did go on to collaboratively discern our current
vision statement. Interestingly enough, collaborative shared-visioning was not chosen as
a core value nor even discussed among possible core values. It in no way appears in our
current vision statement; nevertheless, everyone in the core group affirms it and assumes
it. It has become a part of our "genetic makeup" and now guides our local church council.
In fact, at the first meeting of our local church council following our chartering service in
September 1999, I led the council in the same study of Acts 15 that I had used at the first
core group meeting one year earlier.
The Effectiveness of the Goals Developed by the Core Group Preparing for Launch
Sunday
There is no doubt that the core group was ready for Launch Sunday. The core
group effectively planned and implemented everything necessary to reach and greet 173
worshipers. Realistic goals that can be evaluated are crucial for the success of any
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organization, especially a new organization like a local church plant. Writers such as
Senge, Gangel, and Bryson say that goals represent what people commit themselves to in
the short term. Goals break down the overall strategy into manageable pieces. A leader
may need to help people see how the pieces fit together into the whole, but the leader
must first help the people to see the pieces that make up the whole.
Each element of the collaborative shared-vision was vital to the success of the
local church launch. If we had only developed a mission statement, for example, but had
not developed our core values, we would not have been able to discern a name for our
congregation that would have met with cheers. If we had not developed a timeline and
achievable goals, then the work of developing values and the mission statement would
have been fruitless. Developing goals is not particularly glamorous; it is detail work. One
of the participants even described setting and moving through the goals as tedious and
frustrating, but necessary. Someone once said that God is in the details. Maybe that is so.
I remember someone once telling me "not to sweat the small stuff," to not worry overly
about the details. However, the successful planting of a local church is an exercise in
detailed planning and goal setting. There are too many items to leave to chance. The·
glamorous aspects of leadership are things like capturing that vision, discerning the
mission, and establishing the values; but none of those activities help the leader and core
group decide how to effectively invite a community to worship at a new local church.
Those more glamorous aspects of the leadership process do not tell us how to greet
people effectively and efficiently, how to ensure that their children will be well cared for
during the worship service, or even how the people are to find the school where the
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church meets. Those and a hundred other details are the fruit of careful goal setting and
planning.
Quite frankly, the best thing we did as a core group when it came to goal setting
was make use of the consultant and services of Portable Church Industries. Their
consultant led over forty local churches in planning many of the details of Launch
Sunday. The consultant's practical and detailed knowledge enabled us to be ready for
Launch Sunday. The leader does not have to know everything there is to know about
launching a congregation. The leader does, however, have to be willing to find the people
who do know the important details.
The Effect the Collaborative Shared-vision Strategy Had on the Core Group
Collaborative shared-vision strategy theory suggests that participants in such a
process will experience many benefits, as will the leader and the organization as a whole".
This, in fact, happened as the data showed. The core group did not simply carry out
someone else's dream and plan. We carried out the plan we co-created. We took steps
toward fulfilling the mission we discerned using the values we articulated to guide us in
the strategic decision making process that is shared-visioning. Eventually we discerned a
vision for the local church. Senge et al. called this a co-creating strategy, and it is.
In Chapter 2, I make reference to Senge's claim that there are seven possible
attitudes toward a shared-vision that range from apathy to such passionate ownership of
the shared-vision that a person will do whatever it takes to make that shared-vision
happen. Senge says that a correlation exists between the level of collaboration in
developing that shared-vision and a person's attitude toward it. The data showed that this
group had that seventh level of attitude toward the shared-vision for the new
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congregation, and the data also reveals that they feel this way because they experienced
the level of collaboration as being so high-particularly around naming the local church.
Senge et al. claims that the collaborative shared-vision process is essentially
focused around building shared meaning, a collective sense of what is important,
"potentially where none existed before" (299). As I reported in Chapter 2, Senge's idea of
building shared meaning is strikingly similar to Bellah's et al. understanding of
community. I also stated that co-creating a shared-vision is nothing more nor less than the
initiation of community. That is precisely what happened. The collaborative sharedvision process not only started a new congregation, it also initiated a new Christian
community of highly committed people. It created a community of disciple-making
disciples. It was not within the scope of this project to study the level of community in a
new local church nor to do a detailed study of the nature of community. I am not in a
position to claim that authentic Christian community can only come into being through ~
collaborative shared-vision process or to say that this process is more or less effective
than other processes in creating community. This process, however, more than adequately
accomplished to prepare a core group for their first public worship service. Through this
process a Christian community was born. A study of the degree of community in new
local churches and how that community is fonned would make for significant further
research that would contribute greatly to the body of knowledge in Church life and in
local church planting.
Implications of the Findings
The collaborative shared-vision process for leading a local church plant core
group was successful. The group was prepared for Launch Sunday, and the participants
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benefited as the theory suggested they would. Traditional leadership and local church
planting literature claims, without question, that visioning in particular is the sole
prerogative of the leader. Barna states that discerning God's vision for a congregation is
not the work of a committee and states further that only leaders, that is the pastor, knows
what to do with vision. Some assert, as does Wagner, that the entire process, from
mission statement development through the setting of goals, belongs to the leader and
that it is also the role of the leader to obtain goal ownership from the people and then to
motivate the people to obtain those goals.
Traditional church planting and leadership literature does allow for others to have
a hand in creating the future of the local church. The pastor ought to use certain trusted
individuals as a sounding board as he or she seeks to discern God's will. Additionally, the
pastor needs other people to help bring his or her vision into being. This obviously works
and has worked in hundreds of local churches.
However, this is not the only method that works. More recent local church
leadership and planting literature claims that the work of shared-vision development is
not the private domain of the pastor/leader. This particular study bears out the theorizing
of Shawchuck and Hueser, Easum, and Oswald and Friedrich that at least in certain cases,
as Oswald arid Friedrich claim, the best plan for a congregation is the one developed by
the congregation's members along with the leader.
There is no question that developing shared-vision is a primary role of leadership.
The role of the pastor/leader in developing that shared-vision is what is questioned. The
authors listed above show, as does my own personal experience, that a leader-di.:;cerned
vision for a congregation can become a part of a congregation's shared-vision and is
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faithful, authentic, and effective. But it is also my experience that a co-created shared
vision, a collaboratively developed shared-vision, can also be faithful, authentic, and
effective in planting a new congregation. This implies that the role of the local church
plant pastor needs to be reexamined and studied further.
This also implies that the discussion of the leader's role in established local
churches needs to be rethought. I chose a collaborative shared-vision process because I
assumed (and my assumption was born out) I would be working with highly dedicated,
highly able, and highly motivated disciples of Jesus Christ. I have been a pastor for
eighteen years and have served several local churches in that time. My experience has
been that the laity of those congregations have, on the. whole, been highly dedicated,
highly able, and highly motivated disciples of Jesus. Based on my experience in leading
this local church plant core group in a collaborative shared-vision process, and based on'
my experience of the quality of laity in the local churches I have served in the past, I .
would now lead an established congregation in the same manner. The implication for me
is that, at times, God speaks through an individual and that God also speaks through
God's people, not just through one person.
Limitations of Study
The single, greatest limitation to this study is that only one local church plant
using a collaborative shared-vision process was studied for this project and that the study
took place during an umepeatable point in that congregation's history. One study does
not necessarily show that this particular process will work at other times and in other
situations.
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There are certain variables that could playa part in the outcome of the study that
occur to me now-variables that did not occur to me when I initiated the study. I do not
know what influence the make-up of the core group had on the outcome of the project.
This group is more highly educated than most residents of south Johnson County, which
is more highly educated than the average county in the United States. Did educational
attainment affect the outcome? I do not know. I did not do formal research on the income
level of the participants or on the types of careers they have. Did these variables affect
the outcome? Again, I do not know. Did the subculture of the geographical location play
a part in the outcome? Would this same process work in the subculture of the urban core
of the Kansas City metropolitan area or in the subculture of a small town local church in
rural Kansas as it worked in the exurb culture of south Johnson County? Again, I do not
know.
Conclusions
One of the benefits that I did not anticipate the core group members would
experience (but I am so glad they did) is glory and burden of ministry. I have often
thought as a pastor and leader that nobody sitting in the pew "knows the trouble I have
seen" as a pastor and that "nobody knows my sorrow!" I have also wondered if the laity,
even the very dedicated laity, have experienced the glory of ministry-that intense
satisfaction that comes from knowing that one has been a part of what God is blessing.
These core group members certainly experienced the sort of things I felt, rightly or
wrongly, that only clergy experienced. These people were not simply recipients of
ministry, they were ministers faithful to their call through whom God spoke ana acted.
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The collaborative shared-vision process is time consuming and tedious. The
participants and I both experienced the slowness of the process and at times did become
frustrated by it. There were certainly times when I wanted to throw my hands in the air
and shout out that I had decided what we were going to do and if they did not like it, then
tough! A leader-imposed vision would almost certainly be quicker and cleaner. However,
imposing my vision would not have been as satisfying to me personally, nor to the
participants. They would not have felt as much ownership of what we produced or loyalty
toward the local church they helped to create if I had imposed something upon them. We
were partners led by the Holy Spirit.
Local churchplanting is, to use some of the participants' own descriptions, an
overwhelming task. Very few people have had this experience. Most of us inherit, as it
were, established congregations with already built infrastructure, values, direction, and so
on. Most local church members and pastors stand on the shoulders of several generations
of dedicated disciples who have built particular congregations over several decades of
ministry, never realizing the vastness of the undertaking. The burden of leadership is
great in an established congregation, but, based on my eighteen years of experience, l'
found the burden of leadership to be even greater in establishing a new congregation. A
very small group of people had a very large task to bring to fruition in a relatively brief
amount of time. Planting a local church is an overwhelming experience.
The overwhelming nature of local church planting, especially in a collaboratively
planted congregation, calls for strong leadership. There was never any question in my
mind about the need for strong leadership in the local church. All of the leadership and
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local church planting literature I reviewed and my own experience made clear the
necessity of strong leadership. The nature of the leadership was the question.
As I reflected on this project and upon my motivation in leading this local church
plant core group in a collaborative shared-vision process, I realized that I was not only
concerned with finding a way forward that took into consideration the type of people I
would most likely be leading. I now see that I was also reacting against what I believed to
be the overstated case that casting vision is the sole responsibility of the leader and the
most important role of the leader. Vision casting is important, and the leader must have a
role in casting a congregation's vision, but it is not the most important role ofleadership.
The most important role of leadership is to create a framework in which shared-vision
can be created. The role of Christian leadership is deeper than and prior to creating a
shared-vision for a Christian community.
Senge writes that a vital responsibility of leadership is helping people have a mpre
empowering view of reality. Most people view life, Senge writes, as crises that must be
overcome and hurdles that must be jumped. Planting a local church certainly has its share
of hurdles and crises. The task of the leader, says Senge, is to help people see their world
as an opportunity and medium for birthing a new future. Being the leader of this core
group impressed on me, greater than ever before, the importance of the leader being an
architect of a process that will help people see the future as an opportunity and medium
instead of as a hurdle or stumbling block. I have seen that vision is not the sole
prerogative of the pastor/leader. Vision proper and shared-vision understood as
incorporating mission, values, vision, and goals is legitimately the ministry of laity and
clergy. However, someone has to create the framework in which a shared-vision process
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can take place. Someone has to help the people see how the overwhelming whole is made
up of parts and how those overwhelming parts need to come together to make the whole.
That role rests solely on the leader.
The shared-visioning process is a strategic, decision-making process that
incorporates the determination of an organization's mission, core values, vision, and
goals. How any group or organization engages in strategic decision making says a great
deal about the nature of that group. How a local church plans its future reveals much
about that local church. Johnson claims that the way a congregation as a faith community
engages in a strategic decision-making process or engages in the shared-vision process
should be an articulation of faith. Secular organizations will use the term discernment as
a way of describing the process whereby they determine their shared-vision. When the
Church talks about discernment, something very different is being discussed.
Discernment is the careful listening for the will of God. Luke tells the story of how the.
Jerusalem Council discerned the will of God for the Church. The Council sought to
discern God's will on the issue of Gentile circumcision by listening to first hand accounts
of the ways in which God was working through the Gentiles. They listened to Scripture.
They listened to opposing voices. It is reasonable to assume that they sought God's
guidance through prayer. Their decision-making process articulated their faith that God
would reveal to them how they were to live into the future.
The collaborative shared-vision strategy used in planting Church of the Servant
was an exercise in discerning God's will. Acts 15 was our model on how to discern
God's will. God wants to reveal his will to the Church so that the Church will fuithfully
fulfill God's call to be a light to the nations and the instrument through which God will
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bless the world by carrying out the ministry of Jesus Christ We are Christ's body, and so
it makes sense that Christ will reveal his will to us. We are God's people, and so it makes
sense that God will reveal his will to us. We are a people given life through the Holy
Spirit, and so it makes sense that the Holy Spirit will show us the way that leads to a life
pleasing to God. In Acts 15, we read that the Jerusalem Council was about the business of
discerning how God would have the Church be a light to the nations. They sought God's
will, and God revealed it to them. Their decision that the Gentile converts should not be
burdened with circumcision seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to them. Discernment is
the process wherein the Church seeks to plan its future and make strategic decisions that
seem good to the Holy Spirit and to the Church.
We sought to discern a shared-vision that seemed good to the Holy Spirit and to
us. We listened to each other's stories and dreams. We listened to one another give
expression to God's working in our lives. We studied the Scripture. We studied our
United Methodist teachings on the Church. We debated. We sifted through competing
voices and calls and desires and dreams and visions, and we listened. We prayed. We
prayed often. We took time to listen to God's voice. Together, we discerned God's will
for our congregation. Our discernment process, our collaborative shared-vision process,
was a living articulation of our faith that God will lead God's people into the future. It
was an articulation of our faith that God speaks not only to and through individuals, but
also through a body of believers who have surrendered their will to do God's will.
Through the collaborative shared-vision process, God led us in the creation of a
new Christian community where people become friends, friends become followers of
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Jesus Christ, and followers become devoted disciples who love the Lord their God with
all their heart, soul, mind and strength and who love their neighbors as themselves.
Further Reflection: One Year Later
One year ago the Core Group of Church of the Servant welcomed over 170 people
to their first public worship service. The Core Group worked, studied, and planned for
six months to create the congregation now known as United Methodist Church of the
Servant. One year later I am still convinced-as are the members of the
congregation-that a collaborative leadership process is effective in planting and leading
a local church. Having said that, there are two areas of concern with which I wrestle on a
regular basis regarding collaborative, shared-visioning. Moreover, upon further
reflection, there is an aspect of the process that I have found to be of utmost importance.
In the year since Launch Sunday, six of the original sixteen core group members·
have either returned to their local home church due to a prior arrangement or have moved
to other communities. In the next few months, another core group family will have
moved away. Unfortunately, our core group reflects the demographic trend of south
Johnson County residents to have a very brief length of residency. We have already
experienced a high rate of turnover due to people moving away-not only in our core
group, but in new members as well. Based on this trend, it will not be long until nearly all
of the original core group members have moved away. When core group members move,
they take their memory of how the local church was started with them. Their knowledge
and experience base is vast and the loss of that experience and knowledge base is
potentially devastating. The collective consciousness and memory of the local "hurch
could quickly weaken.
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Two points diminish this threat. First, those wishing to join Church of the Servant
are required to take a six-week membership class that I teach. In that class, I teach the
same lessons on Christian community and on Acts 15 that I taught to the original core
group. I then share how we lived it out in the core group and how we continue to live it
out in the church council and on our leadership teams. Additionally, we spend two
sessions studying our ten core values. Over the six-week membership class, I also share
stories of how the congregation began. I also include copies of our Prayer Partners
Newsletters, because those newsletters tell the story of how God answered our prayers as
a core group. I also model our collaborative process by having potential members discuss
their hopes and dreams for our new local church, and what they are willing to do to see
their dreams become reality. Finally, team leaders describe the work of their teams and
invite new members to engage themselves in the ministry of the Church. Through the
membership class, new members begin to live into the mission al!d values of the Church,
and thus become a part of the collective and collaborative life of the Church.
Secondly, the collaborative nature of the congregation itself ensures that the
m ission, values , and vision of the local church should b~ sustained over time even given
the high turnover rate that we can expect. In traditional church plants the pastor discerns
and then imparts God's vision to the core group in the hope that the core group will buy
into the vision so that it becomes a shared vision. The vision, however, remains that
pastor's vision. So, what happens to the sense of mission and vision when that pastor
leaves the church? In my United Methodist tradition, pastors are moved about every six
or seven years, so this is a realistic concern. In a collaboratively lead congregation,
however, the mission, values, and vision of the local church do not reside only in the
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pastor, but in all the members because it was the members and the pastor who together
discerned God's will for the congregation and continue to discern God's will. My
speculation is that a collaboratively led congregation should be more resistant to the ill
effects of membership and pastoral turnover than congregations who bought into a
pastor-imparted vision. This could be a significant area for future research considering
the looming retirements in the next fifteen to twenty years of many of the mega-church
pastors in our country, such as Bill Hybels and Rick Warren, who tend to be highly noncollaborative.
A second major area of concern for me with collaborative, shared-visioning
continues to be the slow and consuming nature of the method. I was given approximately
nine months from the time I was assigned to plant this new local church to take it public.
During that nine months, we had to come together as a group, create an infrastructure for
a new congregation, discern the mission, values, vision, and goals for a new local chur~h,
and prepare for its launch. I spent three months gathering a core group, which only left us
six months to bring a new local church into being. The process assumes that a high
degree of trust and conunitment bonds the group together. The process assumes that
everyone in the group shares and is listened to. Bonding as a group takes a great deal of
time. Creating the basic structures for a new local church takes a great deal of time.
Collaborative, shared-visioning is a very slow process. The group often felt that the
process was both very slow and very wearying. The frustration with the slowness of the
process was two-fold. First, we felt a divine urgency to get on with the creation of the
new local church. Slogging through the creation of a mission statement and core values
seemed at times to be a hindrance to our ultimate goal rather than a noble means of
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achieving that goal, even though everyone agreed that the collaborative process was
important in itself as well as being an important part of our overall goal. Second, Launch
Sunday fairly loomed on the horizon, often as much a source of anxiety as of joy due to
the incredible amount of work we had to accomplish because of the collaborative process.
Because the process itself was so consuming, we actually did a very poor job at bringing
new people into the core prior to the public launch. (In the last year, however, we have
done such a good job of integrating new members into the local church that two-thirds of
the church council is made up of non-core group members.) From conversations with
other local church plant pastors, I have learned that we brought in far fewer new members
before we held our first public worship service than most plants. I attribute this to the fact
that we (I) concentrated more on the collaborative process than on building and
expanding our community. In a sense, we lost the forest for the trees.
One of the most important insights that I have gained is the utmost significance.of
the mission statement and core values. The mission statement, difficult and joyful as it
was to discern, has served as the rudder of our congregation. In the year since Launch
Sunday our congregation has seen much growth and change. I have already described the
rate of turnover in our congregation. Growth has also occurred. We went public with just
twenty-five committed adults. We now have about three times that many adults
committed to the mission and ministry of Church of the Servant. In the last year we
acquired forty acres of land. We have opened an office. We have started several small
groups. We have committed twenty percent of our budget to mission support. We are
collaborating with United Methodist Church of the Resurrection and the General Board
of Global Ministries in their Russia initiative. Throughout the rapid changes that are
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taking place, the two constants have been our mission statement and core values. We find
ourselves continually reminding each other of the big picture for our local church, which
we describe in the mission statement and core values. Much is made of the critical
importance of a vision statement, and with good reason. However, as important as a
vision statement is, a clearly defined understanding of mission and values is even more
important. The vision that we discerned about a year ago is already outmoded because of
the change that we are experiencing. Weare currently engaged in a vision discernment
process that will take into account the growth and rapid turnover we are experiencing as
well as the purchase of twice as much land as we initially anticipated. Our vision is
already being revised, but our mission and core values are constant and serve to keep us
on course.
A collaborative, shared-vision process is effective in planting a new congregation.
The process, though difficult and time-consuming, was ultimately satisfying to the cor~
group members and to me. Additionally, the process was faithful to our understanding of
our calling and to the Scripture. Clearly, the process is worthy of consideration by all
local church planters, but by no means should all engage in it. It is a method of planting
local churches that works, but not all leaders and core group members are able to engage
in a collaborative effort. The collaborative, shared-vision process was effective in
bringing about the birth of Church of the Servant because the core group members were
highly dedicated, able, and devoted disciples of Jesus Christ. I would not attempt this
process with new Christians who need to be taught the basics of the faith. That in itself is
a long process, and adding the collaborative discernment process to it seems
counterproductive. I would also not advocate this process if the local church plant leader
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is not by nature a collaborative leader. Being collaborative is not a leadership technique,
but an outgrowth of one's identity. The leader has to be as motivated and able to lead the
core group in this way. I would suggest that it is also true that if a leader is by nature
collaborative, then no other process will result in the level of personal satisfaction as a
collaborative, shared-vision process.
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Appendix A

South Johnson County United Methodist Core Group
Introductory Questionnaire
Page 1
(1) Last four digits of your Social
Security number:

(2) Gender

o Male
o Female

(3) Age:

(4) Marital Status:

--

o Single
o Married
o Widowed
o Divorced

1) - - - 2)
---3)
---4)

Today's date:

---,---,-----

(6) Which choice most accurately describes your
highest level of educational attainment?

o High School Graduate

o Some College hours
o Associate degree
o CollegelUniversity graduate
o Some Masters level work
o Masters level degree
o Some doctorate work
o Doctorate level degree

(11) Which choice most
accurately describes
your financial support
of your current or most
recent church in terms
of a percentage of your
monthly income?

01-3%
04-6%
07-9%
o 10-10+ %

(12) Which choice most
accurately describes
how often you pray?

o
o

o
o
o

1-2 days a week
3-4 days a week
5-6 days a week
7 days a week
More than once a day

(5) Gender and
Ages of Children
living at home:

----

(7) Number of
years as a.
Christian:

--

(8) Number of
years as a
United
Methodist:

(9) Number of
years as a
member of
your current
church:

--

--

(10) Previous denominational affiliation before
becoming a United Methodist (if applicable).

(13) Which choice most
accurately describes
how often you read the
Bible?

(14) Which choice most
accurately describes
how often you attend
worship?

o 1-2 days a week
o 3-4 days a week
o 5-6 days a week
o Everyday

o Twice a month
o Three times a month
o Monthly

o

Weekly
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(15) Describe your participation in on-going discipleship or spiritual growth opportunities
at your current or most recent church.

(16) Describe ways you have served in or through your current or most recent
congregation.
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Appendix B
Pretest Interview

1. Think about the type of church that you would like to be a member of and describe it
in detail.

2. Describe the type church to which you would be proud to invite your friends?

3. Describe a church that would bring out the best in you and other church members.

4. What do you think is the primary mission of this church?

5. What would people get out of a church like this?

6. What would the pastor do in this church?

7. What would lay people do in this church?

8. What would membership mean in such a church?
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Appendix C
Posttest Questionnaire Letter
June 1, 1999
Sample
15722 Beverly Court
Overland Park, KS 66223
Dear Sample,
Last fall I interviewed each member of the core group as a part of my doctoral dissertation
project. At that time I also said that I would need to interview the entire group in June of 1999
following our first public worship service. The time for that interview has come!
Please reserve Wednesday, June 16 from 6:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. (or p~rhaps 9:30 p.m.) for a core
group meeting. We will begin with a light fellowship meal (the leftover KC Masterpiece!).
Following the meal I will interview the entire group at once. I will be asking you to reflect on the
past nine months. The point of this is to get both individual reflection and 'group think.' This
should take 2 - 2 1/2 hours.
This research could prove to be significant in the field of church leadership literature. I know of
several doctoral students who are already reviewing my preliminary work and theory. Your input
is essential to the future helpfulness of this work.
To insure the integrity of the research I am only able to include those whom I interviewed last f(!.ll
and who participated in our core group meetings from October through January. The following
are receiving this letter:
MB
CC
PE
CF
KJ
MH

CB
WC
AF
NF
BH

BC

GE
EF
BJ
CH

Please make every effort to be a part of this time of reflection. Your participation is
essential to the completion of my dissertation. I want to thank you in advance for
participating on June 16.
If you are unable to attend, please contact me as soon as possible.
Thank you for all you have done, are doing, and will do as servants of Jesus Christ and as
members of Church of the Servant.

Bruce L. Emmert, pastor
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AppendixD
Core Group Posttest Questionnaire

Interview Discussion Questions
1.

How has your understanding of church changed during the last nine months?

2.

Think back on our planning meetings and worship times. What words would you
use to describe those times?

3.

What pacts of the process were most helpful to you?

4.

How have you changed as we worked together to develop a new congregation?

5.

What has this experience meant to you?

6.

What do you feel best about during the last nine months?

7.

What would you tell your friends about this experience?

8.

What motivated you to join the core group?

9.

What fueled your motivation during the church planting process?

10.

What do you value about other members of the core group?

11.

Describe how you contributed to the church planting process.

12.

How did you feel about Launch Sunday?

13.

What word pictures would you use to describe that day?

14.

If we were able to do it again, what would we do differently? The same?

15.

How does Church of the Servant differ from churches you previously attended?

16.

What are your hopes and dreams for the future of our church?

17.

What are your greatest concerns?

18.

Other church plant leaders will be reading about our church. What would you tell
them about this process?

19.

Do you feel it is better for a group to discern a vision for their church, or for a
pastor with a pre-determined vision to gather followers around his or her vision?
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